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A large print copy of this report and
a video copy of the Town Meeting is available
at Richards Free Library.
The publication of the Annual Town Report is a collaborative effort on the part of many people:
the Board of Selectmen, Town Manager, Department Heads, Town employees, and Town
Committees. Although we believe this report to be accurate as of the date of publication,
changes may occur and be made as necessary. Special thanks to all those citizens who have
shared their private collections of photographs and history for the benefit of our Town's Annual
Report. Sharon H. Christie, Editor
Produced by Barrett Press and Newport Litho, Inc.
Bound by New Hampshire Bindery, Inc.




An old man, going a lone highway,
Came at the evening, cold and gray,
To a chasm, vast, and deep, and wide,
Through which was flowing a sullen tide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim:
The sullen stream had no fears for him;
But he turned, when safe on the other side,
And built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim, near,
"You are wasting strength with building here:
Your journey will end with the ending day;
You never again must pass this way;
You have crossed the chasm, deep and wide —
Why build you the bridge at the eventide?"
The builder lifted his old gray head:
"Good friend, in the path I have come," he said
"There followeth after me today
A youth, whose feet must pass this way.
This chasm, that has been naught to me,
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be,
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim;
Good friend, I am building the bridge for him."
Reprinted from July 8, 1937 Argus
Front Cover Photo
Corbin Covered Bridge, Circa 1961
Ollie Turpeinen Photo
The Corbin Covered Bridge was destroyed
by arson on May 25, 1993
and will be rebuilt in 1994.
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There is no doeumentation to pinpoint exactly what year Newport citizens chose to
erect the Corbin Covered Bridge, but we know that the Corbin Covered Bridge
existed in time for approximately 158 of the 233 years Newport has had a
documented history. It was the sole survivor of Newport's highway covered bridges.
Incorporated a mere 74 years prior to the building of the Corbin Covered Bridge,
the Town of Newport once had six highway covered bridges and 13 railroad covered
bridges — all constructed between the years 1835 and circa 1900.
On May 25, 1993 Newport citizens awoke to the unbelievable news that the Corbin
Covered Bridge had been deliberately destroyed by fire. For some, the loss of this
particular bridge was as traumatic as a death in the family. Generations of
Newporters would have their own special memories associated with this bridge.
Tourists had come to Newport, lured by a representation of time standing still, to
travel this scenic road back to another era. A 158 year old bridge in a country as
young as the United States was a priceless historic possession, a testimony to the
craftsman skills of the past, and a tragic loss for the Town of Newport.
A favorite jogging route, bike route, and fishing spot, Corbin Road was declared
a scenic road in 1972 by a Town vote, much for the beauty of the huge pine trees
as it was for the function and charm of a national artifact called "the covered
bridge." The Corbin Covered Bridge crossed the Sugar River into North Newport
and was named after one of the most prominent families in Newport's early history.
It was the Corbin family who planted the stately pines at the turn of the century.
In one way or another, the arson of this bridge affected our lives. In September the
Corbin Covered Bridge was removed from the National Historic Register. This was
our town's last highway covered bridge, and it was loved by many. Little did we
think this bridge was in jeopardy. Outpourings of support surfaced quickly, and at
a Special Town Meeting held on November 9, 1993, Newport citizens voted to
rebuild the Corbin Covered Bridge as it was originally built — a replicated one lane
covered bridge. It will be rebuilt in 1994 by Arnold Graton of Graton Associates,
Ashland, New Hampshire.
We can only ensure that future generations share a very special part of Newport
and its history by replacing the Corbin Covered Bridge as it was and documenting
its now rather scarred history.
It is not progress to destroy the past, for then we learn nothing,





Photo: Courtesy of Eve Spanos
Harry V. Spanos
Town Moderator
1992 marked the end of an era for our Town and its Moderator. Laying down
his gavel at the end of the Annual Town Meeting represented a milestone of 30
terms as Newport's Town Moderator for Harry V. Spanos.
Born in Newport on May 8, 1926 to Vaios and Mary (Stassos) Spanos, Harry
graduated from Towle High School in 1944 and went on to study history at
Harvard University. He received both a Bachelor's Degree (1948) and Law
Degree (1951) from Harvard and brought his academic degrees home to
Newport to practice law. During his college years, he married Eve Whittaker,
and they have three sons, William, Timothy and Peter.
In addition to 30 years as Town Moderator, he has served the Town of Newport
tirelessly — on the Budget Committee, Planning Board, and School Board; as
a Library Trustee, Hospital Trustee, and Trustee of Sugar River Savings Bank;
as Town Counsel, Special Justice for Newport District Court, and Probate Court
Judge; and as Moderator of the Newport School District as well as Moderator
of the Annual Town Meeting. He has served as President of the Newport
Chamber of Commerce and as President of the Sullivan County Bar
Association. He was appointed Town Counsel in 1954, a position he still holds
40 years later. He served the State of New Hampshire as a delegate to the
State Constitutional Convention, as a member of the NH House of
Representatives including two terms as Minority Leader, four terms as a NH
State Senator, and he became the Democratic nominee for Governor in 1976.
Although Meldrim Thompson won that election, Harry had opened the door for
future democratic elected officials.
A believer in "government by consent of the governed," Harry Spanos ensured
that the Town Meeting would be the means through which the citizens of
Newport managed their town. Worthy of the people's trust, Harry has
successfully led our Town meetings through the past three decades. His legal
expertise and parliamentary leadership have been valuable assets to our Town
and the history of its government.
His belief—"Let the People Rule" — is the gift he has bestowed on our Town,
and for his countless civic contributions to our town, our state and our country,
the Town of Newport is privileged to honor Harry V. Spanos by dedicating this
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From Inside the Corbin Covered Bridge — Circa 1880
Photo: Courtesy of Edgell Family
A Look Back at the Corbin Family of Newport, NH
Dr. James Corbin (b. 1762) was the first Corbin to migrate to New Hampshire.
In the 1790's, he brought his wife, Lois Kibbie, and first child, Austin, to Newport
where at age 28, he established a successful medical practice. In those days
Newport was a comparative wilderness, sparsely populated with scattered
farmhouses, rough roads and thick forests. Dr. Corbin acquired a farm on Oak
Street (built in 1791 and now the Lavigne residence) to pursue his gardening
interests and often shared his farm's abundance with the poor.
Among his six children, Austin (b. 1791), who married Mary Chase and had eight
children, was the most successful in continuing Corbin involvement in local
affairs. His accomplishments as a teacher, Selectman, Representative, and State
Senator were extremely beneficial to the Town of Newport. In addition, along
with two other business partners, he purchased the "Argus" and relocated the
newspaper from Claremont to Newport, initiating a town newspaper that still
publishes today.
Austin II (b. 1827) was the eldest son of Austin and Mary (Chase) Corbin.
Formally educated, he graduated from Harvard Law in 1849 and was admitted to
the NH State Bar. Two years later in 1851, Austin Corbin relocated in
Davenport, Iowa. He also maintained the family home, now in North Newport,
and visited here often. Success followed him, as a senior partner in the law firm
of Corbin, Dow and Brown and then in banking. The First National Bank of
Davenport, Iowa commenced business under President Austin Corbin on June 29,
1851, two days earlier than any other national bank in the United States, and
Austin Corbin became a banking baron in one of the most successful banking
careers of the century. In 1865, the prospect of enlarging his banking business
influenced Mr. Corbin's move to New York City where, in 1874 and already a
millionaire, he established the Corbin Banking Company and counted among his
friends Cornelius Vanderbilt and J. P. Morgan.
His interest then turned to the railroads. He was
involved in saving the Long Island Railroad from
insolvency and became its President. He did the
same for the Reading and Pennsylvania Railroad.
In addition to his banking expertise, Austin Corbin
was one of the most capable railroad men in the
United States in the late 1800's.
In 1873 his physician advised him to move to a
seaside environment for the benefit of his son,
Austin William, who was terminally ill. Because of
its proximity to New York City, he chose Coney
Island. While there, Austin successfully developed
his skills as a real estate speculator. He bought
500 acres stretching from ocean to bay and
including 2.5 miles of ocean front property on
Long Island and formed the Manhattan Beach Improvement Company. In
partnership with his brother, Daniel Chase Corbin, he built the "Manhattan" and
the "Oriental" hotels in 1877, two of the most ornate hotels ever built in America.
The conversion of Long Island from a barren wasteland into one of the superior
seaside resorts in the world was accomplished in a few short years. Austin Corbin
"had in his possession the finest beach on the doorstep of America's largest city,
and Long Island owes its development and growth probably more to him than any
other person."
Austin Corbin (II)
Photo by Sierra Photography
Austin Corbin (II) was a demanding man with a fighting heart and tireless energy.
He was a hard-headed businessman, who was also a dreamer. His sharp intellect,
rugged independence, dynamic personality, clever wit, and self-reliance"made him
a natural leader among men." Neither father nor grandfather had the "aggressive,
masterful and fearless qualities" of Austin II, nor did his second son, Austin (the
fourth Austin Corbin), referred to as Austin Jr.
Mary Corbin, eldest daughter of Austin and Hannah (Wheeler) was born in
Davenport on September 6, 1855. After graduating from Packer Collegiate
Institute in 1872, she visited Europe, eventually meeting and marrying an artist,
Count Rene Cheronnet-Champollion, on October 23, 1878. Rene's grandfather,
Jean Francois Champollion was an eminent Egyptologist, the first to translate the
Rosetta Stone, and honored by Royal Decree with a Chair of Egyptian Antiquities
at the College of France. After their marriage, Mary and Rene returned to Paris
to live. In 1886 while visiting in Newport, Rene Champollion, age 39, died
suddenly. Mary returned to Paris where she remained until her death at age 35
in 1892.
Mary and Rene's first and only son, Jean Francois
Andre Cheronnet-Champollion, was born
September 20, 1880 in Paris, and came to America
after the death of his mother. In 1896, he
attended New Hampshire's St. Paul's School, after
which he graduated from Harvard in 1902. He
returned to study art in Paris the following year
and came back to the US in 1904 to obtain
American citizenship. At that time he indulged
himself in the life of the "idle rich," following the
arts, studying and painting, pursuing his interest in
a new form of art called "photography," traveling,
and hunting. A familiar figure on the streets of
Newport, he married Adelaide Knox, daughter of
John J. Knox, Comptroller of the Currency under
President Ulysses S. Grant, in New Jersey in 1908.
In 1909 their first and only child was born and
named after his grandfather, Rene Cheronnet-
Champollion. At the onset of World War I, pride, honor, and sense of
responsibility for his native land may have caused Andre to join the French Army,
and in 1914 he left for France. On March 23, 1915 he made the ultimate sacrifice
for his native country. At 35, he was the first Harvard man to die in World War
I, and France honored him with the "Croix de la Guerre," which still hangs in the
library at his former Newport home on North Main St.
Andre's son, Rene, was only five years old when his father died. Like his father,
he was schooled at St. Paul's (1928) and graduated from Harvard in 1932. He
studied German at the University of Munich, taught French and Italian during





California . Rene was the sole male representative of the Champollion name, and
he died on May 7, 1959 while a language instructor at Brooks School Andover.
Mass. At his request, his body was returned home to Newport. NH. Although
his father, Andre, was buried in France, there are monuments to both
Champollions in the North Newport Cemetery. The former Mrs. Champollion
now, Mrs. William Trafford, resides in Boston.
In the early 1800's Dr. James Corbin had purchased what we now refer to as "The
Corbin Estate," and it remained in the Corbin family for over 135 years. In the
1880's Austin II razed the old Georgian homestead and replaced it with "the
closest semblance of a Russian palace that this area had ever seen. A long
graveled driveway lined by enormous pines, led directly from the main road,
through a quaint covered bridge, to the ill-fated stone wall gates." Set on a hill,
the Corbin residence overlooked several mountain ranges and Mr. Corbin's game
preserve, incorporated as Blue Mountain Forest Assn. in 1888. The cellarless
structure was almost entirely of wood painted the traditional "white with green
shutters," with ornate Victorian carvings, and "onion" domed towers. Three stories
tall, the new structure was roofed in red shingles and crowned with elegant
weather vanes. The Corbin estate included drawing rooms, sitting rooms, music
rooms, and a breakfast room, constructed mostly of glass, overlooking the
mountains, many fireplaces, ample bedrooms, including the round tower room,
which legend has it is still "haunted by Miss Isabelle's ghost" — a house
"embracing every convenience and arrangement for enjoyment and comfort that
wealth could give."
The Corbin Estate
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
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Nearby down the road Austin II purchased the "Sugar River Farm" in 1878 as a
wedding present for his daughter, Mary. The "white with green shutters" Georgian
farmhouse was built in the 1880's and served as a summer residence for Mary and
Rene. It was not used year-round until 1910 when the old farmhouse underwent
extensive renovations to suit Adelaide's more sophisticated taste.
Sugar River Farm — The Champollion Home
David Brownell Photo
In 1888 Austin Corbin (II) bought large tracts of land in Newport, Croyden and
Grantham, totalling 25,000 acres, to form Corbin Park, a wildlife game preserve
stocked with fascinating animals. Years of careful planning were often offset by
discouraging failures, but the arrival of the animals — from bison to bighorn
sheep, moose, antelope, elk, deer, and European wild boar — was an exciting
event, the likes of which this town had never seen. Buffalo arrived by train and
were herded by cowboys up the road to Croydon. Because he had seen the bison
vanish from the Iowan plains, he was interested in their preservation. According
to Mr. Corbin, his game park included "all the animals of the world that can live
together harmoniously." Meanwhile, although buffalo were fast becoming extinct,
Austin Corbin was being criticized by New York papers for his worthless chunk
of New Hampshire wilderness. Yet he saw his buffalo thrive and multiply, and
descendants of these buffalo were to populate every large zoo in America. At one
time his park contained the largest herd of American bison in the country. Corbin
buffalo were even exported back to the west. This prestigious private hunting
ground is still in existence today, although some of the original animals are now
extinct. Others, like the wild boar, have increased beyond Corbin's wildest
expectations.
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Isabella Corbin married George S. Edgell, and they too were residents of Newport
around the turn of the century. When President Roosevelt visited Newport, he
was entertained at their home, "The Knolls," which bordered the Corbin Estate
on North Main Street. While George Edgell devoted himself to his large estate,
he was always interested in Newport affairs, was a generous supporter of whatever
movement was instituted for the public good, and was held in high esteem by the
whole community.
The Knolls — The Edgell Home
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
One June morning in 1896, Mr. Corbin, staying for a few days at his summer
house in Newport, decided to go fishing up to Governor's Pond. He had just
bought a new and spirited pair of horses that were wearing new harnesses without
blinders. Opening an umbrella to shield the passengers from the sun frightened
the horses as they raced down the hill toward the main road. Failing to make the
corner, the carriage tipped, throwing all of its passengers into the stone walls. The
coachman died instantly. Austin Corbin died several hours later. Austin's
grandson, Corbin Edgell, sustained a broken wrist and Corbin Edgell's tutor was
also injured.
Henry W. Maxwell, Long Island R.R. Vice President, eulogized Austin Corbin:
"He was the smartest man I ever knew" and to the development of Manhattan
Beach: "It is a worthy monument to his life. Had he done nothing more than to




Photo by Sierra Photography
In 1907 Mrs. Austin Corbin bought the land on the corner of Cheney and Cedar
Streets for the purpose of building a chapel which would come to be known as
the Church of the Epiphany. Mrs. Corbin died in 1908 and following her death,
Isabella Corbin Edgell and Austin Corbin Jr. (Ill) donated enough money in
memory of their mother, Hannah Wheeler Corbin, to complete the building.
Austin Corbin Jr. (Ill) born April 12, 1873 in
Brooklyn, graduated from Harvard in 1896.
After his father's death, he carried on his
business. He never married and his gross share
of the family fortune dissipated during his
lifetime, particularly with the crash of the Stock
Market in 1929. He died in 1938, and with his
death ended the era of the Corbin name in
Newport, New Hampshire.
With a guest list that had included Teddy
Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Hoover,
and the Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII),
Corbin Park continued to prosper under the
capable management of Austin Jr. Following his
death in 1938, his nephew, George H. Edgell
assumed the leadership and presidency of the Blue Mountain Forest Assn. and
held fast to the belief that "Corbin Park is far from folding up." Fifty years later
it is still a landmark in the Newport area.
George H. was one of three sons born to Isabella and George S. Edgell. Like
his ancestors, he graduated from Harvard University in 1909 and received a
PhD from Harvard in 1913. In 1915 he married Jean Walters Delano, first
cousin to Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Mrs. Edgell was a horse breeder,
exhibitor and trainer, and they became summer residents of North Newport at
the Edgell Farm off Fletcher Road. George H. was a professor and then Dean
of the Faculty of Architecture at Harvard University and received an honorary
Doctorate Degree from his alma mater in 1948. Dr. Edgell was also the
Director of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts from 1935 until his death in 1954.
The Corbin misfortune did not end with the death of Austin II. It was a
constant companion throughout his life beginning with the death of three
siblings at very young ages and the loss of his son, Austin William (1870-3).
The sudden death of Count Rene Champollion at age 39 in 1886, followed by
the death of his wife and Austin's daughter, Mary Corbin, at age 35 in 1892,
were followed by the death of Austin's grandson, Andre Champollion, World
War I casualty; and grandson, George H. Edgell, Sr. who died suddenly, shortly
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after the accidental death of his wife, Jean (Delano) Edgell in a riding mishap
at their North Newport Edgell Farm. Two of their sons, George H. Edgell, Jr.
and Delano Edgell, would also die tragically: George Jr., like his great uncle,
Count Champollion, because of illness, and Delano, at age 24, in an automobile
accident in Virginia shortly after his graduation from West Point. Neither were
married.
A third Edgell son, Henry Walters Edgell and his wife, Elizabeth (Spangl) had
three daughters, Jahnna, Ellen, and Elizabeth. Jahnna married Joseph Killian,
and they have two children Kendra and Katreena. Ellen married David
Simmons and they have two children Shirley E. and David Christopher. Shirley
married M. Ronald Lemire Jr. and they have one son, Cody Allan. Elizabeth
H. married Yiannis Voyiatzakis, and they have one daughter, Stavroula Jennie.
Stephen M. Edgell, son of Isabella (Corbin) and George Edgell married Elsie
Aldrich. They had three children Stephen M. Jr., Helena, and Stephanie.
Stephen M. Jr. married Claudia Kelty and they had one son, Stephen M. Edgell
III. Helena, of New York City, married George Franklin and they have four
children: Helena, George Jr., Cynthia and Sheila.
The Corbin family left a rich legacy to the Town of Newport — beautiful
homes: The Corbin Estate, the Champollion Home, the Edgell farm in North
Newport — beautiful buildings: Austin Corbin and his sister, Isabella Corbin
Edgell, gave the Church of the Epiphany, one of the most beautiful English
Normandy churches in the state, to the Town in memory of their mother,
Hannah — art: One of Andre Champollion's landscape paintings hangs in
Newport's Richards Free Library and a second painting hangs at the
Champollion home on North Main Street — the enormous game park: Blue
Mountain Forest Assn., reportedly the largest private game sanctuary in the
United States — the huge pines they planted along Corbin Road — and of
course, the Corbin Covered Bridge — all mark their presence.
The Edgell Family
"The Argus" Archives, Richards Free Library
"The History of Newport," Edmund Wheeler, 1879
"The Life and Times of the Corbin-Charonnet Champollion Family", Susan Perry 1977
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The Corbin Estate — Circa 1880
Photo: Courtesy of Edgell Family
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General Information
Date of Incorporation October 6, 1761
Total Land Area 43.6 Square Miles
Elevation Above Mean Sea Level
Minimum (On Sugar River at Claremont/Newport Line) 584 Feet
Maximum (On Unity/Newport Line) 1,980 Feet
U.S. Congressional District Second
Representatives: William Zeliff,
340 Commercial Street, Manchester, NH 03101
Richard N. Swett
18 N.Main Street, Concord, NH 03301
Judd Gregg
125 No. Main Street, Concord, NH 03301
Robert C. Smith







PO Box 1476, Claremont, NH 03743
Gordon Flint, Sr.
21 Lincoln Terrace, Newport, NH 03773
Fredrik Peyron
PO Box 8, Newport, NH 03773
Beverly Rodeschin
336 Sunapee Street, Newport, NH 03773
District Court Newport











Henry P. Rodeschin May, 1994
Virginia O. Irwin May, 1995
Roland V. Stoodley May, 1996
George H. (Jim) Martin May, 1996
Steven J. McKenney* May, 1995
John K. Lunn** '. May, 1994
**
Resigned December, 1993
Appointed until May, 1994
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Nancy H. Black May, 1994
MODERATOR
Louie C. Elliott Jr May, 1994
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
Heather E. Fraser . May, 1994
Martha E. Lovely May, 1996
Ella M. Casey . . May, 1998
TOWN CLERK
Karlene W. Stoddard May, 1996
TOWN TREASURER
Jonathan A. Howard May, 1996
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUND
Peter R. Lovely May, 1994
Louise K. Hastings May, 1995
C. Michael Sanderson May, 1996
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Appointed Town Officials
TOWN MANAGER Daniel P. O'Neill
Executive Assistant Sharon H. Christie
Building Custodian Michael J. Hale
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS Larry A Wiggins, P.E.
Airport Manager . Albert A. Gobin
Cemetery Superintendent Brian T. Richardson
Highway Superintendent Gilbert A. Stearns
Sewage Treatment Plant Supt Arnold L. Greenleaf
Water & Sewer Superintendent Donald R. Boynton
AMBULANCE DIRECTOR/HEALTH OFFICER . . . Brian W. Tracey
CIVIL DEFENSE CO-DIRECTORS Bruce E. MacDonald
David A. Hoyt
FINANCE DIRECTOR Paul J. Brown, C.P.A
FIRE CHIEF . John J. Marcotte
PLANNING & ZONING DIRECTOR David J. Jescavage
POLICE CHIEF ... David A. Hoyt
RECREATION & PARKS DIRECTOR Floyd (Bud) T. Deyo
TAX COLLECTOR . Daniel P. O'Neill
TOWN COUNSEL Harry V. Spanos


















































































































Current Appointed Committee Members
TERM EXPIRES
AIRPORT COMMISSION
Francis Collins, Co-Chair May, 1994
Cary Whipple, Co-Chair May, 1995
Peter Anastos May, 1995
Herbert Findeisen May, 1995
Soterios Saggiotes May, 1996
Robert Snow, Alternate May, 1996
Virginia Irwin, BOS Rep May, 1994
Larry Wiggins, Staff Rep May, 1994
BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Lou Dean Franz, Chair May, 1994
Pauline Andrews, Vice Chair May, 1994
David Black May, 1994
Richard Brewer May, 1995
Ella Casey May, 1996
Andrew Harrison May, 1996
Sharon MacDonald May, 1994
Patrice Rude May, 1994
George (Jim) Martin, BOS Rep May, 1994
Jeffrey Kessler, School Board Rep May, 1994
CDBG LOAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Louie Elliott, Jr Chair
Ella Casey Louise Hastings
Anthony Maiola Michael Sanderson
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Nancy Parssinen, Chair May, 1994
Priscilla Hill May, 1996
John Liberman May, 1995
June Liberman May, 1995
Clifford Richer May, 1995
Tracey Martino May, 1994
Richard Petrie May, 1994
Jeannette Scales, Alternate May, 1995
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COVERED BRIDGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Daniel P. O'Neill Chair
Geraldine Black Michael Dixon
Margot Estabrook John Liinn, BOS Rep
Nicholas Kanakis Ray Reid
Edwin Sielewicz Andrew Andrews
Clifford Richer, Alternate Paul Brown, Ex Officio
David Jescavage, Ex Officio Larry Wiggins, Ex Officio
ECONOMIC CORPORATION OF NEWPORT (ECON)
Anthony J. DiPadova, Jr President
Mary Lou Reed Vice President
Daniel P. O'Neill Secretary/Treasurer
Rodman Black Stanley Berube
Shaun Carroll, Sr Ella Casey
Susan U. Elder Stephen W. Ensign
Steven Hubbell Michael D. Johnson
Willis S. Reed Paul Skarin
Roland Stoodley, BOS Rep David Jescavage, Ex Officio
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Clifford Richer, Vice Chair May, 1995
Sharon Christie, Secretary May, 1995
Rogers W. Claggett May, 1995
Joan MacConnell May, 1996
John K. Lunn, BOS Rep May, 1994
Patrice Brewer, Alternate May, 1995
NCTV CABLE ACCESS BOARD
Roland V. Stoodley President
William Johnson Vice President
Andrew Andrews Secretary
Daniel P. O'Neill Treasurer
Lori Barnes Phil Chapman
Peter Franklin Gail Fraser
Michael D. Johnson James Lantz
Frank Quimby Kris Richardson
Robert Scott Andrea Thorpe
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OPERA HOUSE REVIEW COMMITTEE
Virginia Irwin Chair
Pat Bartlett . . Sharon Christie
William Johnson Jeffrey Kessler
Betty Richer Douglas Windsor
Ellen Winkler \ Robert Hemenway
PLANNING BOARD
W. Howard Dunn, Chair May, 1994
Jeffrey Kessler, Vice Chair May, 1995
Ella Casey May, 1996
Pauline Andrews . . . May, 1995
Frederick Jones May, 1994
Cliff Richer, Alternate May, 1995
John Lunn, BOS Rep May, 1994
Henry Rodeschin, Alternate BOS Rep May, 1994
RECREATION ADVISORY COUNCIL
Gary LaFountain, Sr., Chair May, 1994
Dean Smith May, 1994
Wayne Weed May, 1996
William MacDonald May, 1995
Keith DeGraffe May, 1995
MaryBeth Jewhurst May, 1996
Judi Tatem May, 1995
Gina Cusanelli, Student Rep May, 1994
Matt Meunier, Student Rep May, 1995
SULLIVAN COUNTY REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
David Kibbey , May, 1994
Roland V. Stoodley, BOS Rep . May, 1994
Peter Franklin, Alternate May, 1996
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Anthony DiPadova, Chair May, 1996
Fred Maxfield, Vice Chair May, 1995
David Kibbey . May, 1995
Ben Nelson , May, 1994
Paul Reamon May, 1996
Henry Rodeschin, Alternate May, 1994
Richard Doxter, Alternate May, 1994
Peter Anastos, Alternate May, 1996
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State of New Hampshire
Executive Council
State House





Raymond S. Burton Ruth L. Gritfin
Robert C. Hayes Earl A. Rinker III Bernard A. Streeter, Jr.
REPORT TO DISTRICT ONE CITIZENS
January 1, 1994
The five-member Executive Council acts much like a Board of Directors within the
Executive Branch of your State Government. We have the authority granted to the
Governor and Council by constitutional and statutory law for the overall
administration of the affairs of State as defined by the NH Constitution, NH statutes,
advisory opinions of the Attorney General and opinions of the NH Supreme Court.
We each represent one-fifth of the population divided into five districts. Our District
consists of 98 towns and four cities spread over all or parts of five of New Hampshire's
ten counties. The current population of our District is 221,000 people — basically the
land area north of Concord.
Of prime importance to this region is the development ot the highway transportation
program throughout the State. The NH Legislature by law set in motion a two-year
cycle which will start July 1, 1994 which requires each Councilor to hold public
hearings to ascertain highway and transportation needs. We then make our
recommendations to the Governor, who then will make a recommended plan for
highways to the NH Legislature by February 1997. Governor Merrill will be making
his 1994 recommendations to the NH Legislature by February 15, 1994. Towns, cities,
counties and citizens having an interest in this should contact their local State
Representatives and State Senator.
Another project that is of continuing interest to this District is the nomination and
confirmation of individuals to the dozens of State boards and commissions on which
the Governor and Council are required to fill with qualified and interested citizens.
If you are interested, please forward a copy of your resume to me.
Individuals having an interest in these duties and responsibilities should contact my
office or Governor Merrill's office at the State House, Concord, NH 03301
Raymond S. Burton
23 Room 207, State House
Board of Selectmen
1993 Annual Report
Henry P. Rodeschin, Chair Virginia O. Irwin, Vice Chair
Roland V. Stoodley George H. Martin John K. Lunn
In our report to you last year, we mentioned the dispute with the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) as it relates to our
Public Works and Fire Department personnel. Even though we are awaiting a
decision on contested positions, the Board has entered into negotiations, as we feel
there are many issues that can be resolved outside of the contested issues.
The lawsuit against the Town Welfare Department is still in the Court system.
Ultimately, we feel that the Town will prevail. Even though we are covered by
insurance, the current defense cost has been over $150,000 and will probably go
higher. The Town's insurance is paying for our defense.
The Water Filtration Plant is operational. Initially we had a few problems — some
lines needing to be vented, valves needed to be changed, and electrical timers and
alarms needed to be installed, and these start-up issues have been remedied.
Gilman Pond in Unity has been the Town's municipal water source for over 100 years.
During this period of time, properties surrounding the pond have changed hands, and
the pond has increased in size. These events have led to boundary line disputes
between private property owners and the Town. In an attempt to clarify these
property lines, the Board of Selectmen authorized a complete land survey to be done
for the Gilman Pond area. This survey will show us what land the Town should
consider either purchasing or acquiring an easement on to protect the watershed.
The approval last year for the Community Development Block Grant for a
comprehensive housing rehabilitation/infrastructure improvement project in the
Green Road area should begin this year.
The Planning Board has completed its work on a capital improvement program and
is working on the Master Plan. This group of citizens has put in many long hours,
and the Board of Selectmen thanks them for their efforts.
In May, 1993 the Corbin Covered Bridge was destroyed by an arsonist — a tragic loss
to Newport. At a special Town Meeting in Nov. 1993, approval was given to replicate
the pre-existing covered bridge. The new bridge should be in place before year end.
From the Board of Selectmen, it is our pleasure to serve you, and on behalf of the




Town Manager Executive Assistant
Daniel P. O'Neill Sharon H. Christie
Do you know more about Town operations than you did last year? I hope your
answer is "yes" because that is one of the goals we have been striving for with
our award-winning Annual Report, our newsletter, and NCTV. We hope to be
informing you of issues and projects that are of interest to you and important
to the community. With the type of government we have, it is of vital
importance that the citizen know as much about Town operations as possible
because it is the citizen we depend upon for appropriation approval. The more
the citizen knows and understands the needs of its government, the better
decisions he/she can make on Town Meeting day.
I think you'll enjoy reading this year's Annual Report. Its full of current and
historical information. The Department Head reports will give you a good
summary of what is happening in their areas of responsibility. My assistant,
Sharon Christie, has again done a great job on the Annual Report, and in this
year's edition, you will be able to read about past recipients of the Boston Post
Cane, the covered bridges of Newport and the Corbin family.
All of the Town staff have worked very hard in putting together this Annual
Report. We hope that it provides you with the information you will need to
make good decisions at Town Meeting. If you have an idea on how we might
improve our communications with the public, I hope you will give us a call. We
are always looking for ways in which we can improve what we do, and we
appreciate your feedback.
I would like to thank all the members of the Board of Selectmen for helping me
and providing me with sound advice over the past year and members of the
Town staff who have diligently performed their duties over the past year. I
would also like to thank the citizens who have worked with me to help make























In 1993 the Ambulance Department responded to 766 calls, an increase of
about 10% from the previous year. Projected call volume for FY '94-'95 is
approximately 800 responses.
Fees for service returned to the community were $82,000 against operating costs
of just over $130,000. The actual cost to the taxpayers was approximately
$50,000, some of which will be absorbed by the surrounding communities who
utilize our service. Public assists, cancelled calls, false alarms, indigent patients,
and reduced compensation from third party insurers account for the majority of
our operating deficit. We work continually to minimize our operating costs and
to improve our percentage of accounts receivable. This year, we are
streamlining the paperwork required by insurance companies. We hope this will
return money to the Town sooner and will cut down on repeat billings.
The new ambulance approved by the voters at last year's Town Meeting is on
order and is now being built. We anticipate delivery during the summer. It will
be replacing the 1985 Ford van which is no longer suitable for everyday
emergency responses.
The Newport Ambulance Attendants' Association reports that last year's health
fair on the common was a success. We are planning to do it again this summer,
with more things to see and do. Proceeds will be used to help support the
ambulance service through the purchase of training materials and equipment
which would not normally be appropriated through Town Meeting. Last year
the NAAA donated $1,000 toward the purchase of our new ambulance.
The Ambulance Department wishes to thank our citizens and the other
departments in the Town for their continued support.









The Cemetery Department had a total of 50 burials during 1993.
During the first quarter of 1993, the Cemetery/Grounds Department removed
the Town's Christmas lights and Nativity scene. We rebuilt our push mowers,
engines and gear boxes and repaired and painted the mowing decks. We also
remodeled part of the Pine Grove maintenance shed for storage.
During the second quarter, we repaired all winter burial lots, set out park
benches, picnic tables and Main Street trash receptacles, turned water on at
faucets and drinking fountains at the ball parks and Main Street and laid out
two new sections at St. Patrick's Cemetery. We kept busy the remainder of this
quarter mowing.
During the third quarter, we removed a horse chestnut tree on the Town
Common and replaced it with another tree. We also removed the two big
softwood trees in front of the Town Offices and pruned all the trees on the
Town Common. We removed the old Highway Department garage at Meadow
Park and had a new gambrel style, two car garage erected, and we removed the
old wooden fence around the Babe Ruth Field at Meadow Park.
During the fourth quarter, we worked at our fall clean up and marked out
winter graves in three cemeteries. We shut off and drained all water fountains
and the football field sprinkler system. We painted the trim on the new
Cemetery/Grounds building at Meadow Park and painted the ice skating
warming hut. We assisted the Highway Department with sidewalk plowing and
sanding and assisted the Water Department with filter bed cleaning at the
Water Treatment Plant and installation of hydrants and curb boxes. We kept
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The primary concerns of Newport's Conservation Commission are:
•Acquisition and management of conservation lands
•Protection and wise use of the Town's natural resources and watersheds
•Development of recreational and educational resources
The Pinnacle Project continues to be a major focus for the Commission. The
Pinnacle is part of the Town Forest, which now consists of approximately 160 acres
of land. In addition to overseeing the Forest, the Conservation Commission
monitors three other conservation easement properties which total over 165 acres.
The annual documentation required by the easement has been written and
submitted. It is our intention that the Pinnacle property will serve the community
as a site of both recreational and educational opportunities.
In the past year the assistance provided by various groups has been instrumental in
upgrading the trail system and in development of the wetland study area. Bob
Spoerl, staff member of the trails division of NH Parks and Recreation, has worked
with Cliff Richer of our commission to provide a detailed engineered plan for the
boardwalk and wetland trail. This plan has been submitted to the NH Wetlands
Board for the required permit. In August of 1993 work began on the upland
portion of the trails. Participants in the International Youth Camp put in many
hours of hard work. This group is made up of young people who travel to other
countries at their own expense to do volunteer work. Their contribution this year
consisted of clearing and repairing a large portion of the trail, adding steps, felling
trees which were hewn into timbers for natural bridges and log benches. Joining
in this effort were Newport Middle/High School students, along with some adult
volunteers. Six Newport High School students, working under the leadership of the
Youth Conservation Corps, cleared trails leading to the summit and enhanced the
scenic vista of south Newport valley by cutting back brush which had obscured the
view. We also had expert help from eight volunteers from Trailwrights, a non-profit
trail maintenance organization with an emphasis on education. Their efforts
centered on repairing a stone slab bridge by rebuilding the foundation and then
lifting and replacing fallen stones.
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This summer we expect a full crew from the Conservation Corps to do trail work,
and the International Youth Camp will provide volunteers as well. We hope to
start work on the wetland trail and boardwalk. Funds for this project will come
from the grant received from the Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund.
Newport's Master Plan was updated in 1993, and the Conservation Commission
offered its input by participation in the subcommittee revising the Recreation
chapter. Our contribution focused on documenting goals accomplished since the
last revision ten years ago and providing information on the community's wants and
needs for area recreation in the future.
Jessica Sanborn was the Newport student who attended the Forest Society's week-
long summer Conservation Camp in June. This year the camp was held at Bear
Brook State Park, and campers attended workshops on conservation issues and
developed team projects.
During the year we reviewed all Dredge and Fill applications filed with the Town
Office, conducted site inspections, and sent the required reports to the Wetlands
Board in Concord for final action.
Two members of our Commission attended the Annual New Hampshire
Conservation Commission meeting in November, 1993. One of our members
attended a five-session program offered by the New Hampshire Conservation
Institute. The program, entitled Diversity and the Decision Makers, was held in
January and February, 1994, at the John Hay Land Studies Center in Newbury.
We are currently in the process of updating and expanding the Newport Trail Map.
This map was created about 20 years ago and consisted primarily of Class VI roads
used as hiking trails. Changes will include expansion of area radius to
approximately ten miles of Newport's town center, incorporation of Class VI roads,
multiple snowmobile trails, State Park land; and designation of scenic areas and
state-owned railway right-of-way trails.
Once the rough draft has been completed, we will submit it to the Office of State
Planning, which will produce a computer-generated map. The State will hold the
information in their database, which will be helpful to them as well as facilitate
revisions as necessary. The final product will be a pocket-sized folded map which












































I am pleased to submit my fourth annual report as Chief of the Newport Fire
Department.
We have accomplished a great deal during the past year in regard to Hazardous
Materials response. All of our officers and many firefighters have completed
a 16 hour course in Incident Command. All Department members have
completed a 24 hour course in Awareness/Operations. Both of these courses
are required in order to respond and operate at hazardous materials incidents.
Both of these courses were taught by in-house personnel. We are in the process
of initiating a comprehensive officer training program.
The Department had the busiest year in its history in 1993. We had two major
fires during the summer, and of course we had the tragic loss of the Corbin
Bridge in May. We have responded to a total of 308 alarms during the
preceding year. The breakdown is as follows:
29 Structure Fires
50 Accidental or unintentional false alarms
15 Mutual Aid Requests
7 Chimney fires




3 Malicious False Alarms
105 Miscellaneous Alarms
The firehouse is beginning to show signs of age. We are in need of replacing
the roofs on both sections of the building. The newer section was built in 1967
and has not been replaced since. There is no record of when the roof was
replaced on the original section of the building. We are also in need of a new
emergency generator, since the present one is a 1950's vintage which was
purchased, used, through the Civil Defense in the 1960's and is presently
inoperable. We are also in need of installing an exhaust removal system to
remove the diesel fumes from the building as required by N.F.P.A. Standard
1500. We hope to begin a program to replace a few windows each year in order
to conserve energy. We did install new overhead doors on the apparatus bays
during the past fiscal year.
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Corbin Covered Bridge Arson
May 25, 1993
Photo: Courtesy of Tom Clough
If all goes well this year, the Fire Department hopes to replace the 1962 GMC,
500 GPM pumper with a 1994, 1250 GPM pumper. This will put us back in
compliance with the requirements of the Insurance Services Office which grants
us our Class 4B rating.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the citizens of Newport
for their support of our activities and their concentrated efforts to further our
fire prevention efforts.
John J. Marcotte, Fire Chief
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Highway Department




Bryan Bartley Stephen Carley Kenneth Dennis
William Fletcher Larry Glidden Wilbur Martin
From January to March, the Highway Department took care of eight storms with the
biggest one on the 13th of March with 22".
By the end of February, the Highway Dept. finished cutting brush on Bradford Road.
In June, 431 feet of culvert was replaced and a french drain put in on the side of the
road by Jesse Scott's residence. A gradall was hired to ditch the last mile of Bradford
Rd.
Miller Construction was hired to make repairs to deteriorated webs and to replace
some of the angle iron diaphragms to strengthen the Pollards Mill Road Bridge.
The Bradford Road project was started on the 19th of July. The hammermill process
was completed by August 23. Geotex mat was installed in three areas where poor
subgrade was found. Gravel backfill and liquid chloride was mixed into the top six
inches of base to help harden the material to try to keep ice crystals out and to slow
down the frost action in the spring. On September 14, Pike Industries finished paving
and the Highway Department did the shoulder and driveway work.
On October 30th, we had our first snowstorm. By the end of December, there had
been three freezing rain storms and six snow storms.
Daily traffic counts were taken on 18 streets. Some of the higher daily counts are:
Central Street - 3,394, Cross Street - 2,494, Oak Street - 1,086, Maple Street - 581,
Pollards Mill Bridge - 589.
The Highway Department equipment purchases for 1993 were a dump truck, a sander,
a computerized spreader, and a brush chipper.
Thanks to Newport taxpayers for their support on Highway projects and for their









Location of Newport's Covered Bridges
Highway Covered Bridges
1. Corbin (Cover) B-3
2. Kelleyville C-2
3. Northville B-3
4. Oak Street C-3
5. Elm Street C-4
6. Ayers Road C-2
Railroad Covered Bridges
7. Pier Bridge C-l*






















* Indicates still standing 36
Kelleyville Bridge Circa 1900
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
Although reports date the Corbin Bridge at 1835, Wheeler's History ofNewport states
"The first covered bridge was erected at Kelleyville in 1839. Previous to this, bridges
...were made with string pieces, supported... by trestle work standing in the stream
and...were swept away by nearly every spring, subjecting the town to inconvenience and
expense." There are no known photographs of the Kelleyville Highway Covered Bridge.
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Aerial View of Kelleyville Bridge
1993 Photo: Courtesy of Archie Mountain
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Northville Covered Bridge, Oak Street 1928
Pictured: W.H.Story, Nellie Dowlin, Carrie & Minnie Hadley
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid and Newport Historical Society
Built in 1845, the covered bridge on Oak Street in North Newport (formerly Pine Hill
Road, Northville) was a single lattice with a clear span of 74' feet and a total span of
90*. For purposes of identification (and to distinguish it from the Oak Street covered
bridge downtown), we will refer to this highway covered bridge as the Northville Bridge
because of the area's railroad designation as a train stop. In very poor condition, it was
replaced by an iron bridge in 1936-7.
Oak Street "Iron Bridge" North Newport
Built in 1937, Rehabilitated in 1971 and 1989
1993 Photo: Courtesy of Sharon Christie
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Northville Covered Bridge, Oak Street
1921 Photo from the Rev. Yale Series — Glass Negatives
A rare photo of Northville Covered Bridge
and Sibley Railroad Covered Bridge
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
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Elm Street Bridge Circa 1900
Photo by Sierra Photography
Wheeler's History of Newport stated on "March 13, 1775, [the town] voted to build a
bridge over the south branch, between lots No. 16 and No. 17 in the first division. This
was near the present [covered] bridge on Elm Street. Twenty-five pounds was raised
for the purpose. Amos Hall, Ebenezer Merritt, and Aaron Buel were chosen building
committee." That early bridge was replaced circa 1850 by the Elm Street covered
bridge which was a lattice truss construction. It was 92 feet long and 18 feet wide.
Elm Street Bridge Circa 1900
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
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Elm Street Bridge Circa 1900
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
The Elm Street covered bridge was built by Jonathan Wilmarth. By 1900 the
covered bridge needed replacement, and it was replaced by one of our concrete
and steel bridges.
Elm Street Bridge
1993 Photo: Courtesy of Sharon Christie
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Early Photo of Corbin Covered Bridge Circa 1900
Photo by Sierra Photography
Corbin Covered Bridge 1993
Photo by Michael Dixon
Published for Corbin Bridge Project
The Corbin Covered Bridge, built
circa 1835, stood guard over the
Sugar River for 157 years. It was
a Town lattice-web construction,
96' long and 14' feet wide.
Known major repairs were made
circa 1940 and 1980. On May 25,
1993 it became the third covered
bridge in New Hampshire to be
destroyed by arson in a three
month period. It will be rebuilt
this year by Graton Associates, of
Ashland, New Hampshire. What
was one of the oldest covered
bridges in the State will now
become the youngest covered
bridge in the State.
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Oak Street Covered Bridge Circa 1900
From the McCrillis Collection
Oak Street Bridge
1993 Photo: Courtesy of Sharon Christie
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Ayers Road Covered Bridge Circa 1941
Photo: Courtesy of Sierra Photography
The Ayers Road Covered Bridge, like the Corbin Covered Bridge, was a Town
lattice truss type of covered bridge construction. The overall length was 108
feet and width was 18.5 feet. The presence of hewn timbers in this structure
suggested it was a very old bridge, although the date of origin cannot be
pinpointed. Long considered unsafe, it was dismantled in 1944 as the road and
bridge were both abandoned.
Town Lattice Truss construction was named after its inventor, Ithiel Town, of
New Haven, Connecticut, who patented the design on April 3, 1835. The
advantage of the Town patent was the use of relatively small planks fabricated
in lattice fashion. Planks were fastened together by tree-nails, pronounced
"trunnels". Town preferred to license the use of his patent at the alleged price
of $1.00 per foot of length, rather than to attend to the actual construction. A
large number of the covered bridges in New Hampshire were constructed
according to this design.
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Pier Covered Railroad Bridge
Photo: Courtesy of Larry Whitney
Pier Covered Bridge is one of the two remaining railroad covered bridges in
Newport. It is a double Town Lattice Truss and is 228 feet long. It was built
in 1872 and rebuilt by the Boston and Maine Railroad in 1906. The towns
along the way all contributed to the building of the railroad. The first trains
between Bradford and Newport began to run in the early 1870's. The Clare-
mont and Concord Railway abandoned passenger service in 1955 and by the
early 1970's, after 100 years of operation, traffic between Claremont and
Newport ended.
Located along the Chandler's Mill Road, past the remains of Chandler's Mill,
it is one of only 8 covered Railroad bridges in America, of which two are
located here in Newport. Formerly owned by the Claremont & Concord Rail-
way Co., it is now owned by the State of New Hampshire and part of their
recreational trail system, NH Rails to Trails, that incorporates the former
railroad corridor from Newport to Claremont. All of the bridges crossing the




Wright Covered Railroad Bridge
Photo: Courtesy of Larry Whitney
Wright's Covered Railroad Bridge was built in 1872 and rebuilt in 1905. It is
122 feet long, its clearance is 21 feet high, and it is 15 feet wide. Appraised at
$1,920 in 1884, it was listed on the National Register of Historic Places and
inventoried by the Historic American Engineering Record. It's value today is,
like the Pier Bridge, priceless. It is one of the two railroad covered bridges
of the remaining 8 railroad covered bridges in America that are located in
Newport. It is a laminated arch, sandwiched between Town Lattice Truss.
Town Lattice was rigid, easy to build and required relatively short timbers.
Like the Pier Covered Railroad Bridge, it is owned by the State of New
Hampshire and part of their recreation trail system, NH Rails to Trails.
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Sibley Railroad Covered Bridge, North Newport
1872 - 1909
Photo: Courtesy of Helen Ryan
Built in 1872, the Sibley Railroad Covered Bridge was a double lattice
construction and 149 feet long. North Newport was a very busy manufacturing
area at this time. An 1892 map shows a scythe factory, a saw mill, a box and
tub factory, the North Newport Post Office, a Railroad Station, and store, all
grouped around a dam across the Sugar River. The mills drew water power
from the dam. A separate bridge carried traffic from Oak Street across the
Sugar River in North Newport. The Sibley Railroad Covered Bridge was
replaced in 1909 with a 144' long through-riveted Warren Truss iron bridge.
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Huntoon Railroad Covered Bridge Circa 1900
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
Built in 1871 for the B & M Railroad, the Huntoon Bridge was 86 feet long.
It crossed the Sugar River between the shoe shop and Richards Mill. In 1884
its value was estimated at $1,380.
Edes Railroad Covered Bridge — Built 1871
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
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Wiley Covered Railroad Bridge 1872-1910
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
On March 19, 1910 an accident occurred half a mile west of Northville on the Concord
land Claremont Railroad which completely destroyed a bridge and badly damaged a
jlocomotive. Just before the morning freight train, running about 25 miles per hour,
ireached the Wiley Bridge, the second bridge above the Draper plant, a flange broke
on a coal car. The car left the rails, bumped along the ties for a few rods and caught
ithe end of the bridge, knocking it off its foundation and causing it to jacknife. The
i
great weight tore out the whole side of the bridge and threw the roof into the river.
jWith this part gone, the remaining side and roadbed sagged into the river. The first
Engineer, Oscar Leighton, Fireman John Smith of Kelleyville, and Brakeman George
Harding knew of any trouble was when they felt the bridge going out from under them
and saw the timbers flying in every direction. Leighton threw the throttle wide open.
The middle of the bridge had dropped into the water, but the iron held and the engine,
freed from the rest of the train, pulled up out of the hole... Only Leighton's prompt
action in getting [the engine] out saved them from being pinned in, and they came to
a stop within six feet of going down an embankment. The tender broke away and
pitched back into the river. The rear freight car and "the buggy" remained on the iron.
Conductor Dick Jones, Irving Lockwood and George Bean were in the caboose.
The bridge was completely demolished and the remains of the old bridge were burned
in order to clean up the area quickly. A temporary structure was ready for use two
days later. Later that year, a steel bridge replacement was built which took the place
of the Wiley Covered Bridge.
From the Argus, March, 1910
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Wilmarth Covered Railroad Bridge
Photo: Courtesy of Ray Reid
Like most of the other railroad covered bridges in anticipation of the coming
trains, the construction of the Wilmarth Bridge dates back to 1871. It was 74
feet long and was a double lattice construction. It is seen in this photo in 1913
still smoking from the fire which started at a nearby saw mill and destroyed the
bridge as well. The Wilmarth Bridge was located near the Central Street
crossing behind Arlington Sample Book Company. In the upper right hand
background is the Village Grist Mill, which was the first grist mill in the early
history of the village. The armory building is also in the background. The
tannery is located by the tall chimney.
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The Remaining Railroad Covered Bridges
(No Known Pictures)
Avers Railroad Covered Bridge, Kelleyville
Built in 1872, the Ayers Railroad Covered Bridge was a double lattice
construction, 113 feet in length, and valued in 1884 at $1,810. It was eliminated
in 1896-97 due to a river course change.
Coles Railroad Covered Bridge, Guild
Built in 1871, the Coles Railroad Covered Bridge was a double lattice
construction, a covered roof through type, 67' feet long and valued in 1884 at
$1,080.
Comstock Railroad Covered Bridge, Guild
Built in 1871, the Comstock Railroad Covered Bridge was a double lattice
construction, covered through type, 71 feet in length, and valued in 1884 at
$1,140.
Dodge Railroad Covered Bridge, Newport
Built in 1872 and rebuilt in 1908, the Dodge Railroad Covered Bridge was a
double lattice construction, through-riveted truss, 86 feet in length, and valued
in 1884 at $1,380. It was located near the Oak Street highway covered bridge,
near Brickstone.
Fletcher Railroad Covered Bridge, Kelleyville
Built in 1872, the Fletcher Railroad Covered Bridge was a double lattice
construction, 113 feet in length, and valued at $1,810 in 1884. It too was
eliminated in 1896-97 due to a river course change.
Pillsburv Railroad Covered Bridge, North Newport
Built in 1871 and rebuilt in 1911, the Pillsbury Covered Bridge was 102' long,
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During 1993, the Historic District Commission received two applications for
renovations within the historic district.
A hearing was held on July 21, 1993 concerning a request by George Kelley
Associates, acting on behalf of Community Alliance of Human Services. The
hearing addressed proposed changes to the McCrillis property at the corner of
Main and Pearl Streets, and specifically, the Historic District Commission was
concerned with the erection of a sign on the property, designating the property
as corporate offices of the Community Alliance of Human Services. The
application was approved and the changes were accomplished with excellent
results.
The Historic District Commission also reviewed plans by the First Baptist
Church to replace the church sign/bulletin board on the church lawn. Members
had an opportunity to talk with Robert O'Connor, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of First Baptist Church, regarding the proposed sign. This project was




Michael Dixon, President Alicia Dixon, Treasurer
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The goals of the Newport Historical Society include "preserving, protecting and
teaching" about Newport's historical past. To this aim we are still dedicated.
During the last year we have continued to meet these goals. We have received
several new donations and continue with our ongoing cataloging.
We continue to operate the museum during open hours in Spring and Summer
and have expanded our hours this year to open three days a month in the
winter. We are still cooperating with local teachers with information and tours
of the museum in hopes of increasing the pride that our children have of
Newport.
The main thrust of our activity this year has centered around the Corbin
Covered Bridge Reconstruction. The unanimous vote of the Society was that
the bridge should be rebuilt as it was. In November we were elated to see that
the townspeople agreed, with an upgrade for weight capacity. We have tried to
facilitate the decision-making process with many public meetings, historical
information and photos of the bridge. It was decided in January that the
Newport Historical Society would volunteer to raise the 'gap' funding
(approximately $69,000) needed to complete and accelerate the completion of
the bridge. We are confident that the goal of monies will be met and that
Arnold Graton will be able to move the bridge into place in October of 1994.
Another exciting project being carried out by Society members is the May 25,
1994 U.S. Postal Service, pictorial cancellation for the Town of Newport. This
will be the anniversary date of the Corbin Bridge burning and will be the first
pictorial cancellation in Newport's history. This will feature a drawing of the
bridge and will have a brief history of Newport's covered bridges.
We still make an urgent plea to all Newport's residents, past and present, to
contact us if you have any material or artifacts that illustrate Newport's past and
would like to see it preserved for future generations.
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Lake Sunapee Region Visiting Nurse Association





Occupational Therapy .... 517
Medical Social Work 60
Homemaker/Companion .... 36
Hospice Visits
Number of Patients 4
Skilled Nursing 51
Medical Social Work 4
Chaplain 1
Home Care Aid 8
Volunteer Clients Served .... 8
Patient Care Visits 80





















Dental Care Visits 13
Home Nursing Visits 26






As a locally based non-profit organization, we support all of our communities by
employing qualified local people and by purchasing goods and services from local
vendors. We are pleased to report that out of the 182 people we have employed
this year, 151 or 83% live in the towns from which we receive appropriations. In
Newport, 21 people have worked for us.
Thank you for your continued support of our agency and its services, especially
during this era of health care reform. We continually strive to ensure that our staff
and services are of the highest quality. To that end, we are pleased to let you know
that this year our organization was certified for Medicare Hospice services and was
accredited with commendation by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). Your town representatives on the Board of
Trustees are Catheryn Baird, Lori Barnes, and John Sokul. A Trustee of our other







Patrice Brewer, President Laura Cogswell, Secretary
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Robert Odell, Jr. Nancy Parssinen
Gina Kanakis Jean MacConnell
The Library Arts Center (LAC) had a full schedule of exhibits, classes and
performances during 1993. The year began with an exhibit of LAC Selections,
including faculty of the LAC and interns from Colby Sawyer College, followed
by the Newport Middle High School Exhibit. Spring featured "Anglers and Art,"
in unique collaboration with the NH Fish and Game Commission. The
paintings of Sid Bickford were exhibited as well as items from the American
Museum of Fly Fishing. Workshops were held in fly fishing and fly tying. It
was a great exhibit and drew many visitors to the LAC.
A June exhibit featured photographs of John Layton, Rick Blake and Jon
Gilbert Fox with the Newport Photography Club exhibit and competition in the
back gallery. A juried regional exhibit followed July 16—August 14.
The LAC took part in the national celebration of 1993 as the Year of the Craft.
"Crafted in Wool and Wood" featured one hundred hooked rugs, gathered
together by Betty Maley and fine furniture from regional makers assembled by
Terry Moore. The Soonipi Quilters exhibit, "Quilts: An American Legacy,
Memories and Celebration" was a special effort that demonstrated the history
of quilting in America for the Year of the Craft.
For November, regional contemporary work was explored in an exhibit featuring
the sculpture of Ernest Montenegro and photography of Stephen Bohrer. Area
artists were also featured in the Sunaarts Holiday Exhibit in December.
The Apple Pie Craft Fair was held in late August on the same day as the
Richards Free Library (RFL) Festival and was a big success. The Dickens Fair
on the first weekend in December was supplemented by a Holiday Boutique for
shoppers at the LAC run by Priscilla Hill and Jean MacConnell. Other
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fundraising events included the Annual Dinner, an antiques appraisal afternoon,
and a wine tasting in combination with the Newport Opera House. Special
projects funded by grants included an evening of Greek music and dancing with
the Sophia Bilides Greek Ensemble on November 13.
The Friends of Richards Free Library again sponsored a series of Summer
Performances for Kids: Uncle Wighty, the Little Red Wagon, Kathy Lowe, and
Ha'Penny Theatre's Mr. Bear drew audiences of 120 or more for each
performance. The LAC provides a special place for school events such as the
prize speaking contest, other school plays and performances, and for Winter
Carnival events.
The LAC has its own Board and budget and operates on funding from
memberships, corporate sponsorships, interest endowment, grants from the NH
State Council on the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts, as well as
the Newport Fund of the NH Charitable Foundation. Matching funds were
raised to add to the endowment through a local committee headed by Vera
Violette. Volunteerism and support from the community are very important to
the LAC, and indirect support of this kind is invaluable, with volunteer time and
in-kind donations making a very strong contribution.
For example, during 1993 a group of school children, headed by Towle student,
Nathan Gardner, volunteered a few hours each week, vacuuming and doing
other chores at the Library Arts Center on a regular basis. People are willing
to pitch in with help hanging shows, making repairs, and for special projects,
such as painting the gallery. Andy Andrews and others have helped the LAC
with graphics and computer assistance. The Library Arts Center is recognized
throughout the State for quality programs, and the fact that an amazing amount
is accomplished on a very small budget, is due to the many hours and services
volunteered.
Thanks to the Town of Newport, the cultural trio comprised of the Richards
Free Library, the Library Arts Center, and the Newport Opera House provide
our town and the surrounding area with a rich diversity of programs and
offerings that would be the envy of a much larger city. Special thanks also to
Kay Coggeshall, who has served many hours as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Library Arts Center and as its Treasurer, retiring in June of
1993.
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Newport Community Television continued its start-up activities through 1993.
The Board of Directors completed a facilities search by signing a lease for space
in the Louis Thompson Community Room at the Sugar River Valley Regional
Technical Center. Construction of a studio control room began in August as
part of the Newport Summer Youth Activities Program.
Jeffrey Nintzel, formerly administration coordinator of Dresden Access
Television in Hanover, NH was named Executive Director in mid-October and
began his tenure on November 1. NCTV moved into its facility in the Tech
Center in early November. Construction of the facility was completed, an
operating budget was adopted for fiscal year 1994, and an equipment package
developed and ordered during December, 1993 was received in late January,
1994. Live cablecasts of Selectmen and School Board meetings began in early
February to an enthusiastic reception by cable subscribers.
Newport's public access center is now accepting members and offering training
classes in the use of its equipment for local television productions. The Board
of Directors and the Executive Director encourage every Newport resident to
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Amy Maslan, Part Time
This past year has been a busy one for the Police Department. There has been
an increase in disturbance-related crimes (assaults/weapon offenses), as well as
thefts, vandalism and traffic accidents. The number of crimes, especially
felonies investigated by the Detective Bureau, has continued to rise. There is
one full-time officer assigned to the Detective Division, whose job also includes
prosecuting all cases in the District Court, as well as case research and














At last year's Town meeting a computer system was approved and put into
operation in September. The computer has been a great time saver in retrieving
statistics and researching and writing reports. We are still awaiting accident
software which will simplify the completion of accident reports. All Department
personnel are in the training stages to use the system.
At last year's Town meeting a new Dog Ordinance was enacted. With 645 dog
complaints in 1993, this was a much needed ordinance. While several people
were concerned about a $1000.00 fine for violating the ordinance, only three
people have been taken to court for a combined fine of $275.00 since the
ordinance was enacted on July 1.
While there seemed to be no relief in dog complaints during the first six
months of the ordinance, the calls for complaints have slightly decreased. In
1993 the revenue and expenditures for dog calls was equal. I expect this to
continue as time goes on. Each person can help reduce dog complaints and
expenditures by making sure that everyone registers his dog with the Town
Clerk, that the license is on the dog, and that the dog is not off his leash unless
the owner has voice control of the animal.
During this past year one full-time officer resigned to go into the civilian work
force. Two officers were hired, one to replace my former position and one to
replace the resignation. Both new officers went through field training, attended
and graduated from the N.H. Police Academy. Three certified part-time
officers were also hired. The part-time officers perform all duties of a regular
officer but usually work another full time job or attend college. The work of
part-time officers results in several thousand dollars being saved in overtime.
This past year we received two grants from the New Hampshire Highway Safety
Agency. One helped pay for an officer to perform foot patrol on Main Street.
This has helped to reduce jay walking and improved bicycle safety through this
busy part of town. The second grant was for DWI patrol. We plan to apply for
the same two grants again this year.
The police canine "Atlas" who was a member of the department for several
years died this past year. Canine "Atlas" was responsible for recovering several
thousand dollars worth of property as well as assisting the police in several
cases.
A new canine, "Cito", was purchased by the Newport Police Benevolent
Association and was recently certified in patrol work. "Cito" and handler, Ptl.
O'Sullivan, are currently attending drug detection training. The majority of the
training for the canine is conducted at no charge by Jerry Sukforth of the Maine
K-9 Police Academy.
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In May of 1993, two cruisers were purchased under a lease agreement. This
resulted in several thousand dollars being saved over a two year period. There
will be no cruiser purchased this year and no money appropriated for a cruiser,
which results in further savings. A new color scheme was designed for the
cruisers with several favorable comments. The cruisers have been entered in a
design contest this year which is held annually by the Law Enforcement
Magazine, LAW and ORDER.
This past year there were two large arson investigations. One was of the Eagle
Block on Main Street and the other was the Covered Bridge. An arson task
force was implemented, comprised of Newport Police, as well as the New
Hampshire State Police, New Hampshire State Fire Marshals Office and the
Sullivan County Attorney's Office. Many man hours have been used in both
investigations and both investigations are currently active with leads being
followed. I would like to thank all of the agencies who have provided assistance
with these investigations. I know it will continue and their help and expertise
have been greatly appreciated.
The Drug Abuse Resistance Education, "DARE" program, is an annual program
taught in our schools. This past year Patrolman Eric Daignault was certified as
an instructor for the DARE program. The program is taught to the sixth grade
once a week for seventeen weeks, with instruction in handling peer pressure,
saying "NO" to drugs, recognizing drugs and dealing with family problems
associated with drugs.
Officers from the department also gave instruction to students at the Middle
High School on DWI laws and drug education. Our police canine and handler
gave several demonstrations to school classes and demonstrations to the public
on the common during the summer.
Looking ahead, we plan to implement several new projects and programs. One
program will be a Citizen Advisory Board comprised of Newport citizens who
will meet with Police Department personnel monthly to discuss programs, ideas
and operations of the Police Department. This is part of the program for
Community Policing which will involve Newport residents and the fight on
crime.
Last year there was an increase in vandalism, especially in the month of
October. Talking with victims, it was found that while many residents witnessed
or heard something, they failed to report it. It would greatly help the police
and the community if everyone would immediately report suspicious activity or
noises to the Police Department.
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The Police Department is looking into implementing a bicycle patrol. The
bicycle patrol will bring the Police closer to the community, while covering a
larger area than on foot. If there are problems in a neighborhood, a bicycle
officer may have better results than a motorized patrol as a bike is quieter and
less noticeable. The bicycle patrol will help put the officers back onto the street
and into the neighborhoods, talking with citizens and receiving information they
would not normally receive while driving in a cruiser. The Police Department
is currently asking for donations to activate the bicycle patrol estimated at
approximately $800 - $1200 for one bicycle and equipment.
Another program will be the producing of short video's to be aired on NCTV.
A few of the topics to be produced are:
Bicycle safety
Seatbelt usage
Use of crosswalks and jaywalking
Crime Prevention
These video's will be written and produced by members of the Police
Department.
The capital improvement program recommended that a new Police facility be
funded for the upcoming year. We will be presenting plans to the voters, for
a single story new facility. A functional, standardized Police facility is long
overdue in Newport. The current 2350 square foot facility with three small
multi-purpose rooms for our sixteen full-time and eight part-time employees is
neither functional nor operational for conducting police business. With an
i unlimited amount of deficiencies, it lacks security, safety, and does not meet
federal regulation requirements. The proposed new facility is designed to
accommodate the needs for the Town for several years to come. Financially,
this is the best year to complete this project.
The Newport Police Department needs your support. Your Police Department
strives for quality service and professionalism. As citizens and taxpayers, you
have every right to expect the best possible service from the Police Department.
Please provide us with the necessary tools to give you that service.
In closing we would like to thank all of the agencies, businesses, organizations
and citizens who have supported us this past year. Together we can accomplish
any goal we need to, and we look forward to serving you in 1994.
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With the new computer system, the statistics are broken down into over
100 different categories. Next year with the computer categorizing all of

















The Public Works Department consists of the Highway, Water & Sewer, and
Cemetery & Grounds Departments, the Sewage Treatment Plant, and the Public
Works Garage Vehicle Maintenance personnel. In fiscal 1993-94, there were
nineteen full-time employees in the Public Works Department, including the
Director and a Secretary.
In addition to those projects described in each Department's report, the Public
Works Department was charged with development of several non-departmental
projects. A listing and current status of those projects is as follows:
1. Water Filtration Facility Construction
The plant went on line in April 1993.
2. Parlin Airport Runway Extension Project
The runway extension and safety areas were complete as of November,
1993. A recycled asphalt/gravel mixture was placed on the runway. A
tie-down area is scheduled for completion in the Spring of 1994.
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Underground Storage Tank Program
The Public Works Dept. is budgeting for upcoming underground fuel
storage tank improvements and replacements as mandated by the NH
Department of Environmental Services (NHDES). This program will
affect underground storage tanks at the Public Works Garage, Airport,
Municipal Building, and Meadow Park.
Gilman Pond
a. The Public Works Director crafted proposed watershed
regulations concerning Gilman Pond. After Board of Selectmen
review, the proposed regulations were submitted to NHDES for
review and adoption. After a public hearing procedure,
regulations are scheduled to be in effect by the Summer of 1994.
b. Sabourn Surveying, Inc. was contracted to perform survey work
and prepare scaled plans of Gilman Pond and the surrounding
property owned by the Town. Sabourn Surveying, Inc.'s scope of
work also includes surveying and plan work to resolve a property
line dispute at the west end of the pond.
CDBG Grant
The engineering contract for the Green Road Target Area Infrastructure
Improvement Program was awarded to Hoyle, Tanner & Associates.
Construction is scheduled to start in June of 1994. Project completion
is tentatively scheduled for December, 1994.
Corbin Bridge
DCF Engineering was awarded the design contract for replacement of
the Corbin Bridge. Graton Associates was awarded the construction
contract. The bridge is scheduled for traffic by mid-November and
completion by December, 1994.
Cross Street Bridge
Miller Construction, Inc. was awarded the design-build contract for the
rehabilitation of the Cross Street Bridge. Construction is scheduled to




Director Recreation Supervisor Secretary
Floyd (Bud) Deyo Peter (PJ) Lovely, Jr. Lorraine St. Cyr
Game Room Supervisors Day Camp Counselors
Jason Fish Rene Menard, Director
Jesse Hannigan Catrina O'Connor
Shannon Heath David Davis
Lance Holobowicz Kathleen Neault
John Hopkins Lanissa Simoneau
Scott Johnson
Gregg King Custodian Swim Program
Charles Westover Mandy McMahon
The year 1993 has been a year of growth for the Newport Recreation Department.
In a year that has seen our professional staff return to full strength, community
participation in Recreation Department programs has risen to over 59,000
participation visits in 1993. Annual totals have grown consistently from
approximately 35,000 visits in 1990, to 45,000 visits in 1991, and reaching 56,000
visits in 1992. These increased numbers are a product of added programming and
expansion of existing department programs.
The most significant improvement to the Department during 1993 was the
reinstatement of the Recreation Supervisor's position. Peter (PJ) Lovely Jr. was
hired in September to assume those responsibilities and has added a new level of
stability to the Department as we begin to expand our program base. In addition,
the fact that PJ is a Newport native lends additional strength to his stature as a
positive role model for the youth of the community.
A major project which was undertaken this year as part of our ongoing attempt to
upgrade town athletic facilities was the renovation of the Community Center
gymnasium. With surplus money available from our budget, we were able to
replace our old, ineffective incandescent lights with a high-efficiency, cost-effective
halogen system. Estimates indicate that the new lights should pay for themselves
in approximately 2.5 years. In addition, the gym was painted by volunteers from
Friends of Recreation while the wall mats were replaced at both ends of the floor.
Replacement of the backboards will be the final aspect of this project.
Since September of 1992, the Recreation Dept. has been involved with a committee
that has been working toward bringing a "Big Brother/Big Sister" program to the
Newport community. In December, 1993 the Town accepted a grant from the
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Newport Fund through the New Hampshire Charitable Trust and within a month,
Newport Friends of Youth was formed. Friends of Youth will oversee a program
that will match trained adult volunteers with youngsters ages 6 through 12 who will
benefit from additional adult leadership. The goal of the program is to create thirty
matches for area youngsters and develop a structured program for those youngsters
who will be awaiting a match. The Community Center will serve as home base for
the program as the department provides administrative and clerical assistance.
Newport Friends of Recreation remains one of the most productive auxiliary groups
in the community. Their efforts in maintaining the ice skating rink on the Town
Common have provided Newport with one of the best seasonal community rinks in
the state. The project to install lights at the outdoor basketball courts was
completed in August and has allowed us to increase the use of that facility
significantly. Friends of Recreation was responsible for initiating and providing
volunteers for the soccer program last Fall and skating lessons, which were offered
this past Winter. In addition, they supervise on-going programs, such as Friday
Swim Trips and regularly sponsor fundraising events such as the Skate-a-thon,
Sunshine 5K Road Race, Donkey Basketball, 3-on-3 Basketball Tournaments,
Home Run Derby and more. Presently, the group has plans underway to replace
the plywood backboards in the Community Center with new glass backboards.
The Newport Recreation Advisory Council continues to play an active role in our
overall program, making decisions regarding Department policies an procedures.
Council members include: Gary LaFountain (Chairman), Mary Beth Jewhurst
(Secretary), Dean Smith, Wayne Weed, Keith DeGraffe, Bill MacDonald, and Judi
Tatem. Matt Meunier joins Gina Cusanelli as the Council's Student
Representatives.
The Newport Recreation Department will continue to make youth programming
our top priority. We will continue to provide our services in a fiscally-responsible
manner as we work to develop programs in conjunction with other community
organizations. We also remain committed to maintaining and upgrading our
facilities. We have been allocating money from our budget to the Capital Reserve
Fund so that the Community Center furnace can be replaced in 1995. In addition,
we have begun to work with interested members of the community to begin
developing plans for a new facility in the near future. As time goes by and
enrollment in our programs continue to increase, it becomes more and more
evident that a new facility is needed.
I would like to thank all the volunteers whose time and energy make our programs
successful. I also want to thank the other Town Departments, especially the
Cemetery Department, for their assistance. Finally, I would like to express my
























The Richards Free Library celebrated its past with the publication of The
Richards Free Library: Its First Hundred and Three Years. Published by the
Friends of the Library, it was written by the founder and long-time member of
the Friends, Barbara Holden Yeomans. The book traces the history of the
library from Dexter Richards' gift of a building and books to the present.
As the library looked at its past, it also prepared for its future. A committee of
interested members: Sandra Friedrich, Nancy Barton, Sharon Christie, Andy
Andrews, Bobby Scheele, and Barbara Kvetcovsky studied the library and the
community. The committee submitted recommendations to the Board of
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Trustees, which approved the long-range plan and will use it to prepare for the
future of library service in Newport.
Some first steps into the future have been taken. In the fall, volunteers finished
preparing the collection for automated check out. The card catalog closed in
November. Now all materials, including new acquisitions, can be located by
consulting one of the two public access computers. Patrons will be able to
check out library materials at an automated circulation desk beginning in 1994.
The Friends of the Library donated a CD ROM workstation and magazine
index. Ten years of Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature can be searched in
seconds using this gift. The Newport Fund provided money to purchase fax
machines to link the library with the high school media center.
The library has again been the recipient of many gifts of books and
memorabilia. The Towle High School Class of 1933 donated materials from its
class archives. This inspired the creation of the Towle High School Drawer.
Located in donated file cabinets in the Andler Room, the drawer has space for
other alumni classes of Newport schools to preserve yearbooks, graduation
programs and class photographs.
On October 16, 1993, the Sarah Josepha Hale was presented to William
Manchester, the biographer of Winston Churchill. Mr. Manchester read
passages from several of his books to an audience of friends and admirers in the
Newport Opera House.
The library sponsored several programs during the year: a reading discussion
series on Southern writing, a lecture series on the collapse of the Soviet Union,
a talk by local author Judith Clark, a discussion series for adult new readers and
a series on oral history. Programs for children included pre-school story hour,
after school story time with Ellen Soucy, storytellers and plate making. The
summer reading program, Ketchup on Your Reading was a huge success with over
200 children enrolled in the program.
The library continues to rely on the Friends of the Library and library
volunteers, in particular: Suzanne Bagley, Heather Boland, Dottie Collins,
Barbara Doe, Pam Gay, Virginia Parker, Barbara Phillips, Pat Rude, Ellen
Soucy, Polly Stoddard, Barbara Yeomans, and the Newport Garden Club.
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Safety Committee 1993 Annual Report
Committee Charter Members
Bruce MacDonald, Fire Dept., Chair
Eric Daignault, Police Dept.
Susan Gregory, Ambulance Dept.
Elaine Van Dusen, Town Office
Bud Deyo, Rec Dept.
Robert Ballou, Police Dept.
Brian Tracey, Ambulance Dept.
Carole Carley, TOPAZ
Ken Dennis, Public Works
Dan O'Neill, Town Manager
On April 6, 1993, the Town of Newport Safety Committee held its first meeting. This
is a first step towards making a safer work environment for Town employees. The
committee is comprised of representatives of each Department in Town with the Town
Manager serving in an advisory capacity. The goal of the committee is to promote
good safety and health practices in the work place. As a result, the following mission
statement was adopted:
The Safety Committee is an advisory committee to educate Town employees in the
prevention of work-related injwies and to stress the importance ofcreating and maintaining
a safe and healthy work environment by promoting personal health and fitness, reviewing
accidents and potential work hazards, and making recommendations to Department
managers.
During the year, the committee has promoted several safety and health-related
programs, not only for the Town employees, but for the overall benefit of all citizens
of Newport. In October, in response to the concern over the rabies problem, the
committee sponsored a vaccination clinic to allow townspeople to have their dogs and
cats vaccinated. Over 40 pets were vaccinated during this clinic. A flier concerning
rabies was passed out to prospective hunters by the Town Clerk.
Employees were urged to participate in the "Slice of Life" program, which is a health
and safety game sponsored by the New Hampshire Municipal Association. Here points
and prizes are awarded to employees who practice a safe and health lifestyle for one
month. Exercise, diet, not smoking or quitting smoking, and use of vehicle seat belts
are criteria for accumulating points. Approximately 10 employees participated.
In the near future, the committee plans to continue its efforts toward making Newport
a safer and healthier place to live for all. Additional rabies clinics, continued
participation in "Slice of Life," an aerobics program and physical exercise for
employees, and a comprehensive safety inspection program to eliminate hazards in the
workplace are planned. As a direct result of committee action, it is hoped that one
side benefit of the program will be a drop in the town's Workers Compensation claims
due to job injury from unsafe work practices, job sites, and overall employee fitness
which will bring an overall benefit to all citizens of the Town.
At this time, the committee members would like to thank all Town employees and the
citizens of Newport for the support given during this first year, and we look to the
future in hoping for a safer and healthier Newport.
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Sewer Treatment Plant (STP)
1993 Annual Report
Superintendent Operator
Arnold L. Greenleaf Robert Naylor
1993 was a busy year for the treatment plant personnel, due to the modifications
that were undertaken to retrofit the second lagoon with new aeration equipment.
The entire project required almost three months from start to finish. It was
undertaken using only plant personnel and a technician from the equipment
supplier. The entire aeration system in the pond was removed from service and
replaced with the new 'REEF' aeration equipment, the same as we had done last
year with the first pond. By doing this work, we have accomplished substantial
savings in electrical consumption, as well as eliminating the use of the hazardous
gas required to 'purge' the old system. This has also resulted in a savings by
eliminating the purchase of the gas. Now that both ponds are completed and
modifications to the blower system in the main building are nearly finished, we will
gain the ability to have optimum control over the process, to further refine
treatment and reduce our costs.
Modifications were also made in Lagoon #1 so that the curtain now extends the full
width of the pond. This was done to mitigate some of the problems with short-
circuiting and solids removal. The project was done so late in the year that it was
not possible to make any judgment on the outcome, as shortly after the curtain was
installed, the ponds started to ice over.
The Industrial Pretreatment Program (IPP) work is still ongoing. In the interim it
would be good if all sewer users, especially commercial/industrial users, be aware
that the new regulations will be much more restrictive than before. You must be
aware of what you are discharging through your process stream and make the
necessary changes to restrict those materials which do not belong there. There
needs to be an extra effort on everyone's part to eliminate the disposal of any
volatile, petroleum, hazardous or toxic compounds into the sewer system which
could impact the treatment system.
For those interested in weather data, our annual recorded rainfall here at the plant
was 33.01". That was slightly less moisture for 1993 than received in 1992. In fact,
it was the fourth driest year we have recorded in the 21 years that we have
maintained weather data. The reduction in rainfall for the year seemed to have
little impact on flow, as we averaged 656,814 gallons per day (GPD) flow into the










Bonnie Avery, Site Manager
Colleen Walker, Social Services Coordinator
and Outreach Supervisor •
Helen Hokkanen, Cook
Donna Reynolds, Asst. Cook
June Gould, Asst. Cook/Kitchen Aide
Ray Hudson, Transporter
Sam Leiderman, Meals Transporter
Aleck Lantas, Meals Transporter
Bill Lantas, Transporter
Alice Bruno, Receptionist
Carl Boardman, Meals Transporter
We also have eight employees in Claremont and four employees in Charlestown
and approximately 40-50 volunteers that offer a portion of their time to help
Sullivan Nutrition.
The Sullivan Nutrition Meals-on-Wheels Nutrition Services Program provides
nutritious meals and other nutrition services to older Americans, particularly
those in greatest economic and social need, who are homebound by reason of
illness or disability and to those who are isolated due to transportation
problems. Services are designed to maintain or improve the health of these
older Americans, preserve and support their independence and prevent
premature or unnecessary institutionalization.
Sullivan Nutrition serves the Town of Newport in four ways:
1. Meals-on-Wheels
Sullivan Nutrition served 18,852 home-delivered meals during the
1992-93 fiscal year (July 1, 1992-June 30, 1993). Sullivan
Nutrition is projected to serve 21,200 meals during the 1993-94
fiscal year. This is an increase of 2,348 meals.
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2. Congregate Meals
We served 10,193 congregate meals during the 1992-93 fiscal year.
We are projected to serve 11,000 congregate meals during the
1993-94 fiscal year. This is an increase of 807 meals.
3. Transportation for the Elderly
We provided 4,000 rides to senior citizens during the 1992-93
fiscal year. We are projecting that we will provide 4,6700 rides
during the 1993-94 fiscal year. This is an increase of 600 rides.
4. Outreach Services
We will provide over 1,000 hours of outreach services during the
1993-94 fiscal year. Our outreach worker can also help provide
insurance counseling, senior companions and surplus foods. Our
outreach worker makes approximately 300 home visits a year to
home-bound seniors to assess their needs and assist them in
applying for housing, medicaid, food stamps, SSI and any other
needed services.
Our number of home-delivered meals in Newport continues to grow each year,
and we feel this trend will continue. We are finding that more and more seniors
are in need of some type of assistance.
Sullivan Nutrition provides over 96,000 meals each year to the senior citizens of
Sullivan County. 66,000 meals are home-delivered meals. Our Meals-on-
Wheels drivers are responsible for checking on our clients each day when a meal




62% are over 70 years of age
81% earn less than $650.00 per month.
We are very thankful for the financial assistance we receive from the Town of
Newport and also for the volunteer efforts of so many citizens of Newport. This





Town Clerk Deputy Town Clerk
Karlene W. Stoddard Adelaide A. Kozlik
The year 1993 brought some new changes to our Department.
Our Annual Town Meeting was held in May and a Special Town Meeting was
called in November to vote on the replacement for the Corbin Covered Bridge.
Three of our older Town books have been restored: one which has the original
charter for the Town of Newport, one Vital Records, and one early copy of
Minutes of Town Meetings. This restoration has been done with the help of
donations on the part of our citizens. Because this enables these historic
documents to be handled, anyone who is interested is welcome to stop by to
look at these books. We have many more we hope to restore in the future to
preserve our Town's history.
We are up and running on our ADC computer system supplied by the State.
So far, we have automated the new Death Certificates and Marriage Licenses,
but more programs should be coming shortly from the State concerning birth
records. This automation will allow the State faster access to information as the
information is sent directly to the State via modem and more professional copies
for our customers.
In November of 1992, we became a municipal agent, which enabled the Town
Clerk's Office to process the State portion of registrations. We are able to do
the new, renewal, and transfer registrations on vehicles up to 8,000 pounds.
This has been very popular and has been a valuable source of income for the
Town.
We continue to sell transfer station deposit tickets and hunting and fishing
licenses.
Dogs are due for registration by May 1, 1994. The State has added $2.00 to the
fees charged, starting this year. The extra amount is to go to a special fund to
help pay for the altering of animals for pet owners who cannot afford this
service.
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Town Office of Planning & Zoning
1993 Annual Report
Planning Director Building Inspector
David Jescavage Brad Lane
Department Secretary Rehabilitation Specialist
Carole Carley Brad Lane
The year 1993 was a busy and diverse one for the Town Office of Planning and
Zoning (TOPAZ). The staff continued to play an important role in planning
for the future growth of the Town and in providing professional services to the
citizens of Newport.
The TOPAZ Annual Report is organized according to the different functions
that the office is responsible for and includes reports for the Planning Board the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Building Inspector
The chart below illustrates the number of building permits issued per quarter
with the estimated construction value for the permits. Both "new construction"
and "renovations" permit categories are shown for each quarter. The bottom







1st 8 $79,240 14 $163,100 22 $238,340
2nd 39 660,297 33 414,958 72 1,075,255
3rd 34 507,200 28 254,682 62 761,882
4th 23 298,855 13 76,250 36 375,105
*
104 $1,545,592 88 $908,990 192 $2,450,582
In comparison to 1992, the total number of building permits for both new
construction and renovations declined very slightly from 195 in 1992 to 192 in
1993. However, the total dollar amount for estimated construction value
dropped significantly from $7,331,644 in 1992 to $2,450,582 in 1993. The bulk
of the much larger amount in 1992 can be attributed to seven large construction
projects which were built that year. It is noteworthy that 1993 was much better
than 1991 in which 170 building permits were issued for a total estimated
construction value of $1,600,232. The total amount of fees collected in 1993 for
all types of permits was $6,716. The Building Inspector conducted
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approximately 200 inspections related to the construction for which the permits
were issued.
Planning Board
The Planning Board held sixteen meetings in 1993. Howard Dunn was reelected
Chairman and Jeff Kessler was elected Vice Chairman.
In 1993, the Board approved two minor subdivisions (one for commercial use
and one for residential use), five annexations, and eight site plans. The site plan
approvals were for the following uses: (1) industrial storage; (2) bus
depot/garage; (3) dairy bar/restaurant; (4) recycling station; (5) auto sales and
repairs; (6) hospitality lodge; (7) industrial expansion; and (8) commercial retail
expansion. The Board also conducted 32 informational sessions on various
subdivisions and site plan proposals. Informational sessions are non-binding and
require no public notice or application fee. Thus, a prospective applicant may
appear before the board within a shorter period of time than a formal
application would require. After getting feedback on the proposal from the
Board, the applicant is better able to prepare a formal application.
During the early part of 1993, the Board finished establishing the Capital
Improvement Program (CLP.) and submitted it to the Board of Selectmen and
School Board for use in formulating their respective annual budgets. The CLP.
estimates costs for major capital improvements for the next six years.
During the second quarter, the Board, with the assistance of TOPAZ and the
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (UVLSRPC),
revised the floodplain ordinance and zoning maps. The revision was approved
at Town Meeting in May. The revised floodplain ordinance will allow a more
flexible use of the land within the 100-year floodplain which will eventually
improve the Town's tax base. Other proposed zoning amendments designed to
improve the Town's tax base were reviewed and discussed by the Planning
Board. These proposals will be presented to the voters in 1994.
A similar collaborative effort was undertaken to revise the Town's Master Plan.
Chapters that were updated include Land Use, Population, Community
Facilities, Housing, Transportation, Open Space and Recreation, and Economic
Development. A new chapter dealing with goals was created. The Board
expects to approve the updated Master Plan in 1994.
A zoning amendment approved in 1990, which created a Professional Business
(PB) District, showed continued signs of success in 1993. Two projects received
permits to convert single family residences into professional offices. Both
buildings have had their historic architectural character beautifully enhanced by
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restoration work done during the conversions. Approximately $100,000 was
spent on the building improvements. The expenditure of these funds locally
benefits the Town's economy and provides jobs for local people. In addition,
the improved properties provide additional tax revenues for the Town. The
continued success of the PB District will benefit both the property owners in the
district and the Town. Further information on the PB District can be obtained
by calling the Planning Director at 863-6278.
Zoning Board of Adjustment
The ZBA held its annual elections in July. Anthony DiPadova was elected
Chair and Fred Maxfield was elected Vice Chair of the Board.
The ZBA held ten public hearings which included three variance appeals and
seven special exceptions appeals. Two variances were granted (reduced setback
distances for an above-ground pool and reduced front setback distances for a
garage) and one was denied (placement of a modular home in a mobile home
park). All seven special exceptions were granted. They included a bus
depot/garage, a dairy bar/restaurant, auto sales businesses, a conversion of a
barn to a tourist lodge, a mixed use on an industrial lot, and a restaurant with
a lounge at an inn.
Community Development Block Grant Programs
In the past five years, the Town has received $1,762,000 in Federal Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) monies for low to moderate income housing
rehabilitation, public facility construction (water treatment plant), infrastructure
improvements (water and sewer line replacement/road reconstruction), and an
industrial feasibility study (used to establish the Economic Corporation of
Newport [ECON]). TOPAZ writes the grant applications and administers the
grant programs.
The $350,000 housing rehab program in the Guild area is nearing completion.
Twenty-four dwelling units were involved by the end of 1993. Funds are still
available for improving an additional eight units. The Guild CDBG program
will end of June 30, 1994. Property owners who wish to participate should
contact TOPAZ immediately.
The CDBG application for the Green Road Target Area was approved in May,
1993. Funding totals $350,000 for a comprehensive housing rehab/infrastructure
improvement project. The Target Area is bordered by Green Road, the Sugar
River, Oak Street, and North Main Street. Twenty-eight dwelling units are
planned for rehabilitation in addition to significant water and sewer line
replacement, road reconstruction, and new sidewalk construction. The
Governor and Executive Council did not approve the contract for the project
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until mid-November, 1993. Consequently, the project was not started by the
end of 1993. Property owners of residences in this area should contact TOPAZ
for further information and an application.
In 1993, TOPAZ wrote another CDBG application for a similar project in the
Pleasant Street Target Area which abuts the Green Road Target Area to the
south. Once completed, these two target areas would constitute a large section
of Newport that had been rehabilitated with home improvements, as well as
infrastructure improvements.
Monies from CDBG grants are used to improve housing conditions for low to
moderate income people and also benefit the Town by improving the tax base
and injecting money into the local economy. Typical renovations have consisted
of electrical and plumbing systems replacement, new roofs, porches, and stairs,
refinishing floors, walls, and ceilings, and structural repairs. In addition, energy-
efficient measures, such as heating systems, building insulation, pipe and hot
water tank insulation, weather-stripping, set-back thermostats, and water-saving
devices were implemented. The property owners, through sweat equity, put in
time or money to help maximize the work that could be done on each project.
Owners of residential property in a CDBG target area who wish to participate
in the housing rehabilitation program or to receive more information may call
this office at 863-6278 during regular business hours.
Miscellaneous
Other responsibilities of TOPAZ include providing advice and assistance to
Town Departments and the Planning and Zoning Boards, assisting permit
applicants, providing information to the public, serving as the Planning and
Zoning liaison with Town Counsel, obtaining planning and zoning information
from the NH Municipal Association, the Office of State Planning, the NH
Department of Historic Resources, and the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Regional Planning Commission, and enforcement of the site plan, subdivision,
zoning regulations, and the building code.
All TOPAZ personnel attended professional seminars for the purpose of
enhancing and updating their knowledge and skills in order to provide more
beneficial service to the Town. The support and encouragement given by other
Town officials and citizens is greatly appreciated. Public participation at all
Planning and Zoning Board meetings is strongly encouraged.
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1993 Water & Sewer Annual Report
Submitted by Larry A. Wiggins, Director/DPW
Superintendent
Donald R. Boynton (3/1/94)
Fulltime Employee
Brent Richardson
Rainfall for 1993 was 33.01 inches. This was the fourth lowest rainfall in the last
20 years. Combined with the 1992 rainfall of 33.12", Gilman Pond was
approximately 50% of normal level. The well at Pollards Mills was used to
supplement the supply from Gilman Pond during the latter part of the year.
The Water Department is now administering the Lead and Copper Program
prescribed by the EPA. Due to six out of the 40 locations sampled exceeding the
threshold levels in our June 1993 testing, Newport is required to follow EPA
regulations regarding lead and copper monitoring and public education. Public
notices were sent out to all property owners and additional routine testing is now
required.
Pittsburg Tank & Tower (PT&T) has completed an inspection of the interior and
exterior of the tank. PT&T's report recommends structural repair and painting of
the interior and exterior of the tank. A feasibility study addressing the distribution
system's performance while the tank is "down" needs to be completed so that these
repairs can be made in the near future.
The Water & Sewer Department lost a Superintendent and a Utilities Technician
in August. The Town contracted with Hoyle, Tanner & Associates to assume
responsibility for water treatment and operator certification until these positions
were filled. The Public Works Director acted as Department Supervisor in the
interim.
In addition to routine maintenance of 53.5 miles of water main and 28.5 miles of
sewer main, the Water & Sewer Department replaced 450 feet of water main on





Requests for General Assistance from the Welfare Department have increased
slightly over the past year. A decrease in available funds from the Fuel
Assistance Program as well as requests for shelter, assistance with disconnection
notices and eviction notices are all factors which have contributed to this
increase.
To date, we have provided:
• 64 families with fuel
• 3,912 hours of shelter to homeless individuals
• 1,710 meals from our own Food Pantry to needy individuals
Since the passage of House Bill 1124-Local in July of 1992, the town has
recouped over $32,000 in delinquent taxes and water/sewer bills from landlords
receiving rents from Town welfare recipients.
The $6,000 Stewart B. McKinney Grant enabled the Town to prevent:
• 29 evictions
• 13 disconnections by PSNH
• 11 individuals from becoming homeless





Newport's Boston Post Cane
A New England Tradition
Saluting Its Most Senior of Senior Citizens.
When it became apparent that Newport had never documented the names of the
3eople who had held Newport's Boston Post Cane and the moment in time when they
leld this distinction, and that efforts to locate Boston Post archives were unsuccessful,
the search became a local endeavor involving many trips to our library, followed by
many, many conversations with residents of Newport whose memories span almost
the entire 20th century. Thanks to all those people and the Argus archives, what
follows is the information uncovered.
Confirming one recipient of the Boston Post Cane following another could only be
done over the past 30 years by virtue of well-kept records of Selectmen meetings, and
for the previous 55 years, records of vital statistics were searched to find names and
ages of possible holders. Most newspaper records and microfilms made reference to
holders of the prestigious Boston Post Cane. Some were a little more illusive to
track, and chance — and a bit of luck — played an important part in finding them.
Still some remain elusive.
In 1982 Newport's Bessie Kidder, age 96, would not accept the Boston Post Cane; she
wanted a street light in front of her residence instead. According to Board of
Selectmen Minutes from 1982 until the time of her death in 1986 at age 100, there
is no indication the cane was ever presented to anyone else. On February 18, 1986
the BOS Minutes acknowledge the passing of Bessie Kidder and indicate the Boston
Post Cane would now (on February 18, 1986) be awarded to Mary Gould, age 99, who
had been waiting patiently for the past four years.
Because most of us do not have the opportunity to know these honored Newport
citizens personally, what follows documents the recipients of Newport's Boston Post
Cane — pictures, if available — and biographies of their lives.
Sharon H. Christie
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Holders of Newport's Boston Post Cane
1. James Bellows McGregor
2. William B. Nourse
3. Elisha M. Kempton
4. Eli Stone Marble
5. Bela Hurd





11. Clarence W. Holmes
12. Eva Pike
13. Charles J. Wells
14. Nellie Peacor
15.
16. Mary Alice Gould
17. John Economou





















The following letter was received by Selectman Wallace L. Reed
From the Republican Champion August 12, 1909
Boston, Mass., August 2, 1909
Dear Sir:
The Boston Post desires to present, with its compliments, to the oldest citizen of
your town, a gold headed cane, and as you are doubtless well informed as to the citizens
of your town, we ask that you make the selection and presentation.
The cane is a fine one, manufactured especially for this purpose by J. F. Fradley
& Co., of New York, who are generally recognized as the leading manufacturers of fine
canes in this country. The stick is of carefully selected Gaboon ebony from the Congo,
Africa, and the head is made of rolled gold of 14 karat fineness.
The head of the cane is artistically engraved as presented by the Boston Post to
the oldest citizen of your town (to be transmitted.) The idea is that the cane shall always
be owned and carried by the oldest citizen of your town, and that upon the decease of the
present oldest citizen, it shall be duly transmitted to the then oldest citizen, remaining
always in the possession of whoever is the oldest citizen of your town. Upon the head of
the cane a blank space has been left where the name of the owner may be engraved
locally, if desired.
We request that in an informal way your Board act as Trustee of the cane, and see
that the stick is duly presented and duly transmitted when such a change of holders
becomes necessary. We do not suggest any formal trust or any legal or financial
responsibility on your part, but simply that you act in the matter in accordance with the
plan outlined as your best judgment indicates. There is no charge whatever by the Post
to your Board or to the holder of the holder of the cane.
In case your Board will undertake to act for us, as suggested, we would request
that you notify us to that effect, a directed envelope being enclosed.
We also enclose a blank, leaving space for data as to the holder of the cane, and
requesting that at your convenience, after the cane is presented, you will fill it out and
forward to Gold Cane Department, The Boston Post, to be filed in our archives. We
would also be pleased to receive a photograph of the citizen to whom you may award the
cane, with his name and address written upon the back. We are sending similar canes to
various other towns, and as opportunity serves, it is our purpose to publish some of these
sketches and photographs.
A description of the cane is also enclosed, explaining the method of its
manufacture and presentation, which we would be pleased to have you hand to your local
paper for publication, if deemed worthy. It is possible that there may be sufficient interest
in this matter to make the presentation of the cane an occasion for an informal meeting
of the friends of the recipient. This lies of course wholly within your discretion.
We are forwarding the cane express paid to your address. If for any reason you
are unable to act for us in this matter, kindly notify us at once and hold the cane until we
may be able to make other arrangements for its presentation.
Trusting, however, that you may favor us by acting as requested, we beg to remain.
Very Respectfully yours,
BOSTON POST
By E. A. GROZIER, Editor and Publisher
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From the Boston Sunday Post, August 29, 1909
The Boston Post recently forwarded to the Chairman of each of 700 New England
towns a handsome gold-headed Cane of Gaboon ebony, suitably inscribed, with the
request that it be presented, with the compliments of the Boston Post, to the Oldest
Citizen of the Town.
The presentations have attracted much interest throughout New England. The
selectmen and chairman of the various towns took up the idea with much enthusiasm,
and in many cases there was a public presentation before an assemblage offriends and
neighbors of the recipient of the cane. The Boston Post gold-headed Canes are not
only handsome and substantial gifts in themselves, but they are considered especially
interesting for what they signify, for they are intended as a tribute to honored and useful
lives, to thrift, temperance, and right living, and above all, to the superb vigor ofNew
England manhood.
The Sunday Post today takes pleasure in presenting to its great constituency a few of
those included in this distinguished galaxy of Oldest Citizens ofNew England. More
will be published from time to time as opportunity permits. (Newport's James Bellows
McGregor was pictured in this article.)
'
On Friday of last week, Selectman
Reed took the Boston Post cane to
North Newport and presented it to
James B. McGregor, who will be 108
years of age September 5, 1909. Mr.
McGregor was in his usual good
health and came to the door in




James Bellow McGregor, Age 107
Newport's First
Boston Post Cane Holder
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James Bellows McGregor
Newport's First Boston Post Cane Holder
Born: September 6, 1801 (authenticated)
Died: March 25, 1910
Age: 108 years, 6 months, 17 days
James B. McGregor held many honors besides the first holder of Newport's Boston
Post Cane. He was the oldest person in Town, the oldest man in the State and the
oldest voter in the State, the first man to vote in Newport according to the Australian
system, and the patriarch of the Order of Free Masons. He was the oldest Free
Mason in the world. Referred to as the "Grand Old Man of New Hampshire", he
was in his usual good health and about the house until the day before he died.
Because of his status as the oldest Mason in the world, each year the Masons
converged on the quiet hamlet of North Newport to celebrate the incredible long life
of James Bellows McGregor. Several hundred people attended his 100th birthday
party, including Mrs. Austin Corbin of New York City. In honor of his birthday, the
North Newport School closed, and the children marched to his residence to pay their
respects. As each year was added to his life, the more remarkable the record became,
and the more people journeyed to his home to pay their respects. Successfully
resisting the ravages of time for over 100 years, he greeted visitors all day on his
108th and last birthday, Sept. 6, 1909, conversing brightly, and later, declared he was
not at all tired.
James McGregor appears to have inherited a trait for longevity. His father was Joel
McGregor, New Hampshire's last survivor of the American Revolution (and notably
marked with a National Historic Marker on Route 10 at Corbin Road). Joel died in
1861 in Newport, having lived to be only 101 and "died in the prime of his life," James
said. His mother, Martha Bellows McGregor, lived to be 88. James was one of seven
children, all of whom reached advanced ages— the youngest passed away at age 94.
James McGregor grew up in North Newport on Fletcher Road, in what was known
in 1909 as the William Tilton place. Schooled at Newport Academy, he later taught
school here. He had a fine tenor voice and was well known as a teacher of vocal
music, as well as one of the most prominent singers of the town and county. In 1842
he built his own house located between Greenwood and Cemetery Roads in North
Newport where he happily spent close to 70 years of his life. This house he fondly
called "The Maples" in honor of the trees that he had planted some 60 years before
(circa 1846). He built a number of other houses as well. He took an active part in
the building of the Union Chapel at North Newport and in 1889 at age 88, he painted
the church and tower alone. He also owned the bobbin mill at North Newport,
erected and ran a successful saw mill, and was still doing business at age 100.
Respected by all who knew him, he always took a deep interest in the affairs of the
town, and was without question, the oldest and most honored of its citizens. He was
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photographed in town voting at age 107. He was in fact the oldest known citizen
researched in the records of the Town of Newport. For years at town meetings the
aged politician was one of the local orators, and often his opinion was sought before
any issue of magnitude was acted upon at these meetings. Although frequently urged
to do so, he never sought public office. His forte was rather electing his friends, who
"would usually act in accordance with his wishes."
James B. ^McGregor, C\eu)port, &£. H.
THF OENTLEl
The oldest Free Mason in th- world., 106 years old Sept. 6,1907.
Front Seat: (I) Chauffeur Brockway, (r) Col. Seth Richards; Back Seat: (1-r)
Alice McGregor, James McGregor, Ezra Sibley; Standing: William Nourse
on their way to vote. Behind the auto is the Cheney block, once an old mansion,
which General Lafayette was entertained June 27, 1825, on his last visit to America
in
Not one to be confined in Newport, he was well traveled — from Maine to Boston.
Hard to believe that in 1824 he made a tour of the states of Vermont and New York
with Theron Metcalf going all the way on foot. Considering James McGregor was 14
years old before he ever saw a wagon, brought by his father from Connecticut and the
first one used in this part of New Hampshire, he never dreamed that during his
lifetime he would be riding in a "carriage that furnished its own locomotive power."
But he did it. Col. Seth Richards took the 106 year old Mr. McGregor and Ezra
Sibley, who was only 90, in his large "touring" car for a spin about town..."
In 1832 James married Jane Townsend, a sister of the wife of the Honorable Amos
Tuck of Exeter and Dartmouth College. James and Jane had one son, James Henry
(called Henry) McGregor, who at age 68 predeceased his father in 1905. Jane
Townsend McGregor died in 1869. James Henry had one daughter, Alice McGregor,
born Jan. 25, 1882.
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My granddaughter (Alice) is "the diamond of my old heart" James McGregor often
said. On November 21, 1906 at age 105, he served as best man for his
granddaughter, Alice, at her wedding to Orrin Clement at "The Maples." When the
couple boarded the train, the venerable best man dashed half a gallon of rice on the
groom. Orrin and Alice had two children, Helen and James. We know Mr.
McGregor's great granddaughter as Helen Ryan, a resident of Croyden. Mrs. Ryan,
also seems to be a recipient of that longevity gene. In fine health at age 85, she has
in her possession diaries, newspaper accounts, and photographs kept by her mother
of the celebrated long life of James B. McGregor, who considered this town to be
"the grandest place on earth."
He had been playing hide and seek with old Father Time for many years, and on
his 108th birthday a reporter wrote ...The picture presented there as the little one
(Helen Elizabeth Clement), just at the beginning of life, rested upon the knee of her
great grandfather, who has completed an entire century and nearly ten years on the
second, made an impression on my mind which will always remain....
James Bellows McGregor, Age 108, September, 1909
holding his great, granddaughter,
Helen Elizabeth Clement, age 9 months
Special thanks to Helen (Clement) Ryan, Mr. McGregor's great, granddaughter,
for her valuable contributions to the history of Newport.
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William B. Nourse
Second Holder of Newport's Boston Post Cane
1910 - 1920
Bom: May 10, 1822
Died: December 3, 1920
Age: 98 Years 6 Months 23 Days
In 1910 William Nourse became the second holder of the gold-headed cane
awarded by the Boston Post. After that time, his birthdays were observed as
events of considerable local importance. He was also the oldest member of the
Masonic Order in New Hampshire.
Born in Acworth, his life began as the oldest of seven children of Scotch Irish
ancestry. His father was a soldier of the Revolution "a fact which again reminds
us of his great age at that time and also of the comparative youth of our
nation."
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William Nourse came to Newport in 1846 and worked in the general store of
Fairbanks & Royce. His future would involve the woolen business. After a
brief sojourn in Pennsylvania, he returned to Newport and bought the Eagle
Mill, which he continued to run successfully until after the Civil War. At that
time, he sold the Eagle Mill to Amos O. Woodbury and his brother-in-law,
Samuel H. Edes.
In 1867, in partnership with Perly S. Coffin, he built the Granite State Mill at
Guild, one of Newport's most important industries, which later burned in a
spectacular fire on November 16, 1893 with estimated losses of $100,000. In the
early 1880's, Mr. Nourse left the manufacturing business and purchased the Wil-
cox Hardware Store in the Richards Block. His new business became Nourse
Hardware Company from which he retired more than 30 years later at age 89.
A leading figure in local politics, William Nourse served as Town Clerk in 1855
and 1856 and served two terms in the legislature during the Civil War period in
1861 and 1862. He was also a charter incorporator of the Newport Savings
Bank and was the first to sign the bank's Articles of Incorporation.
He was married three times. His first wife, Rebecca Morrison of Acworth, died
young at age 26. His second wife was Ellen M. Hatch, widow of Dr. Mason
Hatch and a sister to Mrs. Dexter Richards. To them were born Emma L.,
Marcia B, and William Hatch Nourse. One other daughter died at age 18. His
second wife died in 1872 and a few years later, he married Mrs. Mary Jones of
Wilton. A daughter Elizabeth, was the result of this union. Elizabeth later
married the Honorable Ernest D. Ede of Huron, So. Dakota, a member of the
State Senate. His son, William Hatch Nourse, continued to carry on the family
business of William Nourse & Son, the largest hardware business of its kind in
central Sullivan County.
William's sister, Julia, was married to Samuel Hart Edes who died in 1904.
Julia died in 1923 at age 97. Another sister, Helen, was married to the
Honorable George Fairbanks. All but two of his brothers and sisters lived to
be over 80 years of age.
According to the Argus records: "Uncle William," as he has been affectionately
known to the community, was the possessor of a singularly happy and amiable
disposition which no misfortune or reverse was ever able to change, and he will
always be held in affectionate rememberance. For many years, "Uncle William"
lived in the old Hatch house on Main Street.
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Elisha M. Kempton
Boston Post Cane Holder
1920 - 1930
Born: May 22, 1831
Died: Nov. 13, 1930
Age: 99 Yrs 5 Months 22 Days
As with his predecessors, Elisha
Kempton enjoyed good health
until a very short time before
his demise. He lived at 14
Winter Street in a home he had
built himself.
He was the proud possessor of
the Boston Post gold headed
cane for many years. He was
the oldest Free Mason in New
Hampshire and he was the oldest Grand Old Army (GAR) Veteran in the State,
if not in the Country. He had enlisted in the Civil War in 1861 and served in
Company B, Third NH Infantry. He served many times as Commander of Fred
Smythe Post, No. 10, G.A.R. At age 98 he took a motor trip to Concord to
attend a G.A.R. meeting and held the office of Commander when the memorial
tree was set out at the South end of the Town Common.
Elisha Kempton was born in Claremont on May 22, 1831, the son of Elisha and
Harriet (Vickery) Kempton. He was married first in 1870 to Louisa Alden who
passed away in 1883. Three children were born to them: Mary Louisa, a
teacher at New London Academy, Alvan Alden, a graduate of Colby Academy
and Brown University, and Associate Principal of Vermont Academy at Saxtons
River, and Will Kempton, who lived with his father. His second marriage in
1885 was to Sarah Isabel Strong who died circa 1912. Other descendants were
granddaughter, Mrs. Miriam L. Evans, and great grandson, Alden Kempton
Evans of Washington, D.C.
A highly respected citizen, it was the height of his ambition to live to be 100.
But the "Reaper of Death" cut him short by six months at the end of his
unusually long and useful life.
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Eli Stone Marble
Boston Post Cane Holder 1930-1933
Born: February 2, 1836
Died: July 1, 1933
Age: 97 Years 4 Months 30 Days
Eli Stone Marble was presented the cane on Christmas Day, 1930 in recognition
of his being the oldest citizen of Newport. The cane had been in the possession
of Elisha Kempton for the past ten years.
Eli was born in Sunderland, Vermont, the son of Norman and Henrietta
(Fields) Marble. He was educated at the Burr Burton Seminary in Manchester,
Vermont and on November 18, 1863 married Mary Jane Wood. They had three
daughters: Mrs. Ida Bolster of Weston, Vermont, Mrs. Carrie Stearns of
Burlington, Vermont, and Mrs. Mabel H. Duling of Newport, with whom he
made his home.
Besides having the distinction of being Newport's oldest citizen, Mr. Marble was
the oldest Odd Fellow and had belonged to the Odd Fellow organization for 73
years. He joined Tremont Lodge, No. 15, I.O.O. in Boston in 1860. He served
during the Civil War with the Massachusetts Light Artillery, and he was the last
surviving Grand Old Army veteran in the Town of Newport.
According to the Argus, Mr. Marble was a man of sterling character and engaging
personality and enjoyed a wide circle of friends.
Bela Hurd
Boston Post Cane Holder 1933-1937
Born: September 30, 1874
Died: April 29, 1937
Age: 92 Years 6 Months 30 Days
Although over 92 years of age, Bela Hurd was an active man. He was working
right up until a week prior to his death. Mr. Hurd would walk to town from his
farm — two miles out on East Mountain — and back again, never seeming to
mind the walk at all.
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Bela Hurd (continued)
Born in Newport to Elisha and Florinda Stevens School, he attended the East
Mountain District School. After completing his studies there, he began farming,
which he continued to do all his life, taking up residence in the family
farmhouse, where he still lived at the time of his death. He had always done
all of the farm work at his home alone, until six months prior to his death, when
he hired someone to help him with the heavy lifting.
On September 30, 1874 he married Nettie Tenney and to them were born four
children: Maurice Elwin, Lewis Elwin, Willis Elwin of Arlington, Virginia and
Frank Elisha Hurd of Short Falls and subsequently three grandchildren: Muriel,
Rilma and Gregory M. Hurd.
During his long lifetime, he made a great many friends and acquaintenances,
and he was held in high esteem by the community.
Walter C. Thompson
Boston Post Cane Holder 1937 - 1939
Born: February 1, 1850
Died: March 22, 1939
Age: 89 Years Months 21 Days
Born in Greenfield, Mr. Thompson came to Newport in 1874 and was a resident
of Newport for 65 years. He carried on a cattle dealer's business and served as
Selectman for several years.
In 1877 he married the former Frances Emerson and to them were born two
children, a daughter, Mrs. Ethel Wyman, who lived on South Main Street, and
a son, Wesley C. Thompson of Charlotte, North Carolina, and three
grandchildren: Bernice Wyman of Newport, Wesley C. Thompson Jr. and
Emerson D. Wyman of Charlotte, North Carolina.
Mr. Thompson was the holder of the Boston Post Cane which was presented to
him in June, 1937. He was a member of the Masons, Mt. Vernon Lodge, No.
15, F. and A.M.
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Clark Rowell






93 Years 10 Months 28 Days
Presented Newport's Boston Post Cane on his 90th birthday, November 10, 1945,
Clark Rowell was born in Goshen to Amos and Emily Wheeler Rowell. He
received his schooling in Goshen and on October 14, 1878, he married Idella Louise
Fitch. To this union were born two children, Emma Rosette Rowell and Arthur
George Rowell. On Nov. 15, 1894 he moved in deep snow to North Newport to be
with his wife's father, Luther Fitch, and he was Newport's own from then on for the
next 54 years. Arthur passed away in 1932. His wife passed away in 1935.
Clark Rowell had always been a farmer which, to his generation, meant a jack of
all trades. He and his son,"Arthur Arthur," as he always called him, were "for many
years a combination hard to beat." According to Homer Sibley, at age 85 Clark
split and piled ten cords of elm wood and when it had cured, wheeled it across the
road in a wheelbarrow and piled it in a woodshed. That same summer, he mowed
by hand and "got in over a ton of hay around the home place on Rowell Road."
A man of the "cracker barrel and country store school of philosophy," a call on
Clark Rowell always meant good stories and a drink of "the world's best cider."
Callers to Clark Rowell's home were many. He was highly regarded by all who
knew him, and his courage and infectious laughter were lost to those who did not.
Homer Sibley called him "a grand character."
Presentation of Boston Post Cane to Clark Rowell
(Left to right) Selectman Jesse Rowell, Selectman Maurice Cummings,
Clark Rowell, his daughter, Emma Rowell, and Selectman Maurice Downing
Photo: Courtesy of Phyllis Walter
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Sylvester "Vesty" Kiggins
Boston Post Cane Holder 1956 - 1969
Born: March 6, 1867
Died: April 28, 1969
Age: 102 years 1 Month 22 Days
Sylvester Kiggins holds the distinction of holding Newport's Boston Post Cane
longer than anyone its history, and he is remembered by many of our citizens
today.
"Vesty" was born in Concord in 1867, but had lived in the Newport area most
of his life. He was married to the former Jennie Hurd, and together they had
one son, Guy Kiggins, who died in his 30's in 1921. Jennie died in 1944. Vesty
owned and operated a grocery store, Perry and Kiggins, and a trucking business.
He was also a builder who constructed several houses on South Main Street.
But he is remembered for his eloquent recitations, his top hat, his card playing
prowess, his motorcycle and countless automobiles, his generosity and
consideration of others, and as the proud holder of Newport's Boston Post
Cane. Newport citizens will never forget his daily walks down Main Street to
the Town Common, complete with top hat, twirling the Boston Post Cane.
His community involvement was widespread. He took pride in the fact for many
years he was the first person to cast his ballot. He was the oldest Grange
member in the State, being a 75 year member, and at age 98 was still helping
chop wood for the Grange Hall stove. He was a longtime member of Newport
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, and was the oldest member of the Pythian Lodge in
the United States.
During his lifetime he owned 30 automobiles. His first was a 1908 Ford and his
last was a Datsun which he purchased at the age of 97. He also owned a
motorcycle. One of his charitable acts with his cars was service to the Newport
Home for the Aged on Laurel Street, each year collecting items for the home's
annual rummage sale at South Church. He always provided transportation for
his many friends to card parties and Grange parties, and it was not beyond him
to give one of the ladies a ride in the side car of his motorcycle. He was a card
playing enthusiast, seldom missing a card party in the Newport/Lake Sunapee
area and often bringing home the prize.
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Sylvester Kiggins at his 100th Birthday Celebration, March 6, 1967
Photo by Arthur Shadis — Courtesy of Newport Historical Society
But it is also his elocution and recitals for which he is remembered. He was the
star of his own 100th birthday celebration, outshining Congressmen, Mayors,
Senators, Selectmen, and other dignitaries. The event was so popular that it
created a traffic jam on Route 10 when so many friends showed up for his party.
Proudly grasping his gold-headed Boston Post Cane, Vesty Kiggins stood up and
regaled the crowd with his recitation of "Deacon Slocum and the Off-Ox." More
than 300 persons attended the open house and guests' cars lined Route 10 on
either side of the road for more than a quarter of a mile.
Such a reception by so many friends is certainly a tribute to the life of Sylvester
Kiggins. His reputation and popularity were so widespread, he was honored by




Boston Post Cane Holder 1969 - 1971
Born: September 12, 1868
Died: November 8, 1971
Age: 103 Years, 1 Month, 25 Days
Jennie Bagley had long awaited her turn to hold the Boston Post Cane. Born the
year after Sylvester Kiggins, she was 100 years old before she was presented the
prestigious cane. However, according to available records, she holds the distinction
of being the first woman ever to hold Newport's Boston Post Cane, fifty years after
women were given the right to vote in the state of New Hampshire.
Jennie (Mayo) (Strong) Bagley was born September 12, 1868 in Moretown,
Vermont, daughter of Barnabas and Jane (McClure) Mayo. She was a resident of
Newport for nearly 60 years. She had one son, Mayo Strong and was survived by
two grandchildren, Alice Seamons of Montclair, Vermont and Margaret Sumner of
Durham, New Hampshire.
She was a long-time member of Hopeful Rebekah Lodge and Reprisal Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revolution, and she was also a member of the
Mayflower Society, a testimony to her long-standing Yankee ancestry.
Marcia Carr
Boston Post Cane Holder 1971 - 1974
Born: November 30, 1870
Died; May 15, 1974
Age: 103 Years, 6 Months, 15 Days
According to Board of Selectmen minutes, the Chair of the Board of Selectmen
presented Newport's Boston Post Cane to Marcia Carr on November 30, 1970.
Marcia Carr had been a Newport resident for most of her life. She was a retired
bookkeeper and had been employed by the former Peerless Manufacutring
Company on Ash Street, Newport.
Born in 1870, she was the daughter of Benjamin and Alice (Bascom) Carr. She was
a cousin of Rogers Claggett, Newport, Mary Haddad, New London, Margaret
Spaulding, Charlestown, Mary Colby and Katharine Armbrust of Concord, Louise
Gaines, Lakeville, CT, and Ethel Bascom, Woburn, MA.
She was the oldest living graduate of Newport High School and was the
Valedictorian of the Class of 1888. She was honored on many occasions by the
Newport Alumni Association at its Annual Spring Banquet which she attended each






Boston Post Cane Holder 1974 - 1977
January 11, 1878
March 22, 1977
99 Years 2 Months 11 Days
Clarence Holmes, Aged 99
1977 Photo: Courtesy of Mabel Holmes
Presented the Boston Post Cane by
Ronald LeMay, Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen on June 22,
1974, Clarence Holmes was born
on January 11, 1878 in Buxton,
Maine, the son of the Rev. Willis
and Ella (Kimball) Holmes.
Mr. Holmes attended Whitfield
Academy and graduated from
Brown University, Class of 1905.
He taught schools in Puerto Rico
and East Douglas, Massachusetts
where he served as Principal of
East Douglas Memorial High
School for thirty years, retiring at
age 70 in 1948. At that time,
Clarence and Mabel Holmes
relocated to Newport, NH.
He was a veteran of the Spanish
American War, serving as a private
in Company M, First Regiment,
NH Volunteers. He was a member
of Mumford River Masonic Lodge,
a member of the Second
Congregational Church in East Douglas and a member of South Congregational
Church in Newport. He also received a medal for 50 years Masonic
membership, presented by a delegation from East Douglas in 1970.
Three children from a first marriage, Nettie, Pauline and Benjamin, predeceased
him. His wife, Mabel, continues to live in Newport on Bradford Road. Highly
thought of by those who knew him, Mabel Holmes still receives an abundance
of letters from former students of Clarence W. Holmes.
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Eva Pike
Boston Post Cane Holder 1977-1979
Bom: March 1, 1884
Died: February 7, 1979
Age: 94 Years 11 Months 6 Days
Although the Board of Selectmen minutes indicate on September 19, 1977 that
Eva Pike, "who is 96 years old, will be presented the Boston Post Cane," Eva
was actually 92 years old in 1977 when presented the prestigious cane. She was
born in Newport, the daughter of William and Rose (Oldham) Clark and was
Newport's oldest resident. She was married to Sands Pike.
Charles J. Wells
Boston Post Cane Holder 1979-80
Bom: October 18, 1881
Died: April 11, 1980
Age: 98 Years 5 Months 21 Days
Born in Sutton, NH, the son of George and
Emma (Moore) Wells, Charles spent many of
his later years in Newport. He lived with his
son, Harry, and his wife, Rebecca on Sunapee
Street. His granddaughter, Susie, is Mrs.
Fraser Michaud. Prior to Charles Wells'
retirement, he had been employed by the NH
Highway Department. He is pictured with the
Boston Post Cane and with former Town
Manager, William Duggan.
Charles J. Wells, Age 97
with Town Manager Wm. Duggan
Photo: Courtesy of R. Wells
Nellie Peacor
Boston Post Cane Holder 1980-1982
Born: February 27, 1885
Died: October 18, 1982
Age: 97 Years 7 Months 21 Days
A resident of Newport for 66 years, Nellie Peacor, like many of the other
Boston Post Cane holders, lived in North Newport. She was the widow of Alex
G. Peacor of Fletcher Road, who died in 1940. She was born February 27, 1885
in Hanover, the daughter of Seth and Katherine (Robinson) King. She was
employed by the former Draper Company in North Newport for many years and
also worked at Newport Clothing Manufacturing. She was a member of the




Boston Post Cane Holder 1986 - 1987
|Born: June 11, 1SS6
Died: February 11. 1987
lAge: 100 Years S Months Days
Mary Alice Gould, holder of Newport's
Boston Post Cane from 1986-7. was born in
Newport, the daughter of Alfred and Orpha
(Honey) Gould and had lived here all her
life. She had an interest in the community
and kept many diaries of life in Newport.
Born into an affluent family that was
plagued by illness and death. Man- was
Alfred and Honey Gould's only surviving
child. In addition to running a prosperous
orchard. Man's father was President of the
Newport Savings Bank, a Director of the
First National Bank, a Selectman, and a
State Representative in 1889. Man's family operated the largest orchard in New
England, at one time raising 32 varieties of apples in their orchards of 300 acres.
Another portion of their land holdings was sold to Austin Corbin for his Blue
Mountain Forest Assn.. notably the largest single parcel purchased for the Corbin
Park. Like her family. Man's favorite hobby was gardening, and she was active in
her gardens until 95 vears of aee.
Mary Alice Gould. Age 100 in 1986
Photo by Sierra Photography
Reflecting on bringing fruit to town to be shipped. Man- described an all-day event
that involved shipping apples in "hogs-head" barrels, brought to town by ox-carts,
and which involved a day's journey simply to travel into town and back again to the
farm on the Old Cornish Turnpike.
Mary was sent to school in Newport and was the last surviving graduate of Richards
High School. Class of 1905. Because the Gould Farm was such a distance from
town, the Goulds kept a second home on Cheney Street for convenience in
attending to town functions, and it is there where Man- spent many years of her
life. The Gould farm in the meantime fell into disrepair, and the land was
eventually sold to new owners. Mary's later years were spent caring for her step-
mother. Ida Parker Gould, who lived to be 93.
Man- was especially proud of the Boston Post Cane and had her eye on it for quite
some time. She knew she was next in line, and she was very excited about holding
it. She proudly kept the Boston Post Cane on display at her home so even-one






Boston Post Cane Holder 1987
March 14, 1890
March 12, 1990
99 Years, 11 Months, 28 Days
1990
John Economou
Photo: Courtesy of June Catsam
John Economou was born in Vavousa, Greece,
the son of Arthur and Agora Economou. As
a young teenager, he was forced from his
homeplace by ethnic strife, poverty, and
chronic unemployment, and he traveled to
neighboring countries in search of work. After
four years, John decided to come to the U.S.,
and like millions before him, he arrived at
Ellis Island in New York City. Viewing crates
filled with fruits for the arrival of newcomers,
Economou thought he had arrived in Heaven.
Years later, he returned the offering and
contributed to the Ellis Island memorial.
Arriving in NH, he soon headed to Newport
where he heard shoe shops were paying $5.00
a week, twice what he was making in Nashua.
Newport was an illustration of our immigrant
nation at the turn of the century, and John
found he could travel from Eastern Europe to
Scandanavia simply by going from Main St. to Guild. He worked for several years in
a local shop before opening a produce business, the Royal Fruit Store, which he
operated for 30 years.
John Economou married Agora Pappasterie, an arranged marriage to a woman from
his home village, that happily lasted for 52 years. Agora passed away in 1968. Two
children survived him, June Catsam of Newport and Polk City, FL and Steve Vavas of
Springfield, MA. An avid gardner, John's flower garden at the family home was
admired by passerbys for many years, and his flowers won awards at regional shows.
A dedicated Town admirer, John would spend 80 of his 99 years in Newport, NH. The
holder of the Town's Boston Post Cane from 1987-90, Mr. Economou was one of the
founders of St. Vasilias Greek Orthodox Church on Winter St. and in 1986 was the
major benefactor for the return of the bandstand on the Common. The site of Sunday
night concerts, commencement exercises, weddings, and the memorial Christmas tree,
the Bandstand on the Newport Town Common was the perfect legacy for John to
present to the Town of Newport. He will be long remembered by the citizens of
Newport for his love of our community and his philanthropic heart. In respect to an
honored life, the Argus said: "John's life was bounded by family, work, church, and
community," a fitting tribute to one of Newport's finest citizens who said T am proud
of myself: who I am and what I do." And Newport is proud of John Economou.
100
Kaarle Lehtinen




101 Years — approaching 102 Years on July 27, 1994
Like the first holder of Newport's
Boston Post Cane, Kaarle Lehtinen is
well on his way into the second century
of his life. He was born in Finland in
1892 and came to the United States in
1912, some 82 years ago. He first settled
in Wisconsin, but on May 7, 1914,
Kaarle came to Newport where he has
remained ever since. For many years, he
operated his own dairy and poultry farm
in North Newport where he established
a thriving milk route.
In 1915, Kaarle married Hilma
Haapanen. After her death in 1940,
Kaarle married Hilma Takala, sold the
farm, and began to invest in real estate.
He also used "the rewards of his thrift"
to invest in timberland and rental
properties. He has generously donated those rewards of his success to our town
and his native country. In 1982 Mr. Lehtinen returned to Finland and presented
a $100,000 donation to the Institute of Migration as a tribute to the land of his
birth, citing his Finish roots as the core of his success. In 1984 the Finish
government recognized his generosity by presenting him with the White Rose of
Finland.
Kaarle H. J. Lehtinen
Photo: Courtesy of the Argus
He was also a benefactor to the Richards Free Library and in 1988 donated another
$100,000 to the Town of Newport for the Senior Citizen Center in an expression of
gratitude to our country which "gave him the opportunity to succeed." His life has
been dedicated to hard work and generosity. In 1988 the Town of Newport
honored Kaarle Lehtinen— a man who became a citizen of Newport by choice and
a citizen whose values have benefited the community— by dedicating its Annual
Report to him. In 1990 the Town of Newport also found great satisfaction in
honoring the venerable 98 year old Mr. Lehtinen with its Boston Post Cane in the
spirit of every New England Town who holds and presents this prestigious cane:
"as a tribute to an honored and useful life; to thrift, temperance,
and right living, and above all, to the superb vigor of New England
manhood."
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The Way Town and School Meetings Work
by H. Bernard Waugh, Jr.
NH Municipal Assn. Legal Counsel
We keep hearing on the national news: "Speaking at a town meeting in
Moscow yesterday, President Clinton said..." Doesn't' that get you? They don't have
town meetings in Moscow! A REAL town meeting isn't a political rally. It's not
people TALKING about the government. It's people BEING the government!
Some say town meetings don't work anymore: "They're an anachronism."
"They're rigged." "Nothing important is decided there." But these are self-fulfilling
prophesies. Those who think town meetings don't work "anymore" must have in mind
a dreamy pastoral image of yesteryear, when meetings ran smoothly, without
controversy. Hogwash! Wherever people are free, politics means controversy. A
good rough-and-tumble debate is a sign of community health.
Part of the problem today is apathy. But part of it is good old honest
j
ignorance: people who've moved in from places without town meetings; young people
who grew up in families with no tradition of participation; people who for years have
heard cynical friends telling them they can't make a difference, and never bothered
to find out the truth. This article is for them, and you. Feel free to share or
reproduce it for other voters.
1. EVERY VOTER IS A LEGISLATOR.
Those quaint sayings about town government as a "pure democracy"
are true! State law refers to the town meeting as the "legislative body" (RSA
21:47). The town meeting is to the town what the Legislature is to the State,
or the Congress is to the United States: the town meeting has all the basic
POWER. There is no higher authority in town. But in order to have the
right to participate, you must be a registered voter of the town, and you must
attend. If you don't go, how can you justify blaming anybody but yourself?
If your trouble is being able to take time off from work, notice that
RSA 39:2-a allows the town to move the business meeting to a better time, say
an evening or Saturday when it's more convenient for everybody.
2 THE MODERATOR PRESIDES AND CAN DO WHAT IT TAKES TO
MAINTAIN ORDER.
The town meeting's business is regulated by the Moderator, and your
right to speak and vote is subject to the Moderator's authority to keep order.
Voters may not talk without being recognized. If someone keeps on being
disruptive after being warned, the Moderator can ask a police officer to escort
him/her out of the meeting. (RSA 40:9)
3. THE VOTERS CAN ALWAYS OVERRULE THE MODERATOR BY A
SIMPLE MAJORITY.
The Moderator isn't a king. S/he is just a facilitator (like the Speaker
of the House) to enable the voters to take orderly joint actions. It is illegal
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for the Moderator to preside in such a way as to make it impossible to
overrule his/her rulings. So now you know — people who say that the
Moderator "rigs" the meeting are talking through their hats.
Many voters mistakenly think state law contains all sorts of
complicated parliamentary rules governing town meetings. It doesn't. All
state law says is that the Moderator can prescribe rules, but that the voters
can alter those rules (RSA 40:4). Nobody can pull parliamentary tricks as
long as the voters stay alert and remain aware that they can vote, by a simple
majority, to change the rules to accomplish what the majority wishes to
accomplish.
"It has been the consistent practice of the courts of this state
to construe liberally votes and town and school meetings
without regard to technicalities or the strict rules of
parliamentary procedure."
(
Lamb v. Danville School Board ,
102 NH 569)
Some towns, at the beginning of the meeting, adopt some set of rules
for convenience, such as Roberts' Rules of Order. In other towns the
Moderator just makes rulings as the meeting goes along. Either way is fine.
Either way, the ONLY legally binding rule is that the voters can overrule the
moderator by a simple majority.
Example: Suppose the town begins the meeting by deciding to adopt
Roberts' Rules for the duration. And suppose, a little later, someone moves
to amend a motion a certain way, which is perfectly proper under Roberts'
Rules, and the Moderator declares that the amendment is valid. But now
suppose it is moved and seconded to overrule the Moderator, and the motion
carries. Who wins? The voters, of course. Even though the Moderator was
"right" under Roberts' Rules, the voters are "right" because they are the higher
authority, when acting by majority vote.
4. IT'S OK TO ASK QUESTIONS.
The beauty of the traditional "deliberative" session of town meetings
(as compared with questions on the "Official" or "Australian" ballot usually
used for elections) is that through the process of discussion and debate, the
voters can educate themselves, not only about the question at hand, and about
the procedure, but about how their fellow citizens feel about it. Don't shyly
assume that everybody but you knows what's going on. They probably don't.
For that matter, don't pompously assume YOU DO know what's going on.
You probably don't either.
5 THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS AN "ILLEGAL VOTE".
"What!? You mean the town's lawyers are all wrong?" No, I don't
mean that. Pay close attention. It's true that there are plenty of types of
town votes which, if they pass, will not be legally binding (i.e. would not be
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enforceable in court). But that doesn't mean the town can't take some vote
on those subjects anyway. No group of voters has ever been arrested for
taking a vote, no matter how off-the-wall it might be.
Example: Suppose it is moved and seconded to create a No Parking
zone in from the Town Hall. Then the town's lawyer says that vote would
have no legal effect, because state law gives the selectmen, not the town
meeting, complete control over parking regulations. The lawyer is right. But
does that mean the voters can't let the selectmen know what they want? Of
course not! If you let yourself be intimidated like that, you don't have the
stubborn, independent Yankee gumption I think you have. Legal opinions
shouldn't be used to deprive voters of their right to express their views and
preferences to the officials they have elected to serve them.
If a vote most likely isn't going to be legally binding, then it'll be less
confusing later if the motion is rephrased in an advisory format; for example,
"I move that the selectmen be strongly urged to create a No Parking zone in
front of the Town Hall." That may not be enforceable in court, but it sure
could be enforceable at the ballot box next year!
Most of the rules in this article tell you what types of town meeting
votes are legally enforceable in court. But don't be misled into thinking that
non-binding votes are somehow "illegal." Use the lawyer's advice to help
make your votes as effective as they can legally be, not to discourage you from
taking a vote.
6. NO VOTE CAN BE LEGALLY BINDING UNLESS ITS SUBJECT MATTER
WAS STATED IN THE WARRANT.
The "warrant" is a sort of agenda for the town meeting, which is posted
two weeks in advance by the selectmen, in most towns it's also printed in the
town report, mailed out before the annual town meeting. The requirement
that all subject matter must be stated in the warrant (RSA 39:2) keeps the
meeting orderly, prevents surprise, and lets voters who might otherwise stay
home know that some topic of interest to them is coming up for discussion
and possible action.
The warrant law requires only the GENERAL subject matter to be
stated. The actual votes don't have to be word-for-word the same as the
warrant articles. You don't have to "take it or leave it." Amendments will be
legally valid, so long as they are within the same general subject matter. But
amendments which add some brand new subject matter will not be legally
effective. (Sawyer v. Railroad , 62 NH 135.)
You can see from this rule that any vote taken under a warrant article
entitled "other business" cannot be legally binding, because that article doesn't
state any subject matter. Of course a vote to name someone Volunteer of the
Year, a vote to thank the Girl Scouts for the sandwiches, or even a vote to
strongly urge the selectmen to appoint an advisory committee to look into a
parking garage, doesn't HAVE to be legally binding, and therefore CAN be
passed under an "other business" article.
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THE VOTERS CAN ADD ARTICLES TO THE WARRANT BY
PETITIONING THE SELECTMEN FIVE WEEKS IN ADVANCE OF THE
ANNUAL MEETING.
Under state law, the selectmen (or school board of a school district)
have complete control over the contents of the warrant, EXCEPT that they
MUST insert any article submitted by petition, signed by 25 or more voters
(or 2% of all registered voters, whichever is less in your town, but in any case
at least 10), submitted to the selectmen (or school board) by at least the
FIFTH TUESDAY before the annual meeting (RSA 39:3). For School
Meetings the deadline is 30 days (RSA 197:6). So, in other words, ordinary
citizens can contribute to the agenda (can keep the meeting from being
"rigged", if you will), but it takes a little advance planning.
[Exception: Petitions for Zoning or Building Code amendments have
to be submitted at least 90 days before the annual meeting.]
ORDINARY, EVERYDAY LANGUAGE IS PERFECTLY OK.
Have you hesitated to submit petitioned warrant articles, or to make
motions at town meeting, because you think you'll need to hire a lawyer to
come up with the right wording? Don't be! The NH Supreme Court has said
time and again that technical rules will not be used to defeat the plain intent
of the voters, using ordinary common language. As US Supreme Court
Justice Holmes once said: "The machinery of government would not work if
it were not allowed a little play in the joints." (Quoted in the Lamb case,
above)
In fact if you're worried about the wording, it might be better to check
with, say, an English teacher, instead of a lawyer, to see if your proposed
wording says what you want it to. There are a few types of articles where the
traditional words can be legally important [the worst example is a vote to
discontinue a road "subject to gates and bars"], but these are few and far
between.
ANY 50 VOTERS CAN CALL A SPECIAL TOWN MEETING.
A "special" town meeting means any meeting other than the annual
meeting. In most towns the annual meeting is held the second Tuesday in
March (RSA 39:1). School meetings must be held sometime between March
1 and March 25 (RSA 197:1). But the Selectmen or School Board CAN call
a "special" meeting whenever they feel there's a need for it. In order to
petition for a special meeting, you need 50 voters' signatures on a petitioned
warrant article, submitted to the selectmen. The Selectmen or School Board
MUST call the meeting, unless the annual meeting is only 60 days away or
less, in which case they can just add your petitioned article to the annual
meeting warrant (RSA 39:3 and 197:2).
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[CAUTION! Money articles (i.e. articles requiring the appropriation
of funds) can't be voted on at special meetings unless at least half the town's
voters show up, OR unless the Selectmen or School Board have petitioned the
Superior Court (RSA 31:5).]
10. YOU CAN ASK FOR A SECRETWRITTEN BALLOT OF ANY QUESTION.
Unfortunately, in the recent controversy surrounding House Bill 497,
(the bill to allow more questions to be placed on the "official ballot") some
reporters started calling it the "Secret ballot bill." What they'd lost sight of is
the fact that you can ALREADY ask for a secret ballot of ANY question!
There are two ways for the voters to request a secret written ballot at
town meeting: (a) Any 5 voters can make the request IN WRITING to the
Moderator before a vote is taken, (if the Town's population is less than 500,
it only takes 3 voters) OR (b) AFTER a vote has been taken and declared by
the Moderator, any SEVEN voters can ORALLY request the vote to be taken
AGAIN using a secret written ballot, but the request must be made immedi-
ately, before the meeting moves on to other business. (RSA 40:4-a and 40:4-
b.)
11. NEW LAW! — THE MEETING CAN VOTE TO RESTRICT
RECONSIDERATION.
So you think you finally finished the debate ewer the blankety-blank
Town Administrator's salary. The rest of the meeting is routine. Now you
can go home and pay the babysitter. Right?
Well, no, you'd better not — not yet. Unless reconsideration is
restricted, that salary vote can legally be reconsidered later, right up until the
meeting is finally adjourned, even if it's 2 AM and almost everyone's gone
home (Byron v. Timberlane School District, 113 NH 449).
Before 1992, some towns tried to protect against this possibility by
adopting some rule limiting reconsideration, for example a rule to require a
2/3 vote in order to reconsider. This rule may have seemed MORALLY
binding (One Moderator told me he'd resign rather than accept a vote to
overturn that rule), but LEGALLY, it conflicted with the rule that the voters
can always overrule the Moderator by a simple majority... even at 2 AM. [In
fact the only legally binding 2/3 vote requirements are those created by
STATE LAW, such as the 2/3 ballot vote requirement for issuing bonds or
notes (below).]
BUT NOW under a new 1991 law (RSA 40:10), the town or school
meeting can, on a vote-by-vote basis, to protect a vote or warrant article
against reconsideration. After an ordinary vote on an article is taken, the
town can then vote to RESTRICT RECONSIDERATION of that prior vote
or article.
EFFECT If the vote to restrict reconsideration passes, then if, later in
that same meeting, there is a vote to reconsider the restricted vote or warrant
article, actual reconsideration can't take place until an adjourned session of
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reconsideration will occur has to be announced before the adjournment, and
must also be published in a newspaper at least 2 days before the
reconsideration. [NOTE: The actual vote to restrict reconsideration
CANNOT itself be reconsidered — that would have been an obvious
loophole.]
Example: (a) At 8 p.m. a motion is made (under a proper warrant
article) to raise and appropriate $50,000 for a statue of Donald Duck. The
motion passes, (b) A motion is made to restrict reconsideration of the
previous article. That motion passes [Now you can go home and pay the
babysitter without worrying.] (c) at 2 a.m. the president of the Kermit the
Frog fan club moves to reconsider the Donald Duck vote. Since only club
members have stuck around for this, the motion passes, (d) But since the
Donald Duck vote is restricted, an adjourned session of the meeting must be
held, at least 7 days later, with proper notice, before the original Donald Duck
vote can actually be re-taken.
Question: Does the motion to restrict reconsideration have to be
made immediately after the original vote? Answer: No. The law says that
"any vote previously taken at that meeting" can be restricted at any time.
Question: Can the voters adopt a rule, at the beginning of the
meeting, to restrict reconsideration of ALL votes made at that meeting?
Answer: No. A vote to restrict reconsideration can only be taken after the
vote being restricted.
In sum, ANY vote can be reconsidered at any time UNLESS
reconsideration has been restricted, as described above. BUT there are a
couple of EXCEPTIONS to this rule:
(a) A vote to ratify a contract previously negotiated by town officials, one
which takes effect immediately upon the town meeting's vote, can't
legally be reconsidered and rescinded, because that would violate the
contract. (Jewett v. Alton , NH 253.)
(b) Actions which are required to be taken using the official ballot (such
as Zoning amendments, which are voted on at the same time town
officials are elected), can't later be reconsidered during the
deliberative business session of the town meeting.
(
McDonnell v.
Perry , 116 NH 3.)
THE ACTIONS OF ONE TOWN MEETING ARE NOT BINDING ON
LATER TOWN MEETINGS.
This rule is just a logical extension of the normal rule that any vote can
later be reconsidered. The right to reconsider and rescind a prior vote (either
explicitly or impliedly, by just voting differently) carries over from one year to
the next, or from the annual meeting to a special meeting. But a restriction
on reconsideration under RSA 40:10 does NOT carry over!
Example: Suppose you lost that important vote on the anti-surfing
ordinance. But later that year you find out that a neighbor's kid almost
drowned while surfing. If you can get 49 other voters to join you in
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petitioning for a special meeting, you can bring about another vote on that
same ordinance, and try again.
Of course there are a couple of EXCEPTIONS, in addition to the ones
|
already mentioned in #11 above:
(a) A vote can't be reconsidered, even at a later meeting, where action has
been taken in reliance on that vote. Example: Suppose the annual
meeting passes a vote to sell town-owned land. Later, 50 voters
petition to have a special meeting to reconsider. But before the
special meeting is held, the selectmen sign the deed in reliance on the
first vote. The deed creates a vested interest, and reconsideration
would now be too late. (Preston v. Gillam , 104 NH 272.)
(b) A vote to go into debt (to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes)
is obviously binding, since as soon as the bonds are issued, the town
is legally obligated to pay off that debt. The fact that such a vote IS
binding on future town meetings (unlike most votes) is precisely the
reason for the next rule, which is:
13. A VOTE TO GO INTO DEBT (ISSUE BONDS OR NOTES) MUST PASS BY
A 2/3 BALLOT VOTE.
In fact, if the amount of the proposed debt exceeds $100,000, the
Moderator must keep the polls open for at least one hour after the end of the
discussion on the issue. (If you couldn't get a babysitter, now's the time to
rush home and tend the kids so your spouse can rush in to vote on that bond
issue too.) (RSA 32:8-a.)
Don't be confused about this. A vote on bonds or notes does require
a ballot vote, but it's not something that can appear on the "OFFICIAL"
ballot (the one used for electing officers). It's simply a "Yes/No" paper ballot
during the business session of the meeting, the same type of ballot used when
a secret written ballot is requested.
14. YOU CAN ACT ON, OR AMEND, PARTICULAR LINE ITEMS IN A
BUDGET.
The proposed budget must be posted with the warrant, and is
considered part of the warrant, giving you notice of what you're going to raise
and appropriate money for. To "appropriate" money means to earmark a
certain sum for a particular purpose, so that the governing board (selectmen
or school board) is then authorized to spend that amount for that purpose
over the course of the fiscal year.
Money can be "appropriated" either through a line item in the budget,
or under a separate warrant article. The amount of any particular
appropriation (line item) can be amended up or down, or an appropriation
can be deleted entirely by the voters. However, it is NOT legally effective to
ADD a new purpose (line item) to the budget. Why not? Because adding a
new purpose violates Rule #6 (above) — the requirement that all business
must be stated in the warrant. The voters can't take any binding action on a
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subject matter which wasn't stated in the warrant (or in this case in the
budget).
EFFECT OF NEW 1993 BUDGET LAW There used to be a myth
floating around that voters could only act on, or amend, the bottom line of the
budget, and not specific line items. That's wrong! RSA 32:10, V as amended
specifically says the voters CAN vote separately on individual line items.
It IS true that the voters, by AMENDING line items, cannot LIMIT
the governing board's ability to TRANSFER amounts from one line item to
another during the year, as needs and priorities change. Therefore, even if
you do vote to lower, say, the police budget by $1,000, the selectmen, later in
the year, can still replace that $1,000 into the police budget by taking it out
of the highway department budget, as long as they don't exceed the bottom
line of the entire budget.
BUT the new law (RSA 32:10, V) ALSO says that if a line item on the
posted budget form is deleted, or reduced to ZERO, then NO money can be
transferred or spent for that purpose. The fact is, though, that line items on
the posted budget are so broad, they're not likely to be reduced all the way
to zero. (You wouldn't, say, delete the ENTIRE police budget!)
[HINT: Transfers CANNOT be made from appropriations made by
special warrant articles (RSA 32:10, IV). Therefore, the way to prevent an
appropriation from being diverted to other purposes is to submit a petitioned
warrant article for that appropriation.]
But just because you can't LEGALLY limit transfers DOESN'T mean
it's useless to amend line items. The voters have a legal and political right to
express their preferences. A vote on specific line items sends a strong
message that may later be "enforceable" through the ballot box, even it it's not
enforceable in court.
[BUDGET COMMITTEE TOWNS: If your town has an official
Budget Committee to prepare the budget to be voted on, then the voters are
legally bound by the so-called "Ten Percent Rule". Under this rule, the voters
cannot appropriate more money at any single town meeting, than the total
amount recommended for that meeting by the Budget Committee, plus ten
percent.
EXCEPTION: Collective bargaining items, such as salaries negotiated
with a union, are EXEMPT from the "Ten Percent Rule." So even if the
Budget Committee doesNOT recommend, say, the new teachers' contract, the
voters can ratify it anyway, even if the amount goes over the 10% limit (RSA
32:19).]
ATTEND YOUR SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETINGS TOO!
The low attendance at most New Hampshire school meetings shows
that far too few people understand their significance. A school district is,
legally, a separate municipal entity, on equal footing with the town. Its
meetings work the same way. Every one of the above rules still applies. Just
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erase "selectmen" and insert "school board." And erase "town meeting" and
insert "school district meeting." The voters still have all the legislative power.
If they don't SEEM to have all the power, that's only because they aren't
exercising it.
Towns, and not school districts, send out the tax bills in New
Hampshire. But don't lose sight of the fact that your tax bill includes money
being raised for the school district (and county, and any village district or
precinct you're in), as well as for the town. In fact, usually the school share I
is higher than the town share. If you don't go to the school meeting and vote
on the budget, more than half your property tax bill represents taxation
without representation— representation you're giving up without a fight.
16. DEMOCRACY — USE IT OR LOSE IT.
Both the word "democracy," and the practice of it, were born in ancient
Athens. The Athenians had TWO concepts of "free speech." One was the
CIVIL right of free speech— the right to preach on the street, or criticize the
government in a play as Aristophanes did, without being arrested.
But the other was the POLITICAL right of free speech — the
opportunity to speak and PERSUADE an open assembly of citizens who were
about to vote on a policy decision. It wasn't just a RIGHT to speak, but also
a DUTY— a duty to listen to all sides before making that decision. For the
Athenians, this second type of "free speech" was inseparable from the very
idea of "democracy."
The New England town meeting is the only place on earth today where
that kind of democracy exists — where your community and the services it
provides emanate not from some "they" in the sky, but directly from you the
citizens. It's not just the right to vote, but the right to listen, learn, speak,
debate and THEN vote. Don't take it for granted! If you haven't been to
town meeting lately, this is a good year to inform yourself, attend, vote, and
make it work.







For the Newport Town Meeting of May 10, 1994
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newport in the County of Sullivan in said
state, qualified to vote on Town affairs:
You are hereby notified and warned to meet at the Town Hall in said Town of
Newport on the second Tuesday of May, 1994 at nine o'clock in the forenoon
to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To elect one (1) Selectman for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 2: To elect one (1) Selectman for a one (1) year term.
ARTICLE 3: To elect a Moderator for a two (2) year term.
ARTICLE 4: To elect a Supervisor of the Checklist for a six (6) year term.
ARTICLE 5: To elect a Library Trustee for a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 6: To elect a Trustee of the Trust Funds for a three (3) year term
and all other officers, auditors, agents, and committees
necessary to conduct Town business.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Sections 206A.1 (Rural Commercial [RC]),
211.2 (Industrial [I]), and 206B.1 (Kelleyville [K]) of
the zoning ordinance by adding "Planned Commercial
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Development" as a permitted use in each of those
sections. (Approved by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : Section 504 - Planned Commercial Develop-
ment states that "planned commercial developments" are
permitted uses in the RC, I, and K Districts. This amendment
would list a "planned commercial development" within the
District where it is a permitted use for better readability of the
zoning ordinance.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 409.6 (Off-street parking for retail
businesses) by deleting the number 200 and replacing
it with the number 250 in the following sentence -
"Shall provide one (1) space per 250 square feet of
gross first floor space..." (Approved by the Planning
Board.)
RATIONALE : The current requirement of one parking space
"per 200 square feet of gross first floor area" mandates the
creation of more parking spaces than are needed for retail
businesses. Modern planning studies indicate that one space per
250 square feet is more reasonable and would require less
parking spaces for a new retail development or expansions.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 413 (Home Business) of the zoning
ordinance by deleting the first sentence and replacing
it with the following: A home business may be
permitted in a residence as an accessory use by
special exception provided that the special exception
criteria and the criteria of this section are met."
(Approved by the Planning Board.)
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RATIONALE : Under the current regulations an application for
a home business is reviewed only by the Planning Director who
decides whether the criteria are met and the permit issued. No
notice of abutters is required. Home businesses can be of a
]
commercial nature which may impact abutting residences. By
requiring a home business to be approved by special exception,
a public hearing on the application must be held by the
members of the Board of Adjustment and proper notice must be !
given to the abutting property owners. Thus, a board of several
people instead of one person will make the decision and
members of the public who may be affected by the proposal will
have a right to comment on it at a public hearing before the
decision is made.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #4 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 212.1 (Floodplain Development
Ordinance/ Definitions) by adding the following new
definition in alphabetical order:
"Recreational vehicle" means a vehicle
which is (a) built on a single chassis; (b)
400 square feet or less when measured at
the largest horizontal projection; (c)
designed to be self-propelled or
permanently towable by a motorized
vehicle; and (d) designed primarily not for
use as a permanent dwelling but as
temporary living quarters for recreational,
camping, travel, or seasonal use. (Approved
by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : This definition is required to be included in the
Floodplain Development Ordinance by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). If the Town does not add this
definition to the ordinance, it "could be suspended from the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)" by FEMA.
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ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #5 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 212. 8,B (Floodplain Development
Ordinance/Special Flood Hazard Areas) by adding
the following provision:
G. Recreational vehicles placed on sites within
Zones A, Al, and A6 shall either (1) be
on the site for fewer than 180 consecutive
days; (2) be fully licensed and ready for
highway use; or (3) meet all standards of
Section 60.3(b)(1) of the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) Regulations
and the elevations and anchoring
requirements for manufactured homes in
paragraph (c) (6) of Section 60.3 (NFIP).
(Approved by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : This definition is required to be included in the
F16odplain Development Ordinance by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). If the Town does not add this
definition to the ordinance, it "could be suspended from the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)" by FEMA.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #6 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 210.1 (Heavy Commercial District/B-
2) of the zoning ordinance by listing small machine
shops as a permitted use. (Approved by the Planning
Board.)
RATIONALE : Currently, small machine shops are only
allowed in the Industrial (I) District which is small in size. By
allowing machine shops in the Heavy Commercial (B-2) District,
the opportunity for establishing machine shops in the Town
would be greatly increased.
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ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #7 asl
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning]
Ordinance:
Amend Section 603 (Non-Complying Buildings) of
the zoning ordinance by deleting it entirely and
replacing it with the following section:
Section 603 - Non-Conforming Buildings
Nothing in this article shall be deemed to
prevent normal maintenance and repair of
a non-conforming building. The Zoning
Board of Adjustment may grant a special
exception in accordance with Section 419
for the reasonable expansion of a non-
conforming building provided that it is not
made more non-conforming. (Approved by
the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : Under current regulations, existing non-
conforming buildings must go through the difficult process of
getting a variance in order to build an addition even if the new
addition conforms to current setback distances. The proposed
amendment would allow a reasonable expansion of a non-
conforming building to be granted by going through the easier
process of applying for a special exception.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #8 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 401.1 (Mixed Uses) by adding the
Rural Commercial (RC) and Kelleyville (K) Districts
to the zoning districts in which mixed uses are
allowed by special exception. (Approved by the
Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : Mixed uses of commercial and/or industrial
activities on the same lot allow for a more economical and
efficient use of land and would help improve the Town's tax
base.
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ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #9 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Sections 208.1 (General Residential [R-2]),
206.1 (Rural [R]), 206A.1 (Rural Commercial [RC]),
and 206B.1 (Kelleyville [K]) Districts by adding family
daycare homes and family group daycare homes as a
special exception in accordance with Section 419 in
each of these districts. (Approved by the Planning
Board.)
RATIONALE : In an era when both parents typically are wage
earners, daycare facilities have become a necessity. This
amendment would allow more of them to be established
throughout the Town for the convenience of people who need
to use them.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #10
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Sections 211.1 (Industrial [I]), 209.1 (light
Commercial [B-l]), and 210.1 (Heavy Commercial [B-
2]) Districts by adding a group preschool center as a
special exception in accordance with Section 419.
(Approved by the Planning Board)
RATIONALE : A group preschool center allows daycare for
larger groups of children. Thus, permitting them in Commercial
and Industrial Districts would make them more convenient to
use where larger numbers of working parents are concentrated
during the workday.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #11
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 210.2 (Heavy Commercial [B-2]) by
deleting the following phrase from the first sentence:
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"if their location is first approved by the Planning
Board..." (Approved by the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : This section deals with special exception uses in
the B-2 District. Only the Zoning Board of Adjustment can
approve special exceptions. Thus a requirement making Zoning
Board approval of a special exception contingent on prior
approval by the Planning Board is improper and should be
deleted.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #12
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Section 211.1 (Industrial [I]) District by
deleting the phrase "and has a maximum lot size of
five acres" from the definition of light industry.
(Approved By the Planning Board.)
RATIONALE : This requirement for light industry makes no
sense and severely restricts the ability of light industry to
expand. Deleting it would allow light industries more flexibility
for future growth.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town is in favor of adopting Amendment #13
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning
Ordinance:
Amend Sections 209.2 (Light Commercial [B-l])
District and 210.1 (Heavy Commercial [B-2]) District
by deleting the phrase: "where ingress, egress or
service of motor vehicles is approved by the Board of
Selectmen as not being likely to endanger vehicular
and/or pedestrian traffic." (Approved by the Planning
Board.)
RATIONALE : This requirement with regard to automobile
sales and repairs was put in the zoning ordinance prior to the
adoption of site plan review regulations by the planning board.
The site plan regulations cover this safety concern and review by
the Selectmen is no longer necessary. Thus, the phrase should
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be deleted so that an extra unnecessary step is eliminated form
the review process.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an amount not to
exceed $1,545,000 to be used for engineering, design,
construction and purchase or trade of land, if necessary, and
financing a Police Station, said sum to be raised by the issuance
of serial bonds and notes under and in compliance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH RSA 33:1 et seq.
as amended) with the Board of Selectmen authorized to issue
and negotiate said bonds or notes and determine the rate of
interest and the time period thereon, and to take other such
actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation,
sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best
interest of the Town; and to further authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend such monies as
become available from the Federal Government for use in
connection with said project; and to further authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend such State aid as
may be available for use in connection with said project and
pass any votes thereto. (Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate an amount not to
exceed $168,615 to purchase a pumper truck for the Newport
Fire Department, the sum of $34,000 to be withdrawn from the
Fire Department Capital Reserve, the sum of $65,615 to be
raised by the issuance of serial bonds and notes under and in
compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(NH RSA 33:1 et seq. as amended) with the Board of
Selectmen authorized to issue and negotiate said bonds or notes
and determine the rate of interest and the time period thereon,
and to take other such actions as may be necessary to effect the
issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes
as shall be in the best interest of the Town, the balance to be
raised by property taxes. (Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to enter into negotiations, secure a Purchase and/or
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Land Trade Agreement and perform those tasks deemed
necessary for land acquisition and preparation to build a Police
facility at one of the following sites:
A. Town-owned land on North Main Street.
B. Corner of North Main and Putnam Road.
C. Alternate site (to be discussed at meeting)
D. Alternate site (to be discussed at meeting)
(By Ballot, choose A, B, C, or D after debate.)
And further, the site obtaining a majority of the vote cast shall
be considered the approved site for the Police Station. If no
site obtains a majority of the vote cast, the site having received
the most votes, will be voted upon again, to ascertain whether
said site obtains a majority of the votes cast.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law (RSA 32:14-24). (By Ballot.)
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to have nine (9) at-large budget
committee members elected for staggered terms as provided in
RSA 32:15 I (a), (b), and II.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote on the following question: "Shall
the Town accept the provision of RSA 33:7 providing that any
town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the
Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?"
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to
dispose of its surplus equipment and/or vehicles no longer
needed.
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote on the following question: "Shall
the Town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b providing that
any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific recision of such authority, the
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selectmen to apply for; accept and expend, without further
action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state,
federal, or other governmental unit or private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year?"
ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen, until specific recision of such authorization, to accept
gifts of personal property, other than money, which shall be
offered to the Town for any public purpose as provided for in
RSA 31:95-e.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to
convey any real estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
Deed; such conveyance shall be by deed following public auction
or the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids or may be
otherwise disposed of as justice may require as determined by
the Board of Selectmen pursuant to RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to approve and adopt the proposed
budget, raise and appropriate the sums contained in the report
and listed in the budget and take any action thereupon.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$121,000 for reclamation and paving of one mile of Maple
Street Extension starting at approximately Newport Auto
Electric and proceeding easterly. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,500 for shim and overlay of approximately one mile of
Barton-Whitney Road from Rte 11/103. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,895 for the Underground Storage Tank Replacement
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Program. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,000 for a computer for the Finance Department, said funds
to be withdrawn from the Finance Department Capital Reserve.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 35: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 to be placed into the Revaluation Capital Reserve.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 36: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$70,818 for the purchase of a dump truck with accessories and
to withdraw $18,000 from the Highway Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund for said purpose. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 37: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$11,270 to reimburse the Water and Sewer Funds for the
purchase of the Federal surplus one-ton dump truck.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 38: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 for building modifications for compliance with the
Americans With Disabilities Act. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 39: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 for building improvements to the Opera House to
comply with the Building Code. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
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ARTICLE 40: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$14,003 for the completion of the Cemetery building at Meadow
Park. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,932 for the purchase of a one-ton dump truck for the Water
and Sewer Department, said funds to come equally from the
Water Department Equipment Capital Reserve and the Sewer
Department Equipment Capital Reserve. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 42: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of










(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 43: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$109,500 from the Sewer Fund for the following Sewer
Department projects:
Ultraviolet Disinfection System






(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 44: To see if the Town will ratify the Earned Time Proposal for the
Police Union contract.
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ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable trust fund
as prescribed by RSA 31:19-a for funding accumulated Earned
Time termination payments and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000 to be placed in that fund. (Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen and the Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 46: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$64,665, said sum to consist of $54,900 from the General Fund,
$1,848 from the Water Fund and $7,917 from the Sewer Fund.
Said sum to be held in contingency for negotiation/settlement
purposes with the Public Works/Fire Department Bargaining
Unit. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 47: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand Five Hundred ($4,500) Dollars for the purpose
of protecting and preserving the Little Common, so-called, as a
historical local landmark by removing the existing cement
curbing and installing a granite curbing in its stead. (By
Petition.) (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Advisory Committee.)
ARTICLE 48: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $5,000 for the
purchase of books and materials for the Richards Free Library.
(By petition.) (Not recommended by the Budget Advisory
Committee and Board of Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 49: To see if the Town will vote to direct the Board of Selectmen
to investigate methods for the Town to consider to sever its
contractual relationship with the Sullivan County Regional
Refuse Disposal District and to present their investigation and
the possible ramifications of severing the relationship at a Board
of Selectmen Public Hearing and to further direct the Board of
Selectmen that after the Public Hearing, they are to propose a
specific recommendation to be acted upon at a Special Town
Meeting or, if deemed more appropriate, at the next regular
Town Meeting.
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4RTICLE 50: To transact any other business which may legally come before
said meeting, (Polls shall open for the reception of ballots at
9:00 a.m. and shall not be closed earlier the 7:00 p.m. and the
business part of the meeting shall start at 6:00 p.m.)
BY THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Henry P. Rodeschin, Chair
Virginia O. Irwin, Vice-Chair
Roland V. Stoodley, Selectman
George H. Martin, Selectman
John K. Lunn, Selectman
[Note: Because of publication deadlines, the within warrant is subject to change. The




Financial and Statistical Reports
Future Citizens Building Covered Bridges
In the fall of 1993, Newport Middle School students, (from left: Travis Barnes,
Jason Merrill, Joe Holt, Maelynn Urban, Amanda Currier and Kristin Beebe)
utilized knowledge of math, science, social studies and English to study and






Paul J. Brown, C.P.A. Amy G. Spreadbury
Accounting Clerks
Sandra L. Ouellette Donna M. Lizotte
The year 1993 saw continued change in the Finance Department, when the
Bookkeeper of 33 years, Phyllis Walter retired in January. Since that time, we
have realigned the office to provide more efficiency, and we are continually fine
tuning job responsibilities.
The Finance Department has had a very busy year, beginning with the
preparation of the budget. Following Town Meeting, we started closing the
year, which included the accumulation of data to record fixed assets to the
Water and Sewer Funds as had been recommended by the auditors. Following
the beginning of the fiscal year, we started working on our new goals, including
an analysis of water and sewer rates, developing a new purchasing policy, and
an update of departmental records and record keeping systems. The Water and
Sewer rate study was completed in December and copies are available in the
Town Office. This study will be updated annually to properly monitor our rate
structure. The other two major projects are continuing into 1994. Finally, in
December, we began the budget process for the 1994 Town Meeting.
While working on the various projects, we have maintained current operations
of the department. The Town continues to be in a strong financial position,
with adequate cash balances, due to decreasing unpaid tax balances, to minimize
our short term borrowing and, accordingly, our short term interest expenditures.
Also, we borrowed internally, which resulted in a reduction of the amount and
cost of our borrowing.
Projects for the upcoming year include building and employee safety, an analysis
of the Town office computer systems, and a review of the Welfare department
and operating guidelines.
In conclusion, I would like to thank mv staff for their hard work and dedication
and other departments for their assistance throughout the year.
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Land Use Change taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes








































Licenses and Permits 330,400 379,790 49,390 14.95%
































Miscellaneous 75,400 81,969 6,569 8.71%
Transfer from Trust Funds 21,000 20,868 (132) -0.63%
TOTAL REVENUES 3.510,349 1,575,968 278,914 21.50%
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38,406 60,593 (22,187) -57.77%
170,623 164,976 5,647 3.31%
20,000 26,765 (6,765) -33.83%
365,602 301,336 64.266 17.58%
48,657 41,683 6,974 14.33%
5,269 6,520 (1,251) -23.74%
57,167 58,839 (1,672) -2.92%
87,139 94,819 (7,680) -8.81%
4,000 3,250 750 18.75%
2,779 2,746 33 1.19%
39,500 39,000 500 1.27%
929.882 897,919 31.963 3.44%
651,655 635,984 15,671 2.40%
108,608 108,495 113 0.10%
232,766 230,131 2,635 1.13%
12,271 11,912 359 2.93%
1,200 1,151 49 4.08%,
1,006,500 987,673 18,827 1.87%
86,031 86,868 (837) -0.97%
445,117 442,051 3,066 0.69%
5,000 5,000 0.00%
50,000 53,384 (3,384) -6.77%
586,148 587,303 (1,155) -0.20%
50,000 50,441 (441) -0.88%
11,257 3,130 8,127 72.20%
61,257 53,571 7,686 12.55%
1,961 1,750 211 10.76%
25,213 25,213 0.00%
27,174 26,963 211 0.78%
20,399 21,543 (1,144) -5.61%
90,000 77,326 12,674 14.08%
110,399 98,869 11,530 10.44%
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Culture and Recreation 231,579 227,195 4,384 1.89%
Conservation Administration 3,000 2,612 388 12.93%
Principal LTD
Interest LTD



























Capital Outlay 195,144 194,343 801 0.41%




























Budget for the Town of Newport, NH
Estimated Sources of Revenue




Overlay ($129,963) ($130,000) ($130,000)
Land Use Change Taxes 1,000 1,000 1,000
Resident Taxes 42,000 42,000 42,000
Yield Taxes 5,000 10,000 10,000
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 31,500 31,500 31,500
Penalties & Interest 310,000 300,000 300,000
Total Taxes 259,537 254,500 254,500
Licenses and Permits:
Motor Vehicle Permits 350,000 360,000 360,000
Building Permits 8,000 8,000 8,000
Other Licenses and Permits 11,500 10,000 10,000
Total Licenses and Permits 369,500 378,000 378.000
Intergovernmental Revenues 771,034 416,565 416,565
Charges for Service:
Income from Departments 162,000 172,360 172,360
Garbage/Refuse 87,746 61,000 61,000
Water Department 348,228 424,352 424,352
Sewer Department 492,378 587,889 587,889
Airport 34,394 20,667 20,667
Total Charges for Service 1; 124,746 1,266.268 1,266,268
Miscellaneous:
Sale of Property 1,500 1,500 1,500
Interest on Investments 23,000 20,000 20,000
Rent of Property 35,000 37,240 37,240
Insurance Reimbursements 8,000 8,000 8,000
Transfer from Trust Funds 20,000 20,000 20,000
Other Miscellaneous 33,100 38,317 38,317
Total Miscellaneous 120,600 125,057 125,057
Other Financing Sources:
Transfer from Special Revenue Funds 49,000
Transfer from Capital Reserve - General 93,500 67,000 67,000
Transfer from Capital Reserve - Water 4,500 11,966 11,966
Transfer from Capital Reserve - Sewer 4,500 11,966 11,966
Proceeds from LTD - General Fund 65,615 65.615
Proceeds from LTD - Capital Projects 1,535,000 1,545,000
Use of Fund Balance - General Fund 275,000 160,000 160,000
Use of Fund Balance - Water Fund 206,824
Use of Fund Balance - Sewer Fund 306,824 91,878 91,878
Total Other Financing Sources 940,148 1,943,425 1,953,425
TOTAL REVENUES $3,585,565 $4,383,815 $4,393,815
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Executive $80,245 $85,701 $85,701
Election/ Registration 41,211 42,691 42,691
Financial Administration 154,517 149,210 147,210
Legal 25,000 20,000 20,000
Personnel Administration 407,741 427,697 427,697
Town Office of Planning and Zoning 73,337 64,566 64,566
District Court 6,082 5,980 5,980
General Government Buildings 75,837 95,115 95,115
Cemeteries 90,618 71,286 71,286
Insurance 9,000 5,000 5,000
Advertising & Regional Associations 2,790 2,763 2,763
Other General Government 29,170 116,491 116,491
Total General Government 995,548 1,086,500 1,084,500
Public Safety:
Polcie Department 674,604 703,477 702,535
Ambulance Department 124,814 124,895 124,895
Fire Department 236,982 229,848 229,848
Building Inspection 12,708 6,838 6,838
Emergency Management 1,228 1,200 1,200
Total Public Safety 1,050,336 1,066,258 1,065,316
Highways and Streets:
Public Works Garage 111,091 124,652 124,652
Highways and Streets 437,356 445,570 445,570
Bridges 2,000 2,000 2,000
Street Lighting 54,700 60,400 60,400
Airport 34,394 20,667 20,667
Total Highways and Streets 639,541 653,289 653,289
Sanitation:
Solid Waste Collection 87,616 60,000 60,000
Solid Waste Disposal (Recycling) 11,405 4,960 4,960
Sewer Department 295,322 312,793 312.793
Total Sanitation 394,343 377,753 377,753
Water Department 235,412 263,578 263,578
Health:
Health Administration 2,152 2,146 2,146
Health Agency 26,130 30,107 30,107
Total Health 28,282 32,253 32,253
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Welfare Administration 21,027 21,629
Welfare Direct Assistance 70,000 85,000 85,000
Total Welfare 91,027 106,629 106,629
Culture and Recreation:
Recreation 119,407 118,121 118,121
Library 122,990 127,910 127,910
Patriotic Purposes 2,500 2,500 2,500
Total Patriotic Purposes 244,897 248,531 248,531
Conservation Administration 3,000 3,000 3,000
Debt Service:
Pricipal LTD 280,000 280,000 280,000
Interest LTD 112,298 93,263 93,263
Tax Anticipation Interest 30,000 3,000 3,000
Bond Anticipation Interest 45,000 45,000
Water Fund Debt 93,957 91,966 91,966
Sewer Fund Debt 263,197 257,474 257,474
Debt Service 779,452 770,703 770,703
Capital Outlay:
General Fund Articles 807,366 471,101 471,101
Capital Projects Fund Artilces 1,500,000 1,500,000
Petition Articles 4,500
Water Fund Articles 230,183 80,774 80,774
Sewer Fund Articles 245,183 121,466 121,466
Capital Outlay 1,282,732 2,173,341 2,177,841
Transfer to Special Revenue Funds 2,647 2,647














The following financial statements for the 12 month fiscal period ending June
30, 1993 were prepared by Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association,
independent auditors for the Town. A complete audit report is available for
review in the Town Manager's Office.
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Newport
Newport, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Newport as of and for the year ended June 30, 1993, as listed in the table of
contents. These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the
Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Town of Newport as of June 30, 1993, and the results of its operations and cash
flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial
statements listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Newport. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. /\ ^ ^
PLODZIK & SANDERSON




Combined Balance Sheet - All Funds Types and Account Groups
June 30, 1993
Governmental Fund Tvpe s
Special Capital
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Projects
Assets
















Amount To Be Provided For
Retirement of General Long-Term Debt
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS $4,143,073 $326,182 $196,753
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General Obligation Debt Payable
Compensated Absences
Total Liabilities









Reserved For Special Purposes
Unreserved
Designated For Special Purposes
Undesignated (Deficit)
Total Equity and Other Credits
TOTAL LIABILITIES,

















































































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds









Proceeds of General Obligation Debt

















Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - July 1
(As Restated Note 7)



































































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (GAAP Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds


























Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses
Fund Balances - July 1
(As Restated Note 7)





































Special Revenue Funds (Memorandum Only)
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable







$124,843 $124,843 667,194 808,219 141,025
$29,550 16,127 (13,423) 239,024 253,144 14.120














4,818 (4,818) 110,399 103.687 6,712
113,000 147,839 (34,839) 229,764 260,219 (30.455)
729 3,000 3,341 (341)










(34,816) 194,500 229.316 (34.816)
(319,426) 8,253,481 8,484,804 (231.323)






($75.792) $762.272 $1.056.852 $294.580




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Retained Earnings/Fund Balances
All Proprietary Funds and Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1993
Operating Revenues
























State Water Pollution Aid
Net Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)






Add Depreciation on Fixed Assets Acquired
by Grants, Entitlements and Shared Revenues
Externally Restricted for Capital Acquisition and
Construction tha t Reduces Contributed Capital
Increase in Retained Earnings
Retained Earnings/Fund Bal
a
nces - July 1

























































































\n integral part of
EXHIBIT E
TOWN OF NEWPORT
Combined Statement of Changes in Cash Flows
All Proprietary Funas and Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1993
Proprietary Fund Types
Enterprise Funds
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Cash Received From Customers and Users
Cash Payments to Suppliers for Goods
Cash Payments to Employees for Services




Net Cash Provided By Operating Activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Proceeds From Sales of Investments
Purchase of Investment Securities
Purchase of Fixed Assets
Net Cash Provided (Used) in Investing Activities
Cash Flows From Financing Activities
Principal Payments - Bonds
Net Increase (Decrease) In Cash
Cash - July 1























Reconciliation of Net Income to New Cash Provided (Used)
Net Income
Adjustments to Reconcile Net Income to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Gain (Loss) on Sales of Investments
Depreciation Expense
(Increase) Decrease in Receivables
Accounts
Interest
(Increase) Decrease in Due From
Other Governments
(Increase) Decrease in Due From
Other Funds
(Increase) Decrease in Prepaid Expenses
Increase (Decrease) in Accounts Payable
Increase (Decrease) in Deferred Revenues
Increase (Decrease) in Due to Other Funds
Total Adjustments
























































The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the statement
TOWN OF NEWPORT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JUNE 30, 1993
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Town of Newport, New Hampshire was incorporated in 1761 and operates under a
Selectmen and Town Manager form of government.
The financial statements of the Town have been prepared in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as applied to the governmental units. The
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body
for establishing governmental accounting and financial reporting principles. The more
significant of the government's accounting policies are described below.
A. Governmental Reporting Entity
For financial reporting purposes, in conformity with the National Council on
Governmental Accounting Statement Number 3, Defining the Governmental Reporting
Entity, the Town of Newport includes all funds, account groups, agencies, boards,
commissions, authorities, and other potential component units that are controlled
by or dependent on the Town's executive or legislative branches. Control by or
dependence on the Town is determined on the basis of budget adoption, taxing
authority, outstanding debt secured by revenues or general obligations of the
Town, obligation of the Town to finance any deficits that may occur, or receipt
of significant subsidies from the Town.
In evaluating how to define the government, for financial reporting purposes,
management has considered all potential component units. The basic--but not the
only— criterion for including a potential component unit in the reporting entity
is the governing body's ability to exercise oversight responsibility. The most
significant manifestations of the ability to exercise oversight responsibility
include, but are not limited to, the selection of governing authority, the
designation of management, the ability to influence operations significantly, and
accountability for fiscal matters. A second criterion used in evaluating
potential component units is the scope of public service. Application of this
criterion involves considering whether the activity benefits the government and/or
its citizens, or whether the activity is conducted within the geographic
boundaries of the government and is generally available to its citizens. A third
criterion used to evaluate potential component units for inclusion or exclusion
from the reporting entity is the existence of special financing relationships,
regardless of whether the government is able to exercise oversight
responsibil ities .
Based on the foregoing criteria, the following organization is included in the
Town's annual financial report:
Richards Free Library
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These organizations are excluded from the Town's reporting entity because the Town
does not exercise any oversight or control over their activities. Further, the
Town has no responsibility for the budget, debt, financing of deficits or fiscal
management of these entities. Additionally, the Town does not influence the
operations of these entities in any respect other than to pay over District
Assessments or appropriations as requested.
Basis of Presentation - Fund Accounting
The accounts of the Town are organized on the basis of funds or account groups,
each of which is considered a separate accounting entity. The operations of each
fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that
comprise its assets, liabilities, fund equity, revenues, and expenditures/
expenses, as appropriate. Governmental resources are allocated to and accounted
for in individual funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and
the means by which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are
grouped by type in the financial statements. The following fund types and account
groups are used by the Town:
Governmental Fund Types
Governmental Funds are those through which most governmental functions of the Town
are financed. The acquisition, use and balances of the Town's expendable
financial resources, and the related liabilities (except those accounted for in
proprietary funds) are accounted for through governmental funds. The following
are the Town's Governmental Fund Types:
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the Town. All
general tax revenues and other receipts that are not allocated by law or
contractual agreement to another fund are accounted for in this fund. From the
fund are paid the general operating expenditures, the fixed charges, and the
capital improvement costs that are not paid through other funds.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for the proceeds
of specific revenue sources (other than expendable trust or major capital
projects) requiring separate accounting because of legal or regulatory provisions









South Main Street Revolving Loan
Capital Projects Funds - Transactions related to resources obtained and used for
the acquisition, construction, or improvement of capital facilities are accounted
for in Capital Projects Funds. Such resources are derived principally from
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proceeds of long-term notes or bonds and from Federal and State grants. The
following funds are included in this fund type:
Sewage Treatment Plant Construction
Richards Free Library Building
Water Treatment Plant Construction
Bridge Reconstruction
Proprietary Fund Types
Proprietary Funds - These funds account for operations that are organized to be
self-supporting through user charges. The funds included in this category are the
Enterprise Funds.
Enterprise Funds - These funds are established to account for operations that are
financed and operated in a manner similar to private business enterprises, where
the intent is that costs of providing goods or services to the general public on
a continuing basis be financed or recovered primarily through user charges.
The Water and Sewer Department Funds are included in this fund type.
Fiduciary Fund Types
Fiduciary Fund Types - These funds account for assets held by the Town as a
trustee or agent for individuals, private organizations, and other units of
governments
.










Account groups are not "funds." They are concerned only with the measurement of
financial position. They are not involved with measurement of results of
operations. The Town uses the following account groups:
General Fixed Assets Account Group - General fixed assets have been acquired for
general governmental purposes and have been recorded as expenditures in the fund
making the expenditure. These expenditures are required to be capitalized at
historical cost in a General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts for accountability
purposes. In accordance with the practices followed by most other municipal
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entities in the State, the Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed
assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in this financial
report.
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - This account group is established to
account for all long-term debt of the Town except that which is accounted for in
the proprietary funds.
Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Amounts in the "Totals (Memorandum Only)" columns in the combined financial
statement line items of the fund types and account groups are presented for
analytical purposes only. The summation includes fund types and account groups
that use different bases of accounting, includes interfund transactions that have
not been eliminated and the caption "amounts to be provided", which is not an
asset in the usual sense. Consequently, amounts shown in the "Totals (Memorandum
Only)" columns are not comparable to a consolidation and do not represent the
total resources available or total revenues and expenditures/expenses of the Town.
Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
The accounting and financial reporting treatment applied to a fund is determined
by its measurement focus. All governmental funds and expendable trust funds are
accounted for using a current financial resources measurement focus. With this
measurement focus, only current assets and current liabilities generally are
included on the balance sheet. Operating statements of these funds present
increases (i.e., revenues and other financial sources) and decreases (i.e.,
expenditures and other financing uses) in net current assets. For Proprietary
Fund Types, the measurement focus is on the determination of net income.
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds are accounted for on a flow of economic resources
measurement focus. With this measurement focus, all assets and all liabilities
associated with the operation of these funds are included on the balance sheet.
The accounts of the Governmental, Expendable Trust, and Agency Funds are
maintained and reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under the
modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized when susceptible to
accrual (i.e., when they become both measurable and available). "Measurable"
means the amount of the transaction can be determined, and "available" means
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to be used to pay
liabilities of the current period. Application of the "susceptibility to accrual"
criteria requires judgement, consideration of the materiality of the item in
question, and due regard for the practicality of accrual, as well as consistency
in application. Those revenues susceptible to accrual are taxes,
intergovernmental revenues, charges for services and interest revenue. Licenses
and permits and most other local source revenues are not susceptible to accrual,
because generally they are not measurable until received in cash. Expenditures
are recorded when the related fund liability is incurred. Accumulated unpaid
vacation and sick pay, and principal and interest on general long-term debt are
recorded as fund liabilities when due. All Nonexpendable Trust and Proprietary
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Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Under this method.




General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in budgetary funds
are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary accounting system in accordance
with various legal requirements which govern the Town's operations. At its annual
meeting, the Town adopts a budget for the current year for the General, Richards
Free Library, Airport Operating, Water Department and Sewer Department Funds.
Project-length financial plans are adopted for all Capital Project Funds. Budgets
are adopted on a basis consistent with generally accepted accounting principles.
Management may transfer appropriations between operating categories as they deem
necessary. All annual appropriations lapse at year-end unless encumbered.
State statutes require balanced budgets, but provide for the use of beginning
unreserved fund balance to achieve that end. In 1992-93, $150,000 of the
beginning General Fund fund balance was applied for this purpose.
Encumbrances
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts, and continuing
appropriations (certain projects and specific items not fully expended at year
end) are recognized, is employed in the governmental funds. Encumbrances are not
the equivalent of exoenditures and are therefore reported as part of the fund
balance at June 30 and are carried forward to supplement appropriations of the
subsequent year.
Reconcil i ation of Town Budget to GAAP Basis of Accounting
The Statements of Revenues. Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances - Buaget
and Actual (GAAP Basis) present comparisons of the legally adopted budget as
adjusted to present the budget on the GAAP basis with actual data on a GAAP basis.
Since accounting principles applied for purposes of developing data on a budgetary
basis differ from those used to present financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP"), reconciliations of the excesses
(deficiencies) of revenue and other sources of financial resources over (under)
exoenditures and other uses of financial resources for the year ended June 30,
1993 were required as follows:
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Total Appropriations 8.144,938 143.550
Adjustments to Restate Budget to GAAP Basis
Carryover Appropriations
Reserve for Encumbrances
Beginning of period 44,670 35.351
End of period (81.012 ) (34.016 )
Total Adjustments (36.342 ) 1.335
Total Appropriations - GAAP Basis S8. 108.596 S144.885
E. Assets. Liabilities and Fund Equity
Cash and Equivalents
The Town Treasurer is authorized by State statute to invest excess funds "in
obligations of the U.S. Government, in savings bank deposits of banks incorporated
under laws of the State of New Hampshire or in certificates of deposits of banks
incorporated under the Laws of the State of New Hampshire or in national banks
located within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts."
For financial reporting purposes, cash and equivalents include amounts in demand
deposits and money market funds, as well as certificates of deposit and short-term
investments.
Investments
The Town is authorized by State statute to invest Trust Funds, except Capital
Reserve Funds, in obligations of political subdivisions and stocks and bonds that
are legal for investment by New Hampshire savings banks. Capital Reserve Funds
must be kept separate and not intermingled with other Trust Funds. Capital
Reserve Funds may be invested only in savings bank deposits of New Hampshire
banks, or in United States or State of New Hampshire bonds or notes.
Investments are stated at cost or, in the case of donated investments, at the
market value on the date of bequest or receipt.
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Receivables
Revenues for the most part are recorded when received, except for the following
items for which receivables have been recorded:
a. Tax revenue is recorded when a warrant for collection is committed to the Tax
Collector. However, a reserve has been recorded in the amount of S69.078
representing future possible abatements of the current and prior year's tax
1 evies .
The National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA), Interpretation 3,
Revenue Recognition - Property Taxes, requires that if property taxes are not
collected within 60 days after year end, the revenue is not considered an
"available spendable resource" and should be deferred. An exception to the
general "available 60 day" rule is allowed in unusual circumstances. The Town
has concluded that the circumstances relating to the responsibility for. and
payment of, the School Tax Assessment, along with the timing of the issuance
of the tax warrant, which is late in the budget year, justifies a period
greater than 60 days. Since this practice of recording the property tax
revenue when levied is widely recognized as being generally accepted as the
prevalent practice in New Hampshire, the Town believes that such practice is
a knowledgeable application of the NCGA Interpretation 3 exception, and
therefore Level 4 GAAP compliance may be reached.
As prescribed by law. the Tax Collector places a lien on properties for all
uncollected property taxes in the following year after taxes are due. The lien
on these properties has priority over other liens and accrues interest at 18*
per annum.
If property is not redeemed within the 2-year redemption period, the property
is tax-deeded to the Town.
b. Interest on investments is recorded as revenue in the year earned.
c. Certain grants received from other governments require that eligible
expenditures be made in order to earn the grant. Revenue for these grants is
recorded for the period in which eligible expenditures are made.
d. Various service charges (ambulance, water, sewer) are recorded as revenue for
the period when service was provided. The receivables for such services are
shown on the balance sheet net of an allowance for estimated uncol
1
ectibles
with respect to charaes for ambulance fees calculated at 66% of the uncollected
balance at June 30, "1993.
Interfund Receivables and Payables
During the course of normal operations, the Town has transactions between funds,
including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services and fund
capital outlay. The accompanying governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary fund
financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers. To the extent that
certain transactions have not been paid or received as of June 30, balances of
interfund amounts receivable or payable have been recorded.
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Inventories
Inventory in the General, Special Revenue and Proprietary Funds consists of
expendable supplies held for consumption. The cost thereof has been recorded as
an expenditure at the time individual inventory items were purchased. The Airport
Operating Fund inventory is stated at lower of cost or market, with cost
determined by the first-in, first-out method.
Fixed Assets
The accounting and reporting treatment applied to the fixed assets associated with
a fund are determined by its measurement focus. All Proprietary Funds are
accounted for on a cost of services or "capital maintenance" measurement focus.
This means that all assets and all liabilities (whether current or noncurrent)
associated with their activity are included on their balance sheets. Their
reported fund equity (net total assets) is segregated into contributed capital and
retained earnings components. Proprietary fund type operating statements present
increase (revenues) and decreased (expenses) in net total assets.
All fixed assets are valued at historical cost, or estimated historical cost, if
actual historical cost is not available. Donated fixed assets are valued at their
estimated fair value on the date donated.
Depreciation of all exhaustible fixed assets used by proprietary funds is charged
as an expense against their operations. Depreciation has been provided over the
estimated useful lives using the straight-line method. Estimated useful lives are
as follows:
Years
Buildings 20 - 40
Machinery, Vehicles and Equipment 5-20
Other Improvements 40
The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the
asset or extend the asset's life are not capitalized.
Deferred Revenue
The government reports deferred revenue on its combined balance sheet. Deferred
revenue arises when a potential revenue does not meet both the "measurable" and
"available" criteria for recognition in the current period. Deferred revenue also
arises when resources are received by the government before it has a legal claim
to them, as when grant monies are received prior to the incurrence of qualifying
expenditures. In subsequent periods, when both revenue recognition criteria are
met, or when the government has a legal claim to the resources, the liability for
deferred revenue is removed from the combined balance sheet and revenue is
recoamzed.
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Long-Term Li abilities
General Obligation Debt - General obligation bonds, notes, capital leases, and
other forms of long-term debt supported by general revenues are obligations of the
Town as a whole. Accordingly, such unmatured obligations of the Town are
accounted for in the General Long-Term Debt Group of Accounts.
Compensated Absences - Employees may accumulate a limited amount of earned but
unused vested benefits, which will be paid to employees upon separation from the
Town's service. In Governmental Fund Types and Fiduciary Fund Types, the cost of
vested benefits paid or expected to be liquidated with expendable available
financial resources are reported as an expenditure and fund liability of the fund.
Amounts of vested or accumulated leave benefits that are not expected to be
liquidated with expendable available financial resources are reported in the
general long-term debt account group. No expenditure is reported for these
amounts. In accordance with the provisions of Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No. 43, Accounting for Compensated Absences, no liability is recorded
for nonvesting accumulating rights to receive benefits.
Fund Equity
The portion of fund balance which has been legally segregated for a specific
future use, or which indicates that a portion is not appropriable for
expenditures, is shown as reserved. The following reserves were used by the Town
during the year:
Reserved for Endowments - represents the principal balance of Nonexpendable Trust
Funds which must be held for investment purposes only.
Reserved for Encumbrances - is used to account for open purchase orders, contracts
and other commitments at year end for which goods and services have not been
received.
Reserved for Inventory - represents inventory which, under the purchases method,
does not represent expendable available resources, even though it is a component
of net current assets.
Reserved for Special Purposes - is used to account for the unencumbered balance
of restricted funds. These include the uncommitted balances of the Town's
Expendable Trust Funds, and the income portion of the Town's Nonexpendable Trust
Funds
.
NOTE 2 - STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
A. De f icit Fund Balances
Richards Free Library Fund
There is a deficit of $532 in the Richards Free Library Fund at June 30, 1993.
This deficit is a result of operations from the current and prior fiscal periods.
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Bridge Reconstruction Fund
There is a deficit of S3, 350 in the Bridge Reconstruction Fund at June 30, 1993.
This deficit is a result of operations from the current fiscal period. Donations
and insurance recovery monies will offset this deficit when received in future
fiscal periods.
B. Excess of Expenditures Over Appropriations
The following governmental funds had an excess of expenditures over appropriations
for the year ended June 30, 1993:
Special Revenue Funds
Richards Free Library S 69.655
Conservation Commission , 729
Community Development Block Grants
South Main Street Project 177.519




Overexpenditures occurred primarily due to the receipt and expenditure of
unanticipated funds or the expenditure of existing fund equity.
NOTE 3 - ASSETS
A. Cash and Equivalents
At year end. the Town's cash deposits categorized according to risk assumed were
as follows:
Category 1 Includes deposits that are insured (Federal Depository Insurance).
Category 2 Includes deposits that are uninsured, but are collateralized by
securities held by the pledging financial institution, its trust
department or agent in the Town's name.
Category 3 Includes deposits that are uninsured and uncollateral ized.










S526.762 S-0- S2. 968. 589 S2. 993. 512
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Investments
Investments made by the Town are summarized below. The investments that are
represented by specific identifiable investment securities are classified as to
credit risk into three categories as follows:
Category 1 Includes investments that are insured or registered, for which the
securities are held by the Town or its agent in the Town's name.
Category 2 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the
securities are held by the Town, broker, counter party's trust
department or agent in the Town's name.
Category 3 Includes uninsured and unregistered investments, for which the
securities are held by the broker, counter party, counter party's
trust department, or agent, but not in the Town's name.
Most of the Town's investments are under the management of Charter Trust Company,
who is the Town's agent for these funds. These investments are designated as















S163 952 S177 932
59 346 60 453
54 982 60 674
$5,500 S-0- S272.680 278,280 299,059
Mutual Funds 260.955 714.333
Total Investments $539.235 S6I3.892
Property Taxes
The property tax year is from April 1 to March 31 and all property taxes are
assessed on the inventory taken in April of that year.
The Town subscribes to the semi-annual method of tax collection as provided foi
by RSA 76: 15-a. Under this method, tax bills are sent on or around May 1 and
November 1 of each year, with interest accruing at a rate of 12% on bill"
outstanding for more than 30 days.
The May 1 billing is considered an estimate only and is one half of the previous
year's tax billing. The remaining balance of taxes due is billed in the fall
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after the State Department of Revenue Administration has calculated and approved
the Town's tax rate for the fiscal year.
In connection with the setting of the tax rate, the New Hampshire Department of
Revenue Administration establishes and raises through taxation an amount for
abatements and refunds of property and resident taxes, known as overlay. This
amount is reported as a reduction in tax revenue and is adjusted by management for
any tax reserves at year end. The property taxes collected by the Town include
taxes levied for the Newport School District and Sullivan County which are
remitted to these governmental units as required by law. The ultimate
responsibility for the collection of taxes rests with the Town.
The tax rate for the year ended June 30, 1993, was as follows:
Municipal Portion S 8.99
School Tax Assessment 14.84
County Tax Assessment 2.54
Total S26 .37
As prescribed by law, within 18 months of the date assessed, the Tax Collector
places a lien on properties for all uncollected property taxes in the following
year after taxes are due. The lien on these properties has priority over other
liens and accrues interest at 18% per annum. If property is not reaeemed within
the 2-year redemption period, the property is tax-deeded to the Town.
During the current fiscal year, the Tax Collector on March 9, 1993. placed a lien
for all uncollected 1992 property taxes.
Taxes receivable at June 30. 1993, are as follows:
Property Taxes
Levy of 1993 SI. 228, 608
Levy of 1992 4,250
Prior Levies 5,142








Less: Reserve for estimated uncollectible taxes (69.078 )
Total Taxes Receivable S2. 434.212
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i. Accounts Receivable
Accounts receivable as of June 30, 1993, are as follows:
General Fund
Ambulance Service $ 99,663
(Less) Reserve for
Uncollectible Amounts f65.778 )
Total General Fund $ 33,885
Special Revenue Funds
Community Development -
North Main Target Area
Project Homeowner Loans S 50,713
South Main Street Revolving
Loan - Homeowner Loans 32. 266
Total Special Revenue Funds 82.979
Enterprise Funds
Water Department - Water
Fees and Charges $255,972
Sewer Department - Sewer
Fees and Charges 304.079
Total Enterprise Funds 550.051
Total Accounts Receivable S576.915
:. Intergovernmental Receivable
Receivables due from other governments at June 30. 1993 include:
General Fund
Newport School District - Rent
and Miscellaneous Reimbursements S 1 1 .261
Miscellaneous ^94
Total General Fund S 12.055
Special Revenue r und
Community Development - Guild




Sewer Department - State of
New Hampshire - Bond Aid 1 .257, 142
Total Intergovernmental Receivable SI. 289. 435
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F. Interfund Recei vables /Pavabl es








Guild Target Area Project
Emergency Shelter
Capital Projects Funds










The following is a summary of Proprietary Fund Type Fixed Assets at June 30, 1993.
Water Sewer Total
Department Department Enterprise Funds
Land S 16,455 S 356.163 $ 372,618
Buildings 1,754,600 4,476,847 6,231,447
Improvements other than
Buildings 141,487 454,744 596,231
Machinery, Vehicles and
Eouipment 232,966 158,116 391.082
Less: Accumulated Depreciation (146.278 ) (597,496 ) (743.774 )
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NOTE 4 - LIABILITIES
A. Deferred Revenue
General Fund
Deferred revenue at June 30, 1993, consists of property taxes and other revenue
collected or levied in advance of the fiscal year to which they apply. Deferred
Revenues at June 30, 1993 include:
Property Taxes Committed for 1993-94 Fiscal Year $3.208. 191
Deferred Revenue - Other
Water and Sewer Department Collections $582
B. Defined Benefit Pension Plan
Plan Description and Provi sions
Substantially all employees participate in the State of New Hampshire Retirement
System (the System), a multiple-employer cost-sharing public employee retirement
system (PERS). The payroll for employees covered by the System for the year ended
June 30, 1993, was $1,416,827; the Town's total payroll was $1,724,276.
All full-time employees are eligible to participate in the System. The System is
divided into two employee groups: Group I - teachers and all other employees
except firefighters and police officers, and Group II - firefighters and police
officers.
Group I Employees who retire at or after age 60 are entitled to retirement
benefits equal to 1 . 667% of the average of their three highest-paid years of
ccmDensation, multiplied by their years of service. Earlier retirement allowances
at reduced rates are available after age 45 with 10 years of service. Benefits
fully vest upon reaching 20 years of service or attaining age 60.
Group II Employees are subject to the same age and vesting requirements as Group
I employees. They are. however, entitled to retirement benefits equal to 2.5% of
tne average of their three highest-paid years of service, multiplied by their
years of service, not to exceed 40.
The System also provides death and disability benefits, and cost-of-living
increases have been periodically granted to retirees by the State Legislature.
Descri pti on of Funding Policy
The System is financed by contributions from both the employees and the Town. By
State statute. Group I employees are required to contribute 5% of gross earnings
up to the Social Security, taxable wage limit, with 9.2% of the excess wages.
GrouD II employees are required to contribute 9.3% of gross earnings. The Town
must contribute the remaining amounts necessary to pay benefits when due. The
contribution requirement for the year ended June 30, 1993, was as follows:
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Town's Portion S 48.672
Employees' Portion 93.663
Total SI42.335
The amount shown as "pension benefit obligation" in the System's financial
statements is a standardized disclosure measure of the present value of pension
benefits, adjusted for the effects of projected salary increases and step-rate
benefits, estimated to be payable in the future as a result of employee service
to date. The measure, which is the actuarial present value of credited projected
benefits, is intended to help users assess the System's funding status on a going-
concern basis, assess progress made in accumulating sufficient assets to pay
benefits when due, and make comparisons among PERS and employers. The System does
not make separate measurements of assets and pension benefit obligations for
individual employers. The pension benefit obligation at June 30, 1992, for the
System as a whole, determined through an actuarial valuation performed as of
June 30, 1991, was $1,600,517,569. The System's net assets available for benefits
on that date (valued at market) were SI ,654,059,701. The System holds none of the
Town's securities.
Trend Information
Historical trend information showing the System's progress in accumulating
sufficient assets to pay benefits when due is available for only five years and
is presented in the System's June 30, 1992, annual financial report (the latest
year avail able)
.
Deferred Compensation Plan - The Town offers its employees a deferred compensation
plan created in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 457. The plan,
available to all employees, permits the employees to defer a portion of their
salary until future years. The deferred compensation is not available to
employees until termination, retirement, death, or unforeseeable emergency. The
plan assets and a corresponding liability to employees for deferred compensation
is recorded in an agency fund. Plan assets are reported at fair market value.
The plan is administered by an independent company, and the Town remits all
compensation deferred to this administrator for investment as requested by the
participant employees. All compensation deferred and funaed under the plan, all
investments purchased and all income attributable thereto are solely the property
and rights of the Town (until paid or made available to the employee or other
beneficiary), subject only to the claims of the Town's general creditors.
Participants' rights under the plan are equal to those of general creditors of the
Town in an amount equal to the fair market value of the deferred account for each
participant.
It is the opinion of Management that the Town has no liability for losses under
the plan but does have the duty of due care that would be required of an ordinary
prudent investor. The Town believes that it is unlikely that it will use the
assets to satisfy the claims of general creditors in the future.
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C. Operating Leases
The Town is obligated under certain leases accounted for as operating leases.
Operating leases do not give rise to property rights and therefore the results of
the lease agreements are not reflected in the Town's Account Groups.
The following is a schedule by years of future minimum rental payments required
under operating leases that have initial or remaining noncancel able lease terms






Total Minimum Payments Required S5.982
D. Lono-Term Debt
The following is a summary of the Town's general long-term debt transactions for
the fiscal year enaed June 30, 1993:
General Long-Term Debt
Account Group
Balance, Beginning of Year
Retired
Net increase in compensated
absences payable
Balance, End of Year
Enterpri se Funds
Water Fund
Balance, Beginning of Year
Bonds Issued
Eal ance, End of Year
Sewer Fund
Balance, Beginning of Year
Bonds Retired
Balance, End of Year
Total Enterprise Funds
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Original Issue Maturity Rate at





Remoaeling Bonds $190,000 1975 1998 6.95-7.05 $ 45.000
Fiscal Year Change Bonds SI. 200. 000 1990 2000 6.90 960.000
Road Construction Bonds $1,500,000 1987 1997 Variable 750.000
$1,755,000
Compensated Absences Payable
Vested Earned Time 24.302
Total General Lono-Term




Plant Bonds $1,050,000 1992 2022 5.5 $1,050,000
Sewer Department
Sewer Treatment
Facilities Bonds $2,522,000 1988 2008 6.85-7.55 1.985.000
Total Enterprise Funds $3.035.000
Total Enterprise
Funds ano Account Group $4.814.302
Annual Requirements To Amortize General Obligation Debt
The annual requirements to amortize all general obligation debt outstanding as of
June 30, 1993, including interest payments, are as follows:
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Annual Requi rements To Amortize Enterpri se Fund Debt
Fiscal Year Ending Enterprise Fund Debt
June 30, Principal Interest Total
1994 S 166.207 S 190.946 S 357,153
1995 166.207 183.232 349,439
1996 161.207 173,026 334.233
1997 161,207 162,404 323.611
1998 161.207 151.762 312.969
1999-2022 2.218.965 1.137.S22 3.355.787
Totals $3.035.000 SI. 999.192 $5.034.192
All debt is general obligation debt of the Town, which is backed by its full faith
and credit. Enterprise Fund debt will be funded through user fees. All other
debt will be repaid from general governmental revenues.
NOTE 5 - FUND EQUITY
A. Reservations of Fund Balances
Reserve for Encumbrances
Funds encumbered at year end were as follows:
General Fund $ 81,012
Special Revenue Fund
Airport Operating 34.016
Total Reserve for Encumbrances $115.028
Reserved for Special Purposes
In the Trust and Agency Funds, the reserve for special purposes represents the
unspent balance of the Town's Trust Funa which may be spent for the purposes
specified as follows:
Nonexpendable Trust Funds (Income Balances)













Total Capital Reserve Funds 286 .987
Total $291 .195
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Reserved for Endowments
The reserved for endowments at June 30. 1993 represents the principal amount of
all Nonexpendable Trust Funds which is restricted either by law or by terms of
individual bequests, in that only income earned may be expended. The principal












The S9.520 reserved for inventory represents Airport Operating Fund inventory
which, under the purchases method, does not represent expendable available
resources, even though it is a component of net current assets.
B. Unreserved Fund Ealances
Designated for Special Purposes
The $292,511 designated for special purposes represents Special Revenue and
Capital Projects Funds balances which management intends to use in the subsequent





North Main Target Area Project





South Main Street Revolving Loan
Total Special Revenue Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Sewage Treatment Plant Construction
Richards Free Library Building
Water Treatment Plant Construction
Total Capital Projects Funds
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NOTE 6 - SUMMARY DISCLOSURE OF SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES
A. Litigation
There are various claims and suits pending against the Town which arise in the
normal course of the Town's activities. In the opinion of management, the
ultimate disposition of these various claims and suits will not have a material
effect on the financial position of the Town.
B. Grants
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and
adjustment by grantor agencies, principally the Federal government. Any
disallowed claims, including amounts already collected, may constitute a liability
of the applicable funds. The amount of expenditures which may be disallowed by
the grantor cannot be determined at this time although the Town expects such
amounts, if any, to be immaterial.
NOTE 7 - RESTATEMENT OF FUND BALANCES
Fund balances at July 1, 1992 were restated
following prior period adjustments:











To recognize inventory not
previously recorded











S88.418 S1.55C.047 S4. 544.440
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON THE INTERNAL CONTROL
STRUCTURE BASED ON AN AUDIT OF GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE MITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
'o the Members of
the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager
Town of Newport
Jewport, New Hampshire
<ie have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Newport, as
if and for the year ended June 30, 1993, and have issued our report thereon -dated
September 3, 1993.
4e conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
uisstatement
.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Newport for the year ended June 30, 1993, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide
assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Newport is responsible for establishing and maintaining
an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs
of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal
control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, that transactions are executed in accordance with management's
authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose
financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of
the design and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control
structure policies and procedures in the following categories:
Activity Cycles
• Budgeting
• Treasury or financing
• Revenue/receipts
• Purchases/disbursements
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For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an
understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have
been placed in operation, and we assessed control risk.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's ability to record,
process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of
management in the general purpose financial statements. A material weakness is a
reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal
control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that
errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in relation to the general
purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions. Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute
reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
Vie are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls,
no material weaknesses in the Town's accounting systems and records were identified.
The following other matters came to our attention that we have discussed with
management as opportunities for efficiency and/or cost savings related to the
administration of the Town:
PRIOR YEAR COMMENTS
In our management letter dated September 8, 1992, for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1992, we commented on the following areas:
1. Tax Collector (Redemption Reports)
2. Enterprise Funds (Fixed Assets)
We are pleased to report that the above comments have been addressed and procedures
put in place to ensure proper compliance. Also, with regard to the Enterprise Funds,
records have been compiled to properly record all fixed assets. The following items,
which are also repeat comments, still need to be addressed:
ENTERPRISE FUNDS (WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT FUNDS)
Inventory is not recorded in the General Fund, which is common accounting practice
for municipalities in the State. However, the Enterprise Funds (Water and Sewer
Departments) should record the expense for inventories when the inventory is consumed
rather than when it is purchased, similar to commercial accounting. We do not know
the materiality of the inventory in these funds. We recommend that the accounting
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FIXED ASSETS RECORDS AND CONTROLS
All fixed asset acquisitions are listed as expenditures in the General Fund. This
procedure is standard in municipalities. However, these fixed assets should be
accounted for in a separate self-balancing group of accounts. The purpose of
recording general fixed assets is primarily to provide for physical and dollar value
control for stewardship needs. In addition, by maintaining fixed assets records, the
Town will realize several benefits:
1. Fixed assets can be inventoried periodically to ensure that they are properly
controlled.
2. Responsibility for custody and effective use of fixed assets can be clearly
establ ished.
3. Records will be readily available to substantiate the amount of grants used
to finance expenditures for fixed assets. Furthermore, the determination of
costs for building or equipment use is facilitated. The latter is important
to obtain reimbursement for the use of buildings and equipment in federal and
state aid programs.
4. Information is readily available to determine
substantiate losses recoverable from insurance.
insurance needs and to
5. Information is available for the preparation of a Statement of General Fixed
Assets.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others
within the administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution
of this report, which is a matter of public record.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS













1972 Fire Department 10,000.00 10,000.00 20,000.00
1984 Highway Department 15,000.00 15,000.00 30,000.00
1984 Property Reappraisal 15,000.00 10,000.00 25,000.00
1974 Ambulance 5,000.00 10,000.00 15,000.00
1989 Cemetery Department 0.00 0.00
1989 Sewer Department 67,500.00 20,000.00 (4,000.00) 83,500.00
1989 Police Department 13,000.00 13,000.00
1990 Water Department 27,500.00 5,000.00 (4,000.00) 28,500.00
1991 Opera House 5,000.00 5,000.00
1992 Bridge 30,000.00 30,000.00
















882.60 1,047.68 1,930.28 31,930.28
2,443.24 990.87 3,434.11 28,434.11
1,501.66 460.41 1,962.07 16,962.07
512.64 14.61 527.25 527.25
8,786.64 4,187.31 (8.00) 12,965.95 96,465.95
1,692.93 765.97 2,458.90 15,458.90
2,217.25 1,783.04 (8.00) 3,992.29 32,492.29



























Cash on Hand -June 30, 1993 $1,229,157.34
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUNDS:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $159,365.76
Receipts:








Ending Balance - June 30, 1993 $10,884.77
Checking - Guild Admin
Checking - Guild Program




Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $10,884.77
EVIDENCE FUND:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $754.84
Interest Received 21.90
Cash on Hand -June 30, 1993 $776.74
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $9,814.79




Tndi on Hand - Jnnr 10 IQQl
j^q Hi 1.356.06
AIRPORT FUND:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $81,070.89
Receipts:
User Charges and Sales $21,810.54





Ending Balance - June 30, 1993 83.570.81
Checking 8,224.91
Savings 75,345.90
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 83,570.81
EMERGENCY SHELTER GF ANT:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $1,687.19
Receipts:




Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $2.059.68
NEWPORT NEIGHBORHOOD FUND:





Ending Balance - June 30, 1993 $87.858.73
Savings $7,858.73
Certificate of Deposit 80,000.00
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $87,858.73
AMBULANCE FUND:







Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $17.622.42
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CORBIN ROAD TREE FUND:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $747. 1
1
Interest Received 25.22
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $77233
WATER FUND:
OPERATING:
Beginning Balance - July 1 , 1992 $35 1 ,994.38
Receipts:
User Fees $487,566.26




Loan to Water Treatment Plant Fund (150,000.00)




Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $397,743.04
WTP CONSTRUCTION:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992 $820,769.76
Receipts:
Bond Proceeds $1,050,000.00
State of New Hampshire 97,983.00










Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993 $165,751.39 ,
ACCESS FEES:









Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992
Receipts:
User Fees
Water User Fees - Passed Through
State of New Hampshire
Interest
Disbursements
Transfers to Water Fund
Ending Balance - June 30, 1993
Checking
Savings
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993
STP CONSTRUCTION:
Beginning Balance - July 1, 1992
Interest
Disbursements
Ending Balance - June 30, 1993
Checking
Savings
Cash on Hand - June 30, 1993
ACCESS FEES:




























by Edgar A. Guest
When they become due, I don't like them at all
Taxes look large be they ever so small.
Taxes are debts which I venture to say
No man or no woman is happy to pay.
I grumble about them, as most of us do,
For it seems that with taxes I never am through
But when I reflect on the city I love
With its sewers below and its pavements above,
And its schools and its parks where children may play,
I can see what I get for the money I pay
And I say to myself: "Little joy would be known
If we kept all our money and spent it alone."
I couldn't build streets and I couldn't fight fire
Policemen to guard us I never could hire.
A water department I couldn't maintain,
Instead of a city we'd still have a plain,
Then I look at the bill for the taxes they charge,
And I say to myself: "Well, that isn't so large..."
I walk through a hospital thronged with the ill
And I find that it shrivels the size of my bill.
As in beauty and splendor my home city grows,
It is easy to see where my tax money goes,
And I say to myself: "If we lived hit and miss




Tax Collector Senior Deputy Deputy
Daniel P. O'Neill Elaine Van Dusen Kaara K. Gonyo
In last year's Town Report, the Tax Department was pleased to inform you that
the collections were a little better than the year before. Again, we are pleased
to say that this year is also a little better than last year. We recognize that the
economy has not improved a lot. Therefore, the taxpayers are to be
commended for their extra efforts in attending to their obligations. We realize
that when the tax bills are received, it represents a lot of money, and it takes
special planning to meet the due dates.
The Tax Department would like to briefly address the current issue of improved
safety and security measures that are being incorporated into our office. We are
sure that you are all aware of the circumstances that have prompted these new
measures. We also realize that the measures will make our public access a little
different. We want to assure you that it is just as important to us, as it is to
you, that we remain readily available to handle your daily business needs.
Newport is a small town, and we know that you like doing business in a personal
manner. We want you to be comfortable coming to the Tax Department. We
ask you to work with us through this transition, and please feel free to offer
suggestions to us. We want to express our appreciation for your funding of the
new measures and considering our safety as a priority to you.
We would also like to inform you that the Newport Tax Department has served
for the past five years as the Coordinator for the Sullivan County Tax
Collectors' Group. Our Annual Meeting was held February 16, 1994 at the
Newport office, and it was attended by all 15 towns in the county. Two
representatives from the Department of Revenue Administration were the main
speakers, and their subject was "Safety in the Workplace." All the other area
towns are also considering improvements for their municipal offices and hope
to implement them soon too.
We will strive to make your visit to our office as pleasant as we can, and we
thank you for your support and cooperation.
1X5
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Downward trend in 1988 is the result of the Town revaluation.
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REPORT OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES




Elderly & Disability Liens
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change taxes
Yield Taxes
Elderly & Disability Liens
Prepaid Property Taxes
Overpayments






Land Use Change taxes
Yield Taxes







Property Taxes Deeded to Town
Uncollected Taxes, June 30, 1993
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change taxes
Yield Taxes


























































Unredeemed Taxes, July 1, 1992 $854,772 $781,988
Tax Liens Executed $1,000,799 42,689
Interest Collected After Lien 8,698 64,563 232,628
Costs Collected After Lien 2,426 4,996 11,618










Abatements 1,368 3,432 5,208
Deeded to Town 1,717 4,414 5,284
Unredeemed Taxes, June 30, 1993 720,987 480.319 38.696
TOTAL CREDITS $1,011,923 $967,020 $1,026,234




1987 4,673,101 6% 256
1988 5,761,466 8% 341
1989 5,659,500 12% 449
1990 6,544,132 16% 593
1991 6,383,897 16% 549
1992 6,445,399 15% 513
1993 6,709,059 13% 458





Edna L. Chandler George Hildum III
The Assessing Department's newest change this year has been the changing of
personnel in the Assessing Clerk position. It was with regret that the Town
accepted the retirement resignation of Linda Demeis. Linda became Newport's
first Assessing Clerk of April 21, 1981. Her first office was downstairs in the
present TOPAZ office. Later, the Building Inspector came to share the office
with her, and eventually, the C.D.B.G. program followed. Soon the office was
just too small, and Linda was moved up to the Tax Collector's office. Linda
soon became a vital support person to the Tax Office. Not only were the Tax
and Assessing Departments able to serve the public better as one office, but
Linda proved to be just what was needed in those busy times getting special
projects finished. She proved to be hard working and very dedicated to the
people of Newport. It is said that "people come and people go, that is just the
way the winds of fortune blow." It has been the Town's good fortune to have
had Linda serve it for these past twelve years, and we, who have worked with
her, salute her and wish her well in all her new endeavors.
On February 10, 1994 the Department welcomed the new Clerk, Edna L
Chandler. Edna presently lives in Lempster, but has previously lived in Newport
for many years. She was chosen for her experience in related fields. She has
been a paralegal associated with real estate transactions in the area. She has
also owned and operated businesses in the area and will surely be familiar to
many of Newport residents. Edna's warm manner and pleasant smile will make
the transition an easy one for all.
Edna will be available to serve you at the regular hours of 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon Monday through Friday. The Assessor, George Hildum, will continue his
present schedule of being available twice a month and can be reached by
appointment through Edna.
The Assessing Department wishes to thank all the taxpayers for their continued
input and help in keeping the Town's appraisal records accurate.
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Tax Exempt Property and Buildings $26,492,300 10.746%
Adjustments anticipated prior to setting tax rate.





























SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Location Map/Lot Purpose/Use Valuation
Cemetery Street 0019-2012 Cemetery $73,700
North Newport 0020-0056 Vacant 34,900
8 Airport Road 0020-2364 Airport 493,400
Sugar River 0020-2471 Vacant 31,000
Sugar River 0025-001 Vacant 9,700
Old Hurd 0025-2367 Vacant/Gravel Pit 30,100
Summer Street 0027-0131 Vacant/Conservation Easement 7,043
North Main 0027-0170 Vacant 28,300
365 North Mam 0027-0443 Vacant 36,400
268 North Mam 0027-1583 Vacant 107,200
North Main 0027-1753 Vacant 37,700
OffRte 10 0027-1832 Vacant/STP Easement 1,404
North Main Street 0027-2121 Vacant/STP Easement 51,200
North Main Street 0027-2121-2 STP Lagoons 252,200
Summer Street 0027-2365 Water Tower 54,500
Putnam Road 0028-2468 Sewer Treatment Plant 1,726,100
Spruce Street 0029-0861 Vacant 500
Cheney Extension 0029-2470 Wilmarth Park 64,400
428 Sunapee Street 0031-2502 Pine Grove Cemetery 63,900
Sunapee Street 0031-2505 Cemetery 24,900
Sunapee Street 0032-2508 Vacant 20,400
Sugar River 0033-1113 Waste Treatment Lagoons 167,100
Sunapee Street 0034-2518 Pump House 2,800
Sugar River 0036-1523 Vacant 105,500
Sunapee Street 0036-1635-1 Pump House 30,100
Sugar River 0037-2410 Vacant 3,200
65 Belknap Street 0042-1268 Recreation Building 236,000
Court Street 0042-1576-1 Vacant 300
North Main Street 0043-0506 Town Common 83,500
40 Pine Street 0044-0084 Vacant 21,400
Pine Street 0044-0112 Vacant 22,600
Meadow Road 0045-0027 Vacant 27,200
Elm Street 0045-0121 Vacant 60,700
Mechanic Street Rear 0045-0202 Vacant 300
20 Main Street 0045-0258 Town Hall/Opera House 1,597,400
20 Main Street 0045-0258 District Court 188,900
32 Main Street 0045-0258 Police Station 90,500
15 Sunapee Street 0045-0258 Town Office 353,200
1 1 Sunapee Street 0045-0258 Fire Station 227,400




















Unity Road - Unity





























































SCHEDULE OF TAXABLE PROPERTY
A schedule of taxable property can be found in the 1992 Town Report. Some values may
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VOTING RESULTS - 1993 WARRANT ARTICLES
MAY 11 1993
Article 1. Elected Roland Stoodley and George Martin Selectmen for three
year terms.
Article 2. Elected Karlene Stoddard Town Clerk for three year term.
Article 3. Elected Jonathan A Howard Treasurer for three year term.
Article 4. Elected Michael Sanderson Trustee of Trust Funds for a three year
term and all other officers, auditors, agents and committees be left
for appointment by selectmen.
Article 5. Voted to amend the Town Zoning Ordinance concerning
Floodplains.
Article 6. Voted to adopt new Dog Control laws.
Article 7. Voted new ByLaws on control and use of alcoholic beverages on
public property.
Article 8. Voted acceptance of reports, auditors and officers.
Article 9. Voted to authorize the Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 10. Voted employment of auditors.
Article 11. Voted Selectmen to transfer tax liens.
Article 12. Voted acceptance of any Federal, State or Private grants and gifts.
Article 13. Voted acceptance of any gifts of personal and real property which
may be offered the Town. They must hold a public hearing before
acceptance of any such gift.
Article 14. Voted a budget of $4,428,786.
Article 15. Voted $164,000 for rebuilding of a portion of Bradford Road.
Article 16. Voted $61,500 for the Cross Street Bridge reconstruction.
Article 17. Voted $5,000 for Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund.
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Article 18, Voted $30,866 for computer dispatching equipment for Police
Department.
Article 19. Voted $75,000 for a new ambulance.
Article 20. Voted $81,000 for Public Works equipment.
Article 21. Voted $5,000 for Opera House Capital Reserve Fund.
Article 22. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to establish or amend fees after a
duly-noticed public hearing.
Article 23. Voted to restrict revenues from the transfer station/recycling center.
Article 24. Defeated motion to establish Newport Transfer Station.
Article 25. Voted $15,000 for Sewage Treatment Plant Lagoon
Cleanup/Reconstruction Capital Reserve Fund.
Article 26. Voted $46,718 for equipment for Water and Sewer Departments.
Article 27. Voted $795,648 for rehabilitation in the Green Road Target Area.
Article 28. Voted Selectmen to accept dedication of any street showing on a
subdivision plan approved by Planning Board provided it's
constructed to Town specifications.
Article 29. Voted Selectmen to dispose of surplus equipment and/or vehicles no
longer needed.
Article 30. Voted to give permission to the Brewster-Lee-Gould Post No. 25,
American Legion to modify or change the Soldiers' Monument.
Article 31. Voted $3,000 for Lake Sunapee Area Mediation Program and
require a quarterly report to selectmen.
Article 33. Voted $11,204 for Police Department salaries.
Article 34. Voted $21,848 to be held in contingency for negotiation/settlement
purposes with the Public Works/Fire Department Bargaining Unit.
Article 32. Adjourn meeting AT 10:25 P.M.




The Town directed the Board of Selectmen to replicate the Corbin Covered
Bridge which was burned May 25, 1993, on existing approaches with H.S. 20
weight rating using the proceeds of the insurance settlement from the Property
Liability Trust of New Hampshire Municipal Association and any other monies
that may be raised or appropriated from grants, donations, or any other source
which does not limit local control in any way, and further direct the Board of
Selectmen to start this work immediately while maintaining local control, with
guidance from a Citizen Covered Bridge Advisory Committee, of the design and
contracts related to the design and construction aspects of the project.
Meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m.
Karlene Stoddard, Town Clerk
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Town Hours
Ambulance — Emergency 24 Hour Service
Ambulance (Office) . Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Fire Department 24 Hour Service
Library Arts Center . Tuesday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Police Department 24 Hour Service
Public Works Department . Monday - Friday
Cemetery Department 7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Highway Department
Water & Sewer Department
Recreation Department . Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Recycling Center Friday and Saturday
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Richards Free Library Mon 1-6 p.m.
Tu & Th 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Wed & Fr 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sewer Treatment Plant . Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 7 a.m. - 11 a.m.






Town Office of Planning & Zoning Monday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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Regularly Scheduled Monthly Meetings
All meetings are held in the Board of Selectmen Meeting Room,
15 Sunapee Street unless otherwise indicated.
Airport Commission .'. .
.
1st Wednesday at 6:00 p.m.
Board of Selectmen 1st & 3rd Mondays at 7:00 p.m.
Budget Advisory Committee .'...........-......-... T/B/A
Conservation Commission 2nd Thursday at 7:00 p.m
Meets in Lobby
Corbin Covered Bridge Advisory Committee . . . Every Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
Meets in Downstairs Staff Room
Economic Corp. of Newport (ECON) 3rd Monday at noon
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank Board Room
Historic District Commission . .' . . As Needed
Newport Community Television (NCTV) 3rd Wednesday
Alternates between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Thompson Room, Sugar River Valley Regional Technical Center
Planning Board 1st Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
Recreation Advisory Board 2nd Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Meets at Rec Center on Belknap Avenue
Zoning Board of Adjustment 4th Thursday
October - April at 6:30 p.m.
May - September at 7:30 p.m.
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Newport, NH Municipal Telephone List
EMERGENCY— POLICE— FIRE — AMBULANCE 9-1-1
Airport Parlin Field 863-1220
Ambulance Billing Billing Clerk 863-1360
Appeals & Variance Planning & Zoning 863-6278
Assessments Assessing Clerk 863-6407
Auto Registrations Town Clerk 863-2224
Birth Certificates Town Clerk 863-2224
Building Permits Planning & Zoning 863-6278
Cemetery/burials Cemetery Dept 863-8013
Death Certificates Town Clerk 863-2224
Dog Complaints Police Department 863-3240
Emergency Management Director 863-2416
Finances Finance Director 863-1360
Fire Department Business Phone . 863-1416
Fishing/Hunting Licenses Town Clerk 863-2224
Gun Permits Police Department 863-3240
Health Health Officer 863-5577
Highways Public Works Dept 863-3650
Landfill (coupons) Town Clerk 863-2224
Landfill Questions Claremont Public Works 542-7020
Library Richards Free Library 863-3430
Library Arts Center 863-3040
Marriage Licenses Town Clerk 863-2224
Planning & Subdivision Planning & Zoning , 863-6278
Police Department Business Phone 863-3240
Police Department FAX 863-1372
Property Tax Bills Tax Department 863-6407
Public Works Public Works Dept. 863-3650
Recreation & Parks Community Center 863-1332
Resident Tax Tax Dept 863-6407
Rubbish Disposal . Town Clerk 863-2224
Schools : Superintendent. EIXz. Durocher 863-3540
Newport High School . 863-2414 Richards Elementary 863-3710
Towle Elementary 863-2050 Sugar Rvr Val Tech Ctr 863-3759
School Buses 863-1007
Senior Citizens Senior Center 863-3177
Sewage Treatment Treatment Plant 863-4338
Sewer Department Public Works Dept 863-4271
Streets Public Works Dept. 863-3650
Town Manager Daniel P. O'Neill 863-1877
Town Manager FAX # 863-8009
Voting Registration Town Clerk 863-2224
Water & Sewer Bills Billing Clerk 863-1360
Water Service Public Works Dept 863-3650
Welfare Welfare Department 863-1360
Zoning Planning & Zoning 863-6278
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